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冒he Ma的aChuse坤Homceopathic Hospital has urgent need of
additiona量funds for the furtheran∞ Of its charitable work.
冒he lega寒name of血e Corporation iB the Massach雌etts Homceo.
Pathic Hospital. No precise words are neces肘ry tO a Va量id legacy
Or gift. The forms shown on血e inside of back cover may be鵬ed・
Lega cies
冒he Hosphal ha8 been greatly aided by血i8 fom of generosity・
IJegaCies may be given unrestrictedly・ When血ey will be applied
a8 the冒rustees deem will best promote the we量fare of血e Corpora-
tion and its Beneficiaries, Or bestowed for血e use or benefit of a
SPeCific departmentl building or pupo8e.
Memorials
Enduring memorials have been estabIished through血e gift8 to
the Corporation of血e John C. Haynes, Robert Dawson Evans and
Jemie M. Robinson Memorials・皿e propo8ed bui]ding for private
Patients now affords肱e opportunity Contribution8 to血is build・
ing fund皿ay likewise be in血e fom of memorial血oors, Wards or
rooms・ A gift or bequest of駈ve Thousand Dd1ars, Or uPWard8, for
the estab量ishment and endowment of a Permanent Free Bed also
SuPPIies a Iasting and appropriate Memorial. This I)ed may bear血e
name of血e donor or whomsoever he may designate.
Ci請s
Each contribution, nO matter how sma11? Of flowers? books? maga.
ZheS・ tOyS for chiIdren' etC., Or mOney brings added comfort and
happiness to our patients.
Free Day Fund
A Fund estabIished for the puxpae of pem血ting anyone to par-
置icipate in the inspiring service of血e Hospita量. A donation of $3.00
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Hospital Location?
The Main Hospital i8 0n East Concord Street’l between Ha着rison
Avenue and Albany St富eet, Boston.
The Jennie M. Robinson Memorial, Matemity Department, is on
Stoughton Street, Boston.
The Robert Dawson Hvans Memoria量, for Clinical Research and
Preventive Medicine, is at No. 80 East Concord Street, Boston.
The Out Patient Department is at 750 Harrison Avenue, between
East Newton and East Concord Streets.
Te]ephone-Private Branch Exchange (comecting a11 depart"
Ⅲent畠) Back Bay 6400.
皿e John Haynes Memoria寒(for, COntagious disease8) i8 On AIIston
ahd ,washington Streets (near Commonwealth Avenue) , Brighton
District. Telephone, Aspinwa量1 5750.
Sumybank-the Convalescent Home for Women-i8 at 23 Everett
Street, Dorchester. Telephone, Colu山bia 6980.
Mec書ings
The Amual Meeting of the Corporation, for the election of o債cers
and/ the transaction of business? is held on the four血Tuesday of
J櫨nua富y.
The Board of Trustees hoId8 its Annunl Meeting t叩week8 after
the Annual Meeting of血e Corporation and thereafter on the third
冒uesday of each month except in the month of Jinuary when the
meeting is held on the fourth冒uesday.
Special meetingg are held by the direction of血e Pre8ident or on
the ca工l of any three冒rustees・
Facts of Inte,reSt
1855. Act of Legisla加re e8tablishing Hospital・
187l. Hoapital opened, January 23rd.
First focated at 14 Burroughs Place, Boston.
1 Number of heds when opened, 16.
1874. H撃piぬl moved to East Concord St.’and one building erected・
Number of beds, 40.
18鋤. ¥Surgical wing opened.
1885. Training lschool for Nurses e8tab]ished.
189l.1 MedicaI Wing and Surgical amex erected・
1897. Matemity Deparment at 40 We8t Newton St., OPened, July
218t.
18れNurses, Home on Stoughton St., ereCted:∴ ,
1906. Homceopathic Medical Dispensary, Which had been i叫exi8-
tence for sixty years, bec争me血e Out・Patient Departmふt of
血e Hospital, February.
1908. John C. Hayne8 Memorial for contagious diseases erected at
AIIston St., Brighton, CO証ng neady $300,000.
1912. Evans Memorial for Clinical Research and Preventive Medi.
cine, 00誼ng $175,000.
1916. Jennie M. Robinson Memorial Matemity, COSting in exce的Of,
$ 300,000.
1880. Nunber of in-Patieht8 treated, 190.
1890. Number of in-Patients treated, 683.
11900・ Number of in.patients treated, ♀,284.
1 1910・ Nunber of in"Padents treated, 4,925.
‘1920. Number of in_Patients treated, 9,358.
’1927∴ Number of in.patients treated, 11,505.
1927∴Days’care f甲nished inpatients, 156,494.
1927∴Perl Cent Of pay, Part Pay and free in・Patients: Pay’25・76;
Pa競Pay, 52.20;鯖ee, 22.04.
1927‘ , A読rage days’Btay Of in-Patients, 13.60.
1927. 1’l Nulnber of out・Patients’visits, 44,320.
1927. )冒otal expenditures’$703,08l.80.
∴Nu申ber of beds (exclusive of nurserieB) , 530.
6
Acts of Incorporation l
Commonwealth of M雛sachusett9
CHAPr駁411 op富HE Ac富S OF 1855
AN AcTI TO INCO耽ORATE∴THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM低OPATH重C Hosp重TAL
か。洗。n脚細々bγ重症sc棚的肋d Ho軍椛〆Rcp「e寄C融融畑,加G伽針のきCo調書
偶的c耽bie左側d bγ拐eのり話馴高書γ OI庇sα肋e,側I糊〇秒鎌
S置CT重ON l. That Otis Clapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charle8 B. Ha11,
George Bancroft, John D. Richrdson, Adam W. Thaxter, JrつSimon G. Cheever,
Otis Tufts, Robert L. Robbins∴and J種me6 Dennie, Jr., and their associite8叩d
successors are hereby m種de a∴COrPOration by the n種me of the Ma8Sachusetts
龍om‘roPathic Hos童tal, With a11 the powers and privileges, and 8ubject to an the
dutie8, liabilitie6, and restriction6 Set forth in the forty.fourth chapte富of血o
Revised StatuteB; Baid Hospital to be located in Boston.
SEC富. 2. Said corporation may take and receive} holdl PurCha6e} and po§SeS8, Of
and from a皿and any person or persons disposed lto laid血e benevolent要mrPO8e§
of血i8 institution any devi6e8 and grants of lands and tencments, in fee simple
and otherwise, and any donations and bequests of money or other property● tO be
used and imp事oved for the erection, SuPPOrt, and m種ihtenonce of a ho邑Pilal for
8iあk per轡0n思.
SECT. 3.冒he property to be holden by 8aid corporation 8hall no章exce○d inl
value two hundred thouBand dollars, Of which onchaIf may be in real e8tate.
SECT. 4. Said corpomtion m租y e8t種blish by克ws and mle8 for the govemment
and regulations of itB affairs' and may pro▼ide‘血erein for血e dection of such
o飯cer8 a8 mny be thought proper.
S耽T. 5.冒hi8 aCt Sha1宣take effect upon it8 Pa的種ge.
Ap即だOue寄蘭ay工9, 1855.
音C櫨AP富E櫨26 0P重HたAc冒S Oず重884
AN Ac富農O Au冒HORTZE THE MASSACHus駁富S HoMceOI.▲TmC HospmI.富O HoLD
A。DIT重ONAL RHAI, AND PErsONA|. Es冒A調
Be洗c耽C柁展bγ露やSc関‡c伽d Ho魅槍○ ○I及cpres∽鋤けjo傷,観Gの調crα重Co職能
00Sc叩ああ互αれd bγ庇融九〇r砂oI串sα叩,雪lo棚的0;
S鱈CT重ON l. The Massachusetts Hom低opathic Hospital is authorized, for心e
pu町o8e8 Set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property to the amoun章of
8ix hundred thousand do11ars, Of which one心alf may be in real estate.
SECT. 2.珊is∴act Sh種ll take e億ect upon) its p種8Sag(ト
A相roひed Feb. 18, 1884.
CHAPTER 358 oF THE Ac富S OF 1890
AN AcT INi FAVOn OF冒HE MASSACHUSE叩S HoMaeOPA富H重C Hosp重TAL
Bc耗e競α○○寄bγ坊c Sc関脇c α職d Hoり櫓c ,〆R印rcSe加細部ひ儲タまれGe露crのきCo脚部
のSSc肋弛みα融bγ ‡加α耽hor印olめe 3αかゆのs IoきれのS;
SECT重ON l.冒here shall be∴allowed and paid out of the tre種S叫y Of血e Com"
monweal血a sum not exceeding one hundhed and twenty thous種nd dollars in aid
o白he Mi的chusetts Homceopathic Ho8Pital, a cha意itable corpora書ion, Organi雅d
7
under the hws of this Commohwe種l血and located in血e City 'f BosIon, lO bc
expended by the冒rustees thereof, for thc purpose of building and血mishing an
addilion to the present buiIding).r( for building a new building f.r血e gene調1
purposes of said Hospital.
S恩C冒. 2. In considera置ion o白he grant provided for in Section one, the Tmstee8
0白むMas8aChusetts Homceopathic Hogpital shall provide foJ a representation
on their bbard of five members, tO be appointed by the Govemor wi血the advi○○
and con8ent Of the Counc組, during the pre8ent year aS follows: tWO for three
yqurs’tWO for two year6, and o重le for one year; and at the expiration of心eir
resp6ctiv叩e耶S Of service appoinment shall be made for a tem of three year8,
and in ftlrther∴COnSideration thereof the said Ho8Pital sh種11 forever maintain not
less than twenty free beds.
‘ SEC冒. 3. The Massachuse請s Homceopathic Hospital sha皿accept∴and comply
with the provisions of this∴aCt tO the satisfaction of the Govemor and Council,
withiIl血irty days from its passage.
S聞T. 4. All bills for expenditures under this act shall be presented to the
Auditor of血e Commonweal血for approval, and certified to the Governor and
Council in the same manner as other claims against the Commonwenl血; PrO"
vided ,that no larger sun than sixty thousand dollars∴Shall be p種id d町ing the
year eighteen hundred and ninety.
SEC冒. 5. This∴aCt Shal=ake effect upon its passage.
Approびed JⅢne 3, 1890.
CHAPTER 45 0F∴THE AcTS OF 1891
AN AcT∴冒O AuTHORIZE THE MASSACHUSET富S HoMceOPATH重C Hbsp重TAL Tb Ho調
ADDI富IONAI. P櫨OP圃調Y
Beめの伽職ed byめe Se関わのれd HoI憾c〆R?p「eS飢鋤競演修,加Ge職erα夢Co榔富書
のS3e肋般d,伽心もγ諦e α耽れ脚砂ol拐e sα肋e,のき句碑0桃こ
SEC富ION l. The Massachusetts櫨om健opathic Hospital is紬血orized for血e
PurPOSeS Set forthl in its act of inco町omtion・ tO hold property to thc am?unt of
one million two hundred thou蜘nd doⅢ種r8.
SECT. 2. This act shall take effeet upon its p種ssage.
Appro.)ed March 6, 1891.
CHAP富聴櫨98 0F∴で櫨R Ac富S OF 18少8
AN Ac軍曹O A町HOR重ZE∴THE MASSACHUSETTS HoMceOPA冒H重C HospFT▲I.∴冒O HbⅢ
PBOPERTY富O THE AMOUNT OF TH職E M重LI,ION DoLI.AnS ,
Bcあc耶C疑るγき九〇 Sc関脇c伽d Hoα8○ ○j R印○○se同職め儲タかG伽e職夢Co暮競
㌢Se同部eみ伽d bγ庇撮めor砂oI庇sα耽〇・調布脇0鵬;
SECT裏ON l. The Ma8SaChusetts Homceopathic Hospital is hereby anthorized,
for thb pu叩ose8∴Set fbrth in this∴aCt Of inco卿oration’to ho賞d property to m
am?unt nOt eXCeeding three million doⅡars.




AN Ac富∴rO AuTHORIZE THE HoM低OPATH重C M圏)重CAI’D重SPENSARY TO TRANSFR I富S
F口早s AND Pnopm吋∴TO THE朝ASSACHUSET富S HoMceOPATII重C HospITAL
Be鵡c間cきあらγ加Se動のe伽d Ho耽○ ○I競印res倒露わ房姻,れG助のα事Co暮`競
俺§e訪ね互の訪bγ庇α事備わ伸助〆庇s叩鳩,脚lo枕o舶;
SRC富重ON l. The Homaeopr血ic Medical Dispen8ary’incorpor種-ed by Chapter
one hundred and ninety.one of血e acts of the year eighteen hundred and fifty-
8ix声調d the trustees thereof, are hereby authorized to transfer, aSSign, Set OVer・
md convey aⅢ the funds md property now or hereafter held by it or them for
the charitable purposes of said dispen6ary tO the M租s8aCh耽e‘ts Homoopathic
Ho8Pitd’incorporated by Chapter fo耽hundred and eleven of the acts of the year
eighteen hundred and fifty.five’and said Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital i8
hereby au血orized to reeeive and accep=he sa皿e・ and to hold’manage, uSC’and
di8POSe ,of the same as the trus‘ees of瓜e said Hospit種l may請om time to timc
deem best for the fu惟Iment of thc charitabIe purposes of a dispen8ary.
SECT. 2. This ac1 8hall take effect upon it8 PaS8agC.
Approoed M租rch 3, 1898・
CHAP冒En 37 oF∴THE AcTS OF 1926




The Massachusett8 Homのopa心ic Hospital? incorporated by chapter four hm.
dred and eleven of the acts of eighteen hundred and fiftJ噛ve, i8 herchy a皿血or-
立ed, for the p町P'6e8 Of its incorporation, tO hold prop?rty to an amOunt nOt
exc∞ding ten million dou種rs.
音App「oひed耳ebⅢary 15, 1926・
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STANDING COMMIT富EES OF THE冒RUS富EES
細説▲討Cす○○Ⅲen重y S. G重ew, C血i調n; J○○o皿e Pre8tOn, E.且B種量e冒.
No蘭IN▲TIONS-Geo. B. Glidしden, Chairman; Ru86ell S. Codman, E. H. Bck餌.
DoNAⅢONS AND B劇暮UES富S〇〇〇E. G. Preston, Chairman; L. J. Hunter, R. W. May・
nard, Henry L. Houghton, M.D., Mr8. Rus8ell G. Fe8Senden.
M⊥IN HospITAI,二Hor種ce Pachard, M.D., Chairman; Walter R. Whiting, Wm.
E. Nicker8on,冒albot Aldrich, Mrs. Costeno C. Converse.
EvANS MRmORTAI‘鵜-Harry O. Sp種lding, M.D., Ch種irman; E. G. PrepIon. 】蘭A.
Ⅳyman‥
RoB重NSON MEMchI▲重　▲ND H▲YNES ME竜o櫨重▲I.一二Waldo F. Gliddeh, Ch種i轟mn;
Miss Gertrnde Baker, Win. A. Barron, Jr.
O町P▲TIENTS Dm調即脇NT, Soc重AL SⅢVIC埠　CoNVA鵬SCENT Ho甲ES-John P・
Su心e血nd, M.D., Ghairman; Harry O. Spalding, M.D., Waldo F. Glid-
音den.
ScHOOL OF NmSES, Nu櫨S鯵HoMES, HousE OFFICⅢS AND CI.INICAL INSmUCTION-
Edmund A. Whiman, Chairm種ni Henry L. Houghton, M.D., J. P. Su血eh
重雄皿d, Ⅲ.D.
1重
Administrative and House Staff
S榔pCγ所eれ寄e競
HENRY M. PoLLOCK, M.D.
Assき融請けSllpcrあ‡e競de加








D. BELFOm ST田ARNS, M.D., S重lrgあの!
CI,重FTON冒. PERKINS. M.D., MedieαZ
MoRRIS CoumISS, M.D., Obs!e溝cαき
R側E即9 B. BA櫨富0Ⅳ, M.D., E駒鵬Mの肋or書の裏
JoHN HoRN駅うM.D., Pα拐ologicαl
EDWARD C. SM重富H, M.D.うHαy"es卿emoriαl
EDI富H KROI.I,, D.D.S., De"融
Sc扇or
H聞原Y H. RしY重職, M.D.
WELMAN B. CHR重S冒IE. M.D.
RoLAND D. CI.APP, M.D.
No龍調ANぐo腿, M.D.
WA調駅H. CoNSTANT重NE, M.D.
LAWRENCE H. DooI.ITTI.E, M.D.
H郎MAN P. GnossMAN, M.D.
H. E。最重C PI.U京聞, M.D.




















Medical and Surgical Staff
Consultants I
HoRACE PACK▲RT), M.D., SαrgeO能
叢監塁薫欝援護Or’
N. EMMONS PA重NE, M.D., Dおcases o白he M訪d
HERBEn富C. CLAPPうM.D., DiseαSeS O/ rhe C九es!
P田RCY G. B放OWNB, M.D., DiseαSeS OI拐e C鴨e8‡
持上霊瀧蕊轟葦蒜忠霊‡㌢
How▲rm P. BELI,OWS, M.D., A"手のZ Dise雌es
THOM▲S M. STRONG, M.D., Nose aJ訪Tんroα書
C田O瓜GE R. R重CちM.D., No6e肋寄T九roα書
悪罵濫;賦統轄翰
F競H)取ICK L. EMERSON, M.D., Ob融カr轟の"
認諾ぷ露盤誓露語棚cO履∞夢Cooes
S職聞EN H. BLODGETT, M.D., Gのねo.U「!)I仰γ DiseαSe$
WII‘L重▲M H. WA調ERS, M.D., Pα諦oねgy
JoHN A. RocKWELI., M.Dつ朋ys滅an
HBNnY L. HouGHrON, M.D., 」P砂訪iα職
Medical Sta債
P心算わめ脇香れC九番〆
EDWAm S. CAL肥RWOOIl, M.D.
Medic種l Ser▼ice
P心持あわれ8
AL関蘭S. BR鵬GS, M.D.　　　　　　　C. HENHY DoB§ON, M.D.
W裏LSON F. PH喜I‘LIPS, M.D.　　　　　CH▲RI.ES H I,▲W耽NCE, M.D.
Vお拐)lg P砂s轟優れS
W. DuNCAN REII), M.D.　　　　　. I」EON W. CROuKEm, M.D.
A純的α加Vお崩れg P九γ§轟α舶
JAMES E. V▲NCE, M.D.　　　　　　　WII,I,IAM L. KR重EC駅, M.D.
Scc○蘭Ass轟α"書　V王s競れg P旬8わめ耶
HoLI.重S R. SM重富H, M.D.
Pediatric Ser▼ice
P砂s香c香の職












NATHAN H. CArm重CK, M.D.
DermatoIogical Servi○○
Deγ和議αoiogあき
























E・ PARENHAM RuGGLES, M.D., C妨/ oI Serof。。
潔蕊龍盤∴∴∴鴇宝島B荒葦b.
F壷‡ A8Sお‡α耽0∂sめのあわれ3













LouIS G. HowARI), M.D.
Aur種l Service
SαrgeOれS
礁勘旗重CK W. Coし嘘U肘, M.D., C筋eIのj Scγ演cc
HAnO【.D L. BABCOCK, M.D.
Seco乃寄A8$轟の競Aαγα夢Sαrg○○耶
BA珊閥M. WⅢN,舶.D.
′′　No'e and Thro種t Ser▼ice
Sα7g○○職
CoⅣ寄畑S調書富蘭, M.D.,伽きcI oI Ser諦e
玉露薄暑藍　　藍岩鼻諾意董,.
般A$S轟α動はNoきe α融口脇roαきS基岬○○職
し聯cH富OⅣ F. JoHⅣSOⅣ, M.D.
Sec○融A8S轟の競No的の近着輝0α鯵Sαrg○○耶
耽▲N[ L・ Jo鵬S, M.D.　　　　　　髄AROLD W. RIPLEY,蘭.D.
Oph基山lm0logic種l SerⅤice
Sαγgc〇本
W・ D・、Row意AⅣD, M.D., C九均oj Seγ扇ce
JosE蘭E. §鵬同職c, M.D.　　　　HENRY M. EMMONS, M.D.
JosEP蘭J. SK喜RBALL, M.D.
S〇〇〇?ld As8お納期寝の励め柳訪c S耽g○○購
R.∵・ F脚CH世D. HA叩S。HW盤,竜野Y・ MD.
Urologic種l Service
Sαr約〇れ










重職OY M・ S・ M重N馳, M.D., D.M.D.
De耽αさS霊l暗○○"
RICHARD H. NonTON, D.M.D.
As8え融調書Deれ融S“昭e○"
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Mary Elizabeth AIdrich, Widow of the brilIia叫talented, Well
remembered Iiterateur’Thomas Bailey Aldrich, While visiting a Iife-
Iong friend’Mrs. Wm. O. Fu賞ler’at Rockland・ Maine, WaS CalIed away
from the responsibilities, WOrries, and duties of this life and entered
the ]ife etemal・ Fo調皿ately血ere had been no proIonged period of
i皿ess and suffering as a preparation for the change. The Grim
Reaper’Time, Simply claimed her as hi邑OWn. Re工entless Time itdelf,
however’CannOt quenCh thel SPark of immortaIity or obliterate the
undying personaIity that was so strbng and vital w主thin her.
MI.S. A量drich,s interest in and Ioyalty to血e Hospital in aIl i章S
numerotIS and varied vicissitudes’′ and especially her concem regard-
ing the comfort’happiness and well・being of its patients, Were Shown
On imumerab霊e occasions, and her generous 8erVices have b。。n Of in.
calculab]e value.
Mrs. A重drich’B name first apeared on血e Board of職ustees in 1898,
twenty〃nine years ago. She was on血e Visiting Committee from 1898
to 1909 and was ap active member of the Advisory C皿ittee and
later of the Committee on Nominations. She wa8 a member of血e
Board of Trustees of血e Sunny Bank Home f重Om 1905, ahd of the
BuiIding Committee of the Contagious Department of the Hoapita量
in Brig血to皿in 1907.
For many years a置血e graduation exerciseB Of the N耽読冒raining
Schoo工it was Mrs. Aldricht pleasant function’and one血at added a
dignity and sincerity to血e occas王on, tO fasten血e BPeCia喜graduation
Pin, the emb]em of her profe8Sion言nto血e心ess of each nurse,
adding a cheery word of advice or counsel or bIessing.
Of Ms. Aldrich it may be said she possessed great sympa血y wi血
8血uing, WaS a keen observer but rather reticent”1though of calm
judgment and positive opinions’and a model of Ioyalty to the Hon
Pit血.
皿8 WhoI]y inadequate testimo血l is o鮎red in血e effort to ex-
PreSP Our aPPreCiation of a聯e of friendIy co"OPeration and earnest
effort in behalf of the耽spital so dear to us a量l「a Iife血at is now






we, Who have enjoyed the great privilege of cIose contact with
wi批a皿F. Whittemore, find in atte皿Pting to wriもe of him血at our
feeling of deep personal a紐ection for h王m BurPaSBeS and indeed sup・
plah髄aⅢ cl邑〇・
we know that we sha11 mi8S `hi皿mOre than we can tell and even
more血an we dare co血emplate・ For he had a personality and a
character indeed rare and abundantly po8SeSSed those attribute8 and
qualities which we moBt adInire and which tied 8O many tO him in a
fine and intimate perBOnal relationship.
we might speak much and long of the8e attribute8 and qualitieB;
of his Iove of nature, Of books and of mu亀ic, Of hiB delight in a11 the
finer things of life, Of hij culture and refineme鵬’Of his sympathy
and kindliness, and of his senBe Of humor and keen intellect’but we
are mindful血at we are ppeaking to|riβ friends and ap.workers and
know that words conceming so true a man and so tme a gendeman
as Mr. Whi慣e皿Ore Can be of little moment when compared with血e
thotlgh章s of those who knew and Ioved him.
M.. Whitt。mOre Wa8 deeply interested in his church and in many
drgarizations and charities and each and all werel materially bene・
fited by his wise counse量・
And yet we like to think that it was in our Ho叩ital血at his chief
interest lay. We like to think血at during his la8t illnes8 he came
home to us. We肱e to think of the tender and loving care given him
by our physicians’house o鯖cers and nuses・ nOt because he was one
of the Hospit批冒mstees but because he was Mr二Whi耽emore・ We
like to think of his generous gift that the chiIdren at血e Hospital
might have an u則sualIy Merry Christmas and that血e happiness of
血ese littIe ones might Berve aS a餌ing memorial to one who had
shortry preceded him in血e Great Adventure and who too had
striven in her modest way to serve the Hoapita〇・
And we like to think of aImost his Iast words to his Surgeon,
4‘Doctor, Shou量d I recover from this illness I sha置l devote the re-
mainder of my ]ife to the serⅤice of our IIospital.’’
l Mr. Whittemo富e’s last days were t料ical of hiB entire life. He wa8
hopefully yet請置y Te8igned to whateve重mi舟t be血e outcome’he
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nevcr failed to血抑止hiB bhyBiciam上and mr8e8 for 。ny c。.vi。。
rcndered him and hi8 thought8 Were always for o血erさ, never for eelf.
1 GalmIy and u加fraid, in perfect tru8t and wi血out compIaint he
faced the ordeal of his operation. Again as calm坊as peace皿y and
a8 tr同調lァa8 a軸e child he went to 8Ieep.
In ife血at f血her aid which Mr. Whittemore had hoped to add
置o his aIready皿mea叩e was fo]心idden him; yet in death he gave
the鱒ospital the major part of his 。8t。t。.
Thu8 Our ]oving memories, his hopefulne88 amid discouragementry
his painstahing serviee・ his sacrifioe of 8eIf’his care皿y considered
PIans for a Iarger and more complete 8ervice to血e commurrity’and
hie generous bequest have become o耽heritage.
In accepting thie heritage may we emp重oy it an a8 he wouId vish
and may we 8ee Our duty ]ies in giving for hin血at蘭her heIp to




Dr. Wood graduated from Boston皿ver8ity SchooI of Medicine
F州owing graduation he immediate]y engaged in the active practice
Of medicine, first and for mahy yea聯at Charlestown’and Iater in
Brook]ine and Bo8ton.　　　　　　　,
In 1910 he wa8 aPPOinted as physician to血e Pediatric Service, and
in 1912 Physician to the MedicaI Ser庇e・ Which titIe and positien he
retained until 1925 when he was made Physician.in-Chief.
Coincident with his appointment to the Staff of the Hospital Dr.
Wood became a member of the Facufty of BoBton thiversity SchooI
Of Mediche・ finaIly becoming Professor of Medicine.
Thus血e Hospital and血e Medical Schoo賞gave Dr. Wood血e
highest rank and tit]e that oo蘭be bestowed upon one in his chosen
fieId・ The Doctor h種d a keen appreciatfon of心e confidence and trust
reposed in him and never falIed to sul)Ordinate his oun interest8 tO
those of the Hospital and SchooしIndeed, Dr. Wood・8 Chief character.
is。cs were his富eliaI)i耽y, hi8 fa珊ulnes8 andl hi8 Patient kind]ine8S
やaⅢ・
l Dr. Thod was beloved aIike by hi8 Patients, his students and hi8
Medic種量ascociate8. He was ngarded a8 a diagho8tician of the highest
銘
s則,and hiB OPinion8-Were frequently s側ght. Whe血erl at the bedside
o富in Sta任Conferences theβe C壷ied upu8ual wei如t.
1 By lhis dea心血e規spital lost one of it8 mOBt highly qua雌ed phy8i-
cians and one of its warmest and most devoted friends and admire品
¥ Memoria賞exercises for Dr. Wood were held in血e Hvans Memorial
。n Marcト16. The Auditoriun vyas釧ed to oJerflowing wi血O償cers
and Trustees of Boston University and血e Hospita置? With Dr. Wood,8
Faculty and Sta鯖co-WOrker8 and wi心Medical 8tudents and n調eB’
who ga血ered to voice血eir deep Iove for him and their admiration
of him bo血as a man and a physician.
W巌reαS the Massachusetts Homceopa血ic Hospital has∴SuStained
a great loss in the dea血of Dr. Nelson M. Wood whose thirty years
of fait薗ul 8ervice綿a 8臨調ed and loyal member of the Sta岱」whose
high ideals and whoさe unflagging inte重eBt in all matterB Pertaining
to the Hospital have helped to build up our insti調tion, and
WhereαS by his friendliness and kindly 8Pirit he endeared himself
to all with whom he came in contact, be it
Resoんed血at the TrusteeB herewi血express血eir 8incere appre.
一ciation of his valuable 8ervice and血eir keen 8enBe Of h的in hi8
death and do extend to his 8OrrOWing fam叫y血eir heartfelt sym.
pathy, and be it
Resoわed that a copァo白hese resolmion8 be forwarded to Dr・




Bom in Oshko8h’Wisconsin’in 1858, Dr. Earl graduated from Bos・
ton耽iversity SchooI of Medicine in 1884・ For a time he practi8ed
at Wareham, Massachusettp, and ]ater removed to Boston.
In 1892 he was∴apPOi競ed Insthu〇tor in ObstetricB at Boston Uhi・
ver8ity SchooI of Medicine, Which position he he量d until 1897. Be.
cdming A88Ociate Professor of Obstetricβ in 1898, he ,Wa8 aPPOimed
full Profe尋ねr in 1907, Which latter po8ition he retained unt遺1926・
Dr. Earl, althou卦identified for 8Ome Jears previo耽ly with the
Homceopathic Di8Pen紺ry, became a member of血e Sta債of the Ho8.
pital in 1900. From血is date until appointed, Co細Uu血ing Obstetrician
in 1918 he was an acti▼e member of the Sta債o皿the ObstetricaI Ser.
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Vioe, and also for some year8 On血e Orthopedic Service, beih,g the
frst appointee to the Or血opedic Service at血e Hospital.
In spite of his re血emeht from active service at the Hospita重
because of hi8 having a耽ained血e age limit, hiB interest in血e Hos.
P手ha重, Particula血y血e Ob8tetrical Department, COntinued unabated.
Dr. Ear重was greatly beloved by his∴8tudentB and associates. He
W錐universa11y a心血ed and respected both for his many ster賞ing




Dr. John H. Payne・ Who wa8 bom in 1855, graduated from Boston
University Schoo重of Medicine in 1879. Contirmo叫y血e.e。ft。. h。
WaS CIosely identified with bo心血e Ho8Pita量and the School in血e
Department of OphthaImoIogy.
At血e Schoo]’apPOinted Assi8tam Demonstra書o重in 1879, he 8erved
ouccessively a8 Lecturer on Diseases of血e Eye’Assistant Professor
and Associatel P重ofessor. He wa8 aPPOinted Professor of OphthaI-
mo]ogy in 1893’W址ch lposition he retained until hi8 re血ement from
attive service in 1913’When he was appointed Emeri調S Professor.
This position he he重d un冊hi8 dea血・ Hel was T重eaSurer Of the
Sch○○重缶om工896章o 1900.
At the Hospita量, aPPOinted Ophthahnic Surgeon in 1888? ho宣dihg
a siniIar position in血e Homceopa址c Dispensa叩he oon血ued on
血e active s軍aff of the Hosp王ta量on bo血the House and Out Patients
Seivice until his retirement in 1914, When he wa8 aPPOinted Cons血・
ant in OphthaImo量ogy.
During血e Wor]d War Dr・ Payne served as a membei of the Ad.
Visory Board No. B.41 in the capacity of Ophtha]mb重ogist.
Dr. Ptryne was a man of血e hi如est integrity and p重Ofess王ona] s則,
gIadly and free重y gave his time to血e service of o血ers’and was





Dr. Clewley’s death having occurred so shortly subsequent to the
c量o8e Of血e year and prior to the publicaもion of this report’nOtice of
it is here included.
Dr. CIewley was 33 years of age’a graduate of Yale UniverBity and-Boston University, qlass of 1919. After a yearfe iutemship at the
Newton Hospital he became identified with the Staff of our Hospital’
serving during 1921 in the Out Patients Department and 8ubse・
quent工y on the Orthopedic Service in both血e House and Out Patients
Department. At the time of hi8 dea血he held the rank of First
Assista血Visiting Surgeon? and fo置lowing his acceptance into the
College of Surgeons● tO Which he had made application for fel重ow-
ship, WOuld have) reCeived well me血ed promotion.
Dr. Clew重ey wa8 a yOung肘rgeon Of unusua1 8蜘.l and popular alike
with his patient8 and a8SOciate8. His death camot be rega富ded as
other thaI]しロしSeVere loBB tO血e Hoopital.

Fifty一旗ghth Annual Report
A Summary of the Year’s Work
・The steadiIy increaBing service of the Mas8aChusetts Homceopathic
血oapital to the community has again beenふiden∞d∴
l, Dtlring 1927, ll,137’patients were admitted to its bevera重depart-
1 This i8 the laTgeSt number ever re∞ived in¥ a single year, being
24l more than in 1926 and 42l more than in 1925.
The gain in admission has l.een accompanied by a corresponding
increase in those treated, ll,505, by more days care being fumished
l l「156,494, and by a higher daily average popこ嘉lation-428.75.
125 more patients were operated upon? 3’39l more X.Rays were
/ぬken and 2が7 more Iaboratory examimtions were made‘ The
’ fargest nunber of patients in the Hospital on arty one day was 525
' and the smallest number 312, aS COmPared with 497 and 298 in 1926.
十44,322/ viBits were made to the Hospital?8 Out Patients Depart-
ment, 3,188 more than in 1926, and 13,658 to血e Medical Mission
) I)ispensary, a tOta置of 57,980.
6,634 visits werel made through the extra.mural service to the homes
of the indigent 8ick? 236 more than in 19261 2)814 f富Om the Hospital
and 3,820 from the Medical Mis8ion.,
Omittiflg insurance and Corporation expenseB‘ of $10,549・26, met
l by the Treasurer but apportioned to the several Departments, and
which were∴S]ightly les8 than in 1926; the total expense畠Of the
′・Superintendent were $703,081・80. ThiB amOunt is $30J‘蝕O in exces8
0f the corresponding payments in 1926, Of which $16,28l was∴SPent
for salarie8 and wageB and $14,159 for 8uPPlies.
The Superintendent’s receipts from a]重sources were紬75,454・34,
$30,517 more than in 1926.
Excluding infantβ days at the RobinBOn Memo重ial and Out Patient8
expenditures∴and receipts,、血e daily∴Per CaPita co8t, all Depart.
men鴫, WaS $5.06, five oents I髄8 than in 1926, and血? da組y per
capiti receipt8 $3.36, One Cent lesB.
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THE MAIN HOSPITAL
This portion of血e Hospital’s pIant is comprised of those buiId・
ings erected during血e ear量ier years of血e Hospita量,B history.
、 Here during the year 5’700 patients, comPrising 81ight賞y more
than one-half of the total number of in"Patients received in all
departments’Were admitted・ The reception of this Iarge n血ber
Of men・ WOmen and chiIdren suffering from the acute forms of
Medica賞and S町gical diseases・ the greatest in the histo重y Of血e
Hospita量and lO2 more than in 1926’imposed an added burden upon
facilitie8 already greatly overtaxed・ However, the accompanying
report9 Of the Physician・in.Chief and the Surgeon"in"C脆ef discIo8e
that despite many handicaps imposed upon a重量a-ike’visiting staff,
nurses, emPIoyees and patients’the results obtained compare favor-
ably with those of previous years and indeed w地心ose of any hos"
PitaI suppIying like service. A careful reading of these report8 ie
urged.
Among血e maJOr lmPrOVements in this Department during血e
year may be enunerated the erection of a new engine and generator
in the power house’the changing over of血e former recovery room
into a central sterilizing room’and thanks to the generosity of
Mr. Wi11iam E. Nickerson血e instaIlation of an X-Ray Unit with
the necessary equipment in the Sou血Operating Room? nOW de8ig・
nated as `The Wi]Iiam E. Nickerson Cystoscopic Room.,,
The Superintendent・s ExpenditTres for血e benefit of this De.
Partment TVere $370,757.37・ To which should be added Treasurer’β
expense of錐y162.61 (Insurance $3,566.69’Corporation expense a8
p重○○rated $1,595.52).
珊e Superintendent’s Receipts were $247’653.74, the Dai量y Per
Capita Cost of conducting the Depa富tment was $5.5l and the Daily
Per Capita Receipts $3.65.
THE ROBERT DAWSON EVANS MEMORTAL
The achievements of this inportant Department of血e Ho8Pital
are large量y measured by the wock performed in its severaI cIinice
and research ]aboratories.
A description of these activities and accomp量ishment8 is con.
tained in the accompanyingやo競Of the Chief of the Research
During血e year 593 patients were admitted for cIinieal research
and treatment.
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In addition to Treasurer’s Expenditures of $2’363.89 for insurance
and pro-rated Corporation Expense血e Superintendent,s Expendi・
ture邑] dr血e benefit of this 。epartment were $1099382.53・ equal to
a Daily Per,Capita Co昌t Of如4.66’WhiIe血e receipt8 from patie血9
were but $24,9弛47, equivalent to Daily Per Capita Receipts of
。豊童謡蒜霊霊葦慧書轟‡霊詰
Robert Dawson Evan8. Therefore the income from its invested
funds was sufficient to satisfy this deficit of $86’764.00・
In his lrepOrt the Chief of the Research Service call8 attention to
血。′fact that while血e space and equipment al事otted to the several
laboratories and clinics was ample for血e earlier wo血of the De-
pdrtmentうits activitieB have so increased that further growth and¥
expansion is impossible unles8 added facilities are provided.
The past achievements of this Department’under the able direc・
tion of血e Chief of the Research Service, are greatly appreciated
ほnd have been widely recognized. His plea for∴added space and
equipment 8hould be granted at the earlie8t POSSible date.
‥ , TH要言JENNIE M. ,ROBINSON MEMOR工AL (舶ATERNITY)
′Thel aCCOmPanylng ・rePOrt Of the Chief of Service to this’the
Matemity Department of the Hospital, Wi11 more fully relate its
activities.
1,873 prospective mothe重8 Were admitted during血e year and
l,640 infints were bom in the Department.
The Treasurer,8 Expenditures charged to the Department were
$969.44 and those of the Superintehdent $104,152・?2.皿e Re∞ipts
紅om patient8 Were $87,065.64.
Inclusive' Of infants’days the′ ldaily per capita cost was $2.3l wi血
daily per capita receipts of $l・92; eXClusive of infantB, drtys血ese
amounts become respectiveIy $4.35 and $3.62.
More ample accon皿OdationB for private patients i8 the心ief need
of thi8 Deparment. Indeed if twice血e present number of private
rooms were provided the constantly increasing demands for this
da88 Of accom皿Odations would barely be satisfied・
THE JOHN C. HAYNES MEMORIAL FOR CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES
The very interesting report of the Phy8ician to thi8 Department・
printed elsewhere in thi8 rePOrt’merit8 Caref血reading・
2,
l’234 patients were udmitted to the Department during the ycar,
2重5 m〇千e血an in音1926.
Trea8urer,s Expchditures∴Charged to the Department言ncluding
in餌rance and pro.rated Corporation Expense, amOunt売$1,620.26.
The Superintendent,8 eXPenSe incurred for the benefit of血e De。
Partmeht was $87,994.88・冒he Departmen琉receipts were $94r
459.35. Thus a surplus of $4,824・41, aPPlicabIe to the r。du。ti。n.。f
deficits incurred in previous years, i8 8hown.
冒he daily per capita cost was $2.60 and the da叫y per capita∴re-
00ip章8 $2.75.
This Deparment of the Hospital? a]though posse畠Sed of weⅡ
designed bui]ding8 in excelIent repair? has an endowment of but
$300. Owing to wide variation8 in the incident of contagioue d王Bea8es
in the several communitie8 :erved’COuPled with the ever changing
PO重icies of Board8 Of HeaIth in regard to血e ho8Pitalization of the8e
cases, the patient population of thiβ Memorial fluctuates mo士e widely
than in any o血er Department of lhe離o8Pita重・
At tines the 150 bed8 are fulIy ocoupied, With many request8 for
admissions that cannot be met? again two-third8 Or eVen mOre of
its bed8 may be vacant. This fluctuation in the patient popu重ation.
though more large]y sea8Onahle・ is∴evidenced from year to ye叩
However’the major expenses of maintah血g and operating血is
Department remain constant regardless of the incident of itβ Patient
POPuIation. That the 8erVice of the Department may be lCOntinued
at it8 PreSent high standards∴regardles8 0f the /Patient population
and the Main Hospi書al reIieved from using its funds to satisfy the
deficit of this Department’a Sul)Stant王al endowment is l neCe8Sary.
Attentiori has been repeated]y directed to血e fact that although
elevator we]]s were provided when the buildings for patients were
erected’elevators were not insta賞量ed. The Depar叫ent oontinue8
tO OPerate withou‡ e重evator∴Ser壷ce. Two pu8h button e量evators
instaI置ed in the we重工8 alreqdy provided, One in the E種st Wing and
One in the West ’Wing, WOuld add greatly to垂e 。。mf。rt 。f th。
Medical Staff’nurSeS and patients and wo皿materinlIy faciIitate
the transportation of linen and other suppIies.
It is hoped that during血e year some friend of the Department




The Hospital maiutain8 an Out Patients Department at 750 Har-
ricon Avepue for the benefit of thoee ambulatory patient8 who8e
inco皿e is i同曲cient to pay for the service8 Of a private physician.
皿ese patients are comprised of some who go to血e Department a8
they would to a physicia証o鯖ce and of o血ers who are referred to
it by one of the 8eVeral department8 0f`the Hospital’Other ho8Pita18・
phy8icians and vario鵬medi《漁1 and social agencies.
Following the acceptance of a patient, unlesB∴refened to a par"
ticular dinic by a physician or the diagnosi8 i8 Self evident’he is
sent to the examining physician.
The exa血ning phy9ician’a graduate in皿edicine and a Balaried
o債cer of the Ho8Pitale now 8uPe重Vises o重Per8Onally m躯儲a CO皿Plete
physical examination and refer8 him to the indicated clinic or
Reference to the耽t of dinic8’aB 8hown under “Clinic Days,l and
to the register of the Medical and Surgical Sta任, Out Patients De・
partment, Wiu dearly indicate the nuriber and variety of血e clinics
。。d血。 Ia.ge and u劇ISually well qualified group of ptrysicians・ 8ur’
geon8∴and speciaIist8 Who without financial gain’cheerf皿y and
皿Stintingly give their time and skill for the benefit of血ese indigent
8ick.
44,322 visit9 Were made to血iB Department during 1927.
The Supe血tendent,s expenditures chargeable to血is Depar血ent
were $24,617.99 to IWhich should be added Treasurer’s expenBeS・
insurance and pro-rated Corporation Expense・ Of $323.28.1 The re-
ceipts from patien置s were $20’403・98・
The average cost per patient’s visit was therefore 56 cents ind血e
average receipts per patient?s visit 46 cents.
THE MED重CAI. MISSION D重SpENSA競Y
Eady in 1926, the Massach皿Sett8 Homceopathic Hospital assuned
嵩霊慧霊擢窪誓書豊‡霊霊詰
proper conduct of its Out Patients wo止　Thi8 amange皿ent′ ha8
been cbntinued.
The Mission is flouriBhing and perfo重ming an i皿POrtant and
neeessary work. 13?658 vi8its were made by patients to the Di8-
pensary du血g血e year and 818 operationB Were Performed.
3重
During the yea言he Dispensary ha8 expended approrimately
l $86・000 in acqui血g adjoining property and in remode]ing血e build・
ing purch純ed. This addition wiI] 8uPPIy about doub置e the fomer
SPaCe for the treatment of Out Patients and wiII provide very satis-
factory quarte重3 for its reside皿t Staff and nurses∴
G富eat credit is due Dr・ Joelle Hiebe競う血e Supe血tendent, and
hig a8SOCiates for血e abIe manner in融ch血e Di8PenSay i8 I}eing
COnducted and for the spirit of devotional service in8Pired by them.
Ex調書Mu強調S皿Ⅵ髄
Extra-mural 8erVice i8 SuPPIied bァbo心血e Out Patients Dep珊
ment of血e Hospital and the Medicall Mission Di8PenSary throughout
血eir富e8PeCtive dictricts.
At the HospitaI’under the general supervision of the Staff, this
8ervice is placed under the immediate direction of the Physician to
血e Out Putients Department and the Resident Obstetrici種n; at the
Mission it come8 under the direction of it8 Supe血tende調
At bo血p]aces physiciang are constant]y avaihable to respond to
the ca量量s of the indigent sick at a11 hours of the day or night at血eir
homes and to there render prompt and e償c王ent medical1 8urgic種賞
Or Obstetrical care.
The necessary n耽ing care, an eSSential supplement to this ser.
vice9 is given in the Dispensary District by nurseB aSSOCiated with
the Dispensary and throughout both districts through the cordial
CO.OPeration of the Division of Nurses? Of the Communlity Health
During血e year 6’634 physicians’visits were made, and in addition
to those made by Co血unity HeaIth NursesJ工,078剛r8ing caHs were
made by nurses from the MisBion.
Just at the cIose of the year,血rough the voIuntary wi血drawal of

























































































皿rou壷the gcnerosity of Dr. Bder Hint and M重種・ Ama r血g
Na8h・ the Ho8Pital maintaing a home for conv種le8cent women patient'
種t 23 Everett Street, Dorche8ter.
Tb thi8 home those of our patient8 have been cent who while 8till
requiring a ce競ain degrec of over8ight and n耽ing care’nO longer
need all血e faciIitie8 PrOvided in the∴8eVer種l Department8 of血e
Hospital・ Or心ose who a着e nOt quite ready to r。tum to血。ir h。。。。.
hold care8 0r fomer occupation81 Or again血ose who have no home
to whiぬto re章調.
Al血ough conducted prinarily for the benefit of patient8 di8-
charged from one of the Department8 Of the Hospital’O血er hos-
トPital8, agenCie8∴and private phy8icians are permitted to refer their
OWn pa髄en鴫to it.
RegardIess of the origin of血e patient, the need of conva]e8Cen章
Care ha8 been the one factor which h種s been considered in detemin.
ing both admission and length of ctay・ and only such charge8 have
been made as血e patient or her relative8 COuld pay without undue
hardship・ A8 might be expected・血e majority of the p種tient8 ad-
mitted to Sunnybank助me have been re∞ived wi血out charさe or
have paid o血y a smalI part of血e ∞8t of their care.
During 1927・ 100 patients were cared for in thiB 。epartment who
averaged to remain 15・l days.
The Superintendent’s expen8e Wa8 $6’176J7l’and血e Tre測er七
eXPenSe, insurance and Co坤oration Expense, $109.58. a total qf
$6,186・29・ The receipts from patient8 Were but $908.96’Or aVerage
Per CaPita‾receipt8 Of but 60 cents per day.
The interest from inve8ted funds I)eIonging to thi8 Department
WaB insufficient to satisfy thi8 deficit of $5肇7.33, and the balan∞
re血aining must be discharged by drawing upon unre轟cted funds
beIonging to the Department.
It i8 hoped that during血e coming year additional endowmento
WilI be re∞i▼ed or脚ch don種tionさm種de to血e Department a8 wl皿
render a continu種tion of血ds practi8e unnece糊ry.
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ceriain of what皿ay he te血ed心e minor needs of血e Ho8Pita重
have been mentioned皿der the captionB Of the several departments.
The8e neCe轟ties, although esBential, become of les8 import if con-
t.ast。d wi七h the two major needs of the Hospital.
The two chief needs of o耽hoBPital are more money to meet cur・
rent expenseB∴and better and more ample acco皿odations for pri-
¥Vate PatientB.
It mu8t be expected that thel CO8t Of ope富ating our hospital wi11 be
8tead王ly augmented from /year tO year.冒his entirely independent of
fd血er increase8 in血e unit cost of salarie8 and supplieβ・
To keep pace with the progres8 Of modem皿edicine and the ever
growing demandB Of thさsick and心dr physicians, Our Ho8Pital
nluSt Provide fro皿time to time a larger number of nu聯eβ and other
wd虎er8, additional appliance8 and apparatus and enlarged and up・
to。date facilities for an ever"increasing nunber of laboratory exam-
inati。nB. It i。 unthinkable血at our Hospital should not kecP squarely
abreast wi心血i呂Medical progres8 and to do co’mO富e and more
money皿uSt be BPent.
The Superintendent’s re∞ipts during the pastァear dosely ap-
proach the maximun that may be 8eCu富ed from present accommoddr
tions, yet a large operating deficit remains. If these yeady deficits
are to be satisfied by interest from invested funds’a material addi-
ti。n muSt be made to血e Hospital,8 endowments.
An equal amount invested in a well designed and well located
building for private patients血ould return ′ a COnSiderab]y larger
revenue. such a building would also se重Ve tO maintain the pre8tige
of the Hospital, Satisfy its Medi七al and Surgical Sta鯖IWho now,
because of the dearth of private重OOmS and absence of modem con"
venience8, are forced to seek accommodations for皿any Of血eir
private patients in other institution8’and att富aCt to it a8 it8 Patient8
tho6e best abIe to benefit the Ho8Pita宣through gifta and bequests.
Indeed without 8uCh a building it is que8tionable if the Hospital
c叫continue to ret壷皿an adequate Sta住pos8e8Sed of tho8e qua聯ca-
tions which have been 8O Iong綿8OCiated wi血our Hospita量? Or nOt
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be obliged to materially curt種il itB bro寄d and ▼ery neces脚y ch壷-
tab]e service to a. conetan叫increasing number of血e deserving sick.
With such a bu蝿ng the two major needs of the Hospit種l wi11
Confident that the necessary funds wi11 be forthcomingl PIans for
Sueh a bui重ding to be built on a new and suitabIe site are now being
dr種w皿.
It is expected that the present year wi]1 witness the start of this
PaviIion for private patients・ the initia工step toward a new hospita],
and that ere the cIose of the year we wi]l see the so量ution we11 begun
Of problems which have long perp賞exed and diBtreSSed us.
Considerable time must e]apse ere this bu蝿ng can he made pro-
ductive and meanwhi量e the needs of the Hospital for additional
lmOney tO meet current expenses wiI] continue acute. It is hoped
that a事I who may read this report wi重l give 8erious consideration to
the character and scope of the Hospital’s work and that each will
COntribute to its needs.
During 1927 the Hospital gave 34?488 days service to′ Free Patients
(13・259 to ad山u and 21,229 to infants) and in addition 81,685 dg甚
Care to those patients who o叫y paid a pa重t Of the cost of血eir care.
This resulted in a greater deficit than could be met from the interest
from the Ho8Pita重,s endowmept, and invested funds had to be em"
P量oyed to satisfy it. A carefu量]y prepared budget for 1928 indicate8
that unIess assistance is received there must be a Iike encroachment
during the present year upon these funds9 the income from which is
essentiaI to the continued activities of血e institution. Continued
use of them is not onIy financia]Iy unsound but mu8t inevitably lead
to an ultimate di8COntinuance of the poIicy established with the
OPening of the HospitaI of admitting a11 who may apply・ Who may
be benefited by treatmen車egard賞ess of血eir financial condition.
The story of E. N. which fo置1ows weⅡ typifies both the Hospital・s
CharitabIe work and what skiIled treatment is able to accomplish.
Anyone may participate in this inspiring service by 8ubscribing to
the Hospital・s ・6Free Day Fund.”
A contribution to this fund’if but se.00, Wi重工enable some sick
perSOn to spend a `Thee Day?・ in the Hospital.
Other suggestions for ways of aidiIlg the Hospita量wiIl be found on





Thc Stoすy of E. N.
The photographs on the opposite page show E. N. when he fir8t
entered the Hospital. He was then 8ixteen yea鵬of age.
At the age of s主x an attack of infantile paralyBis had left him
Cripp工ed and defor皿ed.
During boyhood he had managed to get about with the as8istance
Of工eg braces and crutches and had attended school. Gradua1量y in-
CreaSing deformities becau8e Of growing muscular weakness made
Iocomotion more and more di飯cult unti量at last and for 8Ome time
before admission it was impossible.
He became confined to the house and unaided could move about
only by “hitching himseIf’’a量ong the組oor.
The family incoⅢe, dep賞eted by the expense of hi8 ]ong illnes8,
WaS but bare]ァs一|鉦cient to support the several other growing children.
E. N.,s i重]ness and suffering was therefore not the only cause for
the anxiety of his parents・ There was but little money for、fur血er
treatmen置and apparent量y a long and hopele的future wi血its′ at-
tendant financial burden lay before them.
Finally, E. N.’s case was brought to the attention of one of血e
Surgeons of our Hospital by a friend who knew of its broad cha重ity
and what it had donelfor others.
After care餌examination anq study it was decided that E. N.
might be heIped and so his admission was arranged.
Utterly discouraged because of previous disappointments’W主血feet
Sadly misshapen, the left knee affording no support’a disIocated hipl
marked deformity of the spine and wi血the resultant musculal
atrophy, E. N. frot entered our Hospita量on Jurie 14, 1926.
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The8c Photographs indibate fairty cIeady E. N烏improved oondi・
tio皿on田ebr調糾す6, 1928.
輯owever, they by no mean8 disclose aH. They do riot show him
8Winging 。own fro止the platfom of the passengcr car when he
re餌ned for his laBt e翠mination and brief stay, hi8 raPid and ea8y
PrOgreSB for an eighth of a m軸e with crutches but wi血steady step,
hia 8tePPing into the car from firmly planted feet or, On hiB a耽ival
at血e班ospitaI, his steady mounting of a rather long鮎豆ht of step8
with trailing crutches and but one hand on the 8ide・rail.
E. N. wiIl 8OOn Walk about the 8treetS Of hiB rather diBtant hone
city requ重rlng On]y the sI王ght aid of a cane; he i8 nOW doing so∴about
hi亀hoⅢe.
Truly a wonderful change when contrasted wi血his pathetic
atte狐P龍but twenty month畠before. But this is not the only change;
more marked perhaps even血an血e physical is血e mental. Wi心血e
Phy8icaI improvement, gain in bodily weight and conection of de"
formity,, discouragement has vanished, he ha8 , reBumed hi8 8tndieg
Wi血keen interest and alert and clear eyed he faces his fu咄re with
勺onfidence and hope.
In a1工1 E. N. spent 268 days at the Hospita漢・ He had four diBtinct
OPerations and many X.Ray ind laboratory exa皿inations. The cost
to the Hospital for this service wa8 $1,335・00, Of which by great self
denia置hisしfamily were able to pay se68.00・冒he Hospital gave four of
each five day81 treatment. The Surgebn gladly gave his time ond
SkilL∴The net cost to the Hospital for血e treatment of thia one
Phtient was therefore $1,067.00. A巾housand do置重ars but a Iife re.
olaimed.
The story of E. N. haB been told because he and his family wish it
to、be to宣d in the hope that through hearing it others may re∞ive like
bene允t.
It has been toId because E. N.’s case is typical of what the HoBPital
has done and is doing for many? many O血er E. N.,s who come to it
for‘ a great variety of Medical and Surgical conditions.
It iB aIso toId in the hope that each of those who see血ese photo置
graphs∴and read血やSimple story will contribute∴SOmething? be it







In additi。h t。血e severa置report± alluded to-thoBe Of the Phy-
8ician・in-Chief’Surgeon-in"Chiefl Chief of the Obstetrical Service,
Phy8ician to the Haynes Memorial' Chief of血e Research Service,
Evan8 Memoria」rePOrtS are aPPended from the Supe富intendent
of Nur8e8,血e Director of Rou血e Laborato重ies・ the Directo富Of the
Roentgcnokngical Laboratories’血e Chief Worker of the Social Ser"
vice Pepartment and the several Aid Asso壷tionβ・
These signed reports give complete information conceming the
operation of these activitieさOf血e Hospital during the year. All
aIike te賞l of very definite and sati8factory progr印. The careful
reading of each of the8e rePOrtさis urged・
Att。ntion is∴also directed to the ′report of the Treasurer of the
Hospital and to the several statistical tab工es.
-　Ack皿owledg耽e弧もs
The Hospital is greatly indebted to many friend8 for gifts ofl bockB’
皿agaZine8 and flower8 and for contributions to cu耽nt expen8eS and
for Christmas.
Acknowledgment of some of these has been made in a previous
pu鵬i8hed report, O血ers appear in an appended list. Cert種in of血em’
。i血er from, the standpoint of their magnitude or the particular ser・
vice arel given special mention.
A don。r Who chooses to rem壷n anonymous haB given $200, each
month, 8ince December, 1926, th8t SPeCial nur壷g, by gradunte
nursesl might be given血ose house cases at the Haynes Memoria量
who, in the opinion of the physician to the Department’require for
their comfort and recovery nursing care beyond that given by血e
組oor nurie8 and who are unable to pay for it・
l, I know of no gif書ever made to the Ho8Pital which in proportion
to its amount has been of larger benefit or productive of greater
hapbines8 and comfort both to these patient8 and their∴relatives.
Assured重y there can be no finer gift or more fitting memorial than
one which wi工l provide the undivided and devoted service of an
e航cient nurse to patients criticaHy iII when means are lacking to pay
for ′串sl intensive and necessary care.
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lWith thi8 thought in mind Mi8S Mary Thacher, just at血e cl。。。 。f
the ycar・ and a8 a memO重ial to her si8ter, MisB Martha Thacher, made
a gift of $25,000 to the Hospital. The p重incipal of血i8 fund i8 t。 b。
kept intact and the income used to provide a free bed and individual
nursing care to it8 OCCuPant. In behalf of those many patients who
in the yea職to come will have reason to hoId Mis8 Thacher’8 mme
in ever grateful remembrance for the comfort 8he ha8 brought血em,
I wish to voice the HospitaI?s sincere thank8.
The HospitaI is very appreciative of severa=arge donations from
Mr. W批am E. Nickerson which have made possib賞e the instaIlation
Of an upto-date X.ray equipment in血e South or Genito.urinary
Operating Room, nOW known a8 ``The William E. Nickerson Cysto_
SCOP王c Room’" the fitting up of an Aco耽tic Room in the Evans
MemoriaI and thel PurChase of X宣ay equipment and certain specia]
apparatus for the Iaboratoriea of this Department, and aIso of gifts of
$1・000 for current expenses・ for the years 1926 and 1927, from
Mr. Leroy S. Brown・ and of $2250 from an anonymouB donor for血e
furtherance of Research Work in the Socia工Serviee Department・
Both the Hospital and its many patients have been very gratefuI
霊培嵩書器嵩豊誓書嵩霊晋慧
HospitaI.
The HospitaI is under great ob量igation to心e Hospital・s Aid As80"
Ciations for their generou畠aid and support, tO血e 8eVeral Priests
from血e Ca血edral who have been so untiring in their servi∞ tO
those of the Ca血olic faith who have been our patients’and to Rev.
Frederick A・ Reeve of the Episcopal City Mission and to Rev. Charles
Eaton of The Evangelical Association, both of whom have brou如
much comfort and cheer to those of a量l fai血s.
In concluding血is report I desire to express my thanks to the
Medical and Surgica量Staff who have given so cheerfuI量y of血eir time
and ski量], and who have perhaps more Iargely than ever shown心eir
devotion to the Hospital. I also wish to acknow工edge my great in"
debtedness to the Head8 Of Departments, Nurses and Employees who
have performed their severa賞duties faith餌Iy and e債cient量y.
I also desire to express my appreciation to the T皿stees, indi・




Report of Physician in Chief
The statistic8 tabulated in血e report of the Superintendent show a
8章eady increase each year in the number of p誼ent8 treated in the
various departments of血e hospital. Last year there were nea轟y 2500
patientB treated in the Medical Out-Patient Department’and 962
in the hospital wards. But血e most striking change on the Medical
Service iβ nOt found so凪uCh in nunbers treated as it is in the char-
acter ofl血e patients, the variety of diseases encountered・ and the type
of service rendered.
Not many years agoうa large proportion of beds on the medical
ward8 Were OCCuPied by poor unfortunates, Who were not very aick'
but needing care rather血an medical treatment, and who were not
wanted at home. Now, the increase in i耶厄tutions of vario雌kindB
has to a large extent re脆eved血e hoapital of thi8 burden’and our
beds are創1ed, for the most part, With patient8 Who are aoutely il工・
an’d to whom we can render a service of such nature as血ey could
not obtain anywhere bu書in the general hospital. PreBent ho耽ing
conditions have c富eated a great need fo重心is kind of hospital se富・
vice. Today) nOt Only the poor? but the midd霊e class as well, and in
manァinstance8 eVen the well-tO・do’are nOt able to 8uPPly their
8ick with proper accommodation8 at home. Every physiciap appre・
ciates血e di鯖cultyl and even the danger・ in attempting to care for
a caBe Of influenza, Or PneunOnial Or eVen SOme Of the milder ail-
ments, in the modem four or five room apar血ent. As a re8ult we
have never bef6re encountered in our hospital wards so great a
variety of disea8eS? Or BuCh hearty co・OPeration on血e part of the
P atieⅡt・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-
Moreover, We Can O騰er the patient皿Ore than ever before. Con・
sider血e routine treatment of the ward case of today: a Caref血
history is te血ren and recorded; then a physical examination made /
which is checked by another member of the sta任; uranalyses’blood
側lts, and Wassemam tests) are done routinely on every patient;
a majority have in addition’eStimation of血e blood chemistry・
sputum examinationsl and X-Rays・ and many other BPeCial tests
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of the general body metabolism, Or Of the functions of various special
organs, nOt tO mentibn coun億ess other examinations indicated in
ce競aln ailments. In addition there are nunerou8 COnS血tations with
me町bers of the o血er services. If血e Patient be desperately ill, and
Ca叩Ot la鯖ord a special nur8eうOne is fumi8hed by the hospital. Whe皿
he has recoveied, if it iβ thought nece的ary, his home conditions are
investigated by the Social Service worker, and advice and help given.
If he is found to be Bu紐ering from incurabIe disea8e, ,ag種in the
Social Service helpさ, by pIacing him in the institution which i8 PrOP-
erlyしCq竜ppcd章o ca富e for him・
We consider the pre昌ent me血ods of ho叩ital in8truCtion to the
medical student a distinct壷set both to the hospital and to血e
P印ient. Sin種11 groupβ Of Btudent8 are a綿igned to血e di鯖erent Ber-
Vices・ Each student has on different days, Certain c綿e亀as8igned to
him, On each of which he must take a hiBtOry and do a phy且ical
examination, including in the latter the more c?mmOn laboratory
examination日. Then, On the d種y hiさ∴SeCtion meets, he present9 thi8
c&8e anld discu的e. itl giving hiB deductions綿tO diagnosi8 1and treat.
m伽t. 1 A full discu的ion is then entered into by the other members
of the 18eCtion and the inst重uCtOrS, treatment ie inetit巾ed, and the
case kept under observation during its stay in the hospita量・ Thc
medi音cal s,tudent of today i8 We重l trained, e髄cient, and eager, and the
resuIt of these student conferences i8　bound to reBult in benefit
to the ¥patient, and thi8 fact is being reoognized today by the average
patient, Who we量comeB the medicaI student and appreciates hi8∴Ser-
vice8.
In cIoきing our report we wish to 8Peak of the great loss∴Suffered
this year by血e Medical Service through the death of our Physician-
in"Chief, Dr. Nelson M. Wood. Dr. Wood was indeed血e true friend
and councillor of every member of the Staff and his death ha8 left
a vacancy in our ranks which will be di償cult to創l.
EDWARD S. CALDERWOOD,
Pんγ読訪れ売れ・Ch母
Report of Surgeon in Chief
皿e M綿sachusetta HomaBOPa血ic Hospital is ful創Iing a prominent
pogition anong thc great charitable organization8 in the cfty of
櫨oきtOn.
It iB 8teadfa8dy living up to the ‘standard8 demanded by血e
College of Surgeons紬d receiveB from血atl body a Class A rating.
It i8 rendering an acceptable service to血e 8ick’tO medical educa・
tion in research and preventive medicine. To lrender e鮭cient 8er"
vice is a problem vastly di鮎rent from conditio聯Which pertained
a quarter of a centuny ago’When a hospital waB defined a邑∴an in"
8titution e8tablished for the care of血e sick and wounded or lfor
such as require medical or surgical tre争章ment.
1 So great has been the prog富eS8 in scient脆c medicine th的it haB
become impossible for any man to compass more血an a restricted
part. Hence the 8PeCia耽t ha8 deve重oped and what was fomefty a
specialty ha9 been further subdivided until in飢町営e]ry「 alone we
now have血e orthopedist? the gynaecoIogist?血e genito.urinary sur-
geon and心e 8urgical specialist8 in the eye・ ear’nOSe and throat.
All of these 8PeCialtie8 have departments in our hospital; the ten-
dency has been for many years past to reduce the lnumber of ca8eS
referred to the general surgeon and to increase proportionately thc
nurnber of paticnt8 referred to the 8urgical 8PeCialist8・
To cany on these departmentE- requires a large and 8PeCi袖y
霊諾意u親…譜霊霊雷慧霊宝慧慧
血e main ho8Pital alone was 4305 with小e exceedingly lovy death
rate of 3.02%. Of血e patients treated 22% were free, 52% paid
le関心an血e cost of maintenance and 26%( Paid more than co8t and
血erefore were a c叩ne of 80me Slight p富Ofit to the hospital・
Our trmtee8 and sta債are in sympathy with the efforts made
by, the College of Surgeon8 in inproving and Btandardizing血e hos.
pit寄量9 Of the United State8 and Canada・ Note、the definition of a
hospital as published by the Council of Medical Education.
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“A hospitaI is an institution suitably located, conStruCted, Orga-
nized, managed 4nd personneIed, tO 8uPPly, SC主enti丘ca皿y, ecOnOm主c・
aI工y? e餓ciency and unhindered9 a皿or any recognized part of the
COmPlex requirements for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment
Of physicaI, mental and the medical aspect of social i量l8; Wi血fun〇・
tioning faci競ties for training new workers in the many BPeCial pro-
fessional・ teChnical and economic fields essential to心e discharge
Of its proper functions; and with adequate contacts with physic王anB,
Other hospitals’皿edical schooIs and all accredited heal血agencie8
engaged in the better heaI血program.,,
We may with profit analyze the most車vportant of血ese specifica-
tions and discus8 brie鯖y血e present 8ta調S Of our ho8Pital wi血
roferen∞ tO血e requirements demanded by the Conege of Sur-
gCO皿8
l. The physical prope競ies
2. Organization and mmagement
3. Prevention, diagnosiB and treatment of dise種臓
4.冒he training of new wo血ers
15. Research and heal血agencieさ・
1・ P句読cαl P「opcγ壷s.
珊e present facilities are inadequate for血e exp種nsion desired.
However,血e work accompIished under e立sting condition8 i8∴a
CO皿mentary on what can be done wi血accommodationB Which are
OVer"Cro可ed and out of date. The new buildings proposed will be
a solution of血is problem. It is not anticipated血at thiB great
unde富taking can be immediateIy accompIished● b耽it i8 PrOPOSed
that血e new private pavilion of血e hospital sha皿be the frot struc-
ture erected. This step must be immediate量y taken, aS the work
Of the hospital is greatly hampered by lack of 8PaCe for private
pa慣en龍.
Our present hospital, ereCted in 1874, has ire9n added to from
time to time by the erection of new bui賞dings designed and used for
apecial servi∞S;一十he John C. Hayne8 Memo]南l for cont壷ous
C争SeS, the Evans Memorial for CIinical Research and Fheventive
Medicine and血e Robinson matemity. Whi賞e血ese newer build-
ings have added new beds and ful創1ed use蘭、、services to血e c。m
munity’the faci獲ities for private surgical cases have remained重e"
Stricted and a重together inadequate for modem requirement.
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In血e meantime,血ere ha↓e been erected in Boston and 「i陶
iⅡ皿ediate vicinityl関血erOus Private ho8Pitals and new private
p創v址onB in comection vi血the general hoapitals already e8tab-
1ished∴Hence, it has co皿e tO PaSS血at with inferior accommoda-
tion, it ha8 been increasingly di飯cuh to BuPPly modem demand8
at our hospital. Thi8 has diverted patiemB tO Other hospitals∴and
nec叩itated that o細は: Sta鯖operate extensively in private and subur"
ban hospitals. In心iB Way● We feel that our hospital haB Su鯖ered
a oonsiderable loss of pre8tige which it has fomerly enjoyed.皿is
wi]l be obviated by the ere専On Of a private pavilion for one hundred
and飢y patients. It is expected that血e new private hospital wiIl
after a few year8 bring a subBtantial revenue which wi宣l a艶ist皿a-
terially in血e reduction of血e deficit which amually accmes from
血e charitable activities of the hospital.
The land which the hospital will occupy will be at血e easte-dy
end of血e university’8 PrOPerty On Bay State Road’fronting on血e
Char]es River.
The project is∴a magnificent conception of a medical school in
cIose a餌iation with a teaching hospital. Here the studene of B側"
ton University School of Medicine may step from the lecture rooms
immediately into血e dinics of the hospital wi血out loss of time
and inconvenience. The beds in the main hospital fronting upon
C。mm。nWeal心Ave., Will all be availableんr the teaching of students
in medicine.
The ndr medical BChooI of Boston University will face upon
Granby street and be in皿ediately connected wi血the teaching
hospital and血e Evans Memorial and less directly wi血the private
pavilion. The new hoapital buildings and血e nedical school are
to harmonize architecturally with血e new buildings of Boston
University, Which will immediately adjoin. It is proposed血at血i8
educational and medical centre shall be an outstanding architectural
achievement, and 8ituated upon Commonweal血Ave., the main ave-
nue of approach to the cityl Sha1賞Btand as perpetual me皿Oria量s to
血ose ,whoI shall contribute the funds for血e erection of building8.
2. 0γgα高名の枕b職のれd Mαれα律動e融・
Our board of trustees, under血em the executive committee, dief8
of service and heads of depar[ment8 and superintendentg of血e




Confining my remarke to関rgical diagnosi8 and treatment’it
血u8t be emphasized血at herein lie8 One Of the chief difference8 be"
tween the h68Pital of to.day and of血e pa8t. Fbr心e diagno正u
of diBease8 both皿edical and Burgical is now a scientific problem;
when fomerly it was empiすical. Modem Burgical diagnosiB i8血e
productlOf the laboratory to a larger血ea8ure血an ever before. Ex-
perience and extensive training are required in the intepretation
of lthe laboratory tests. In diagnosing a case, We bring into play
the various laboratories, a事l of which are p喜eSided over by the
chief8, l WO血ers and technicians;-the pathoIogica=aboratory wi血
it8 V種riouB∴Subdivisions for rfudy of blood, urine feces, bacteria,
sections of ti的ue, X-Ray laboratory, Chemica賞laboratory.
The history of the case, the repons from the variou8 laboratorieB;
a careful phy読cal examination are the criterion on which a調rgical
diagno8is ie made.
Scientific皿Odem medicine is expensive. The salaries to血e lab"
oratory chiefs, their assistants and technician8, the cost量y apparat雌
required in the original equipment, the increaBing de血ands for new
department8 Wherever new fields of research point, illustrate what
it costs to keep abreast of surgical progre8S.
冒he various laboratories in our hospital require $82,243 for血eir
maintenance. This, added to the greatly increased ove血ead is re葛
8POn8ib量e for the high dai量y per capita cost in hospita量maintenance)
which is?5.06 per day.
4.ぐ九〇富富のああg oI Ne∽ Wor鳥ers.
冒hi8 item indudes血e mai調enance of血e training school for
PurSe8, the training of intemes and house o伍cers and小e dinical
teaching of medical students which is the contribution which aⅡ
well equipped metroPOlitan hospitals∴Should make to education.
冒he education of medical s調dents∴and intemes is an important
Service to the community in the care of the sick. If we fail in血e
PrOPer education of our young men how 8hall tpey be qualified to
carry on when we step out. It is therefore∴a SOlemn respon8ibility
for the trusteeB and sta債to encourage medical edueation.1 Fur・
血emore, it is greatly to the advantage of a hoBPital to be a岱Iiated
with a medical school.
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In 。。r instituti。nS言he professor8 in the medical BChool are the
head8 Of ¥dep種rtments in the hospita工・ Thi邑, a富rangement PermitB
a cIose lcor士elation of the instruetion given in the medical schoo量
wi血the c賞inical teaching in our hospital. This plan wo轟s admir種・
叫y in giving an opportunity for clinical teaching to nendy every
member of the faculty in肘rgery and its allied 8PeCialties.
冒eaching is the greatest incentive to continuous study. Any fail"
ure on血e part of the ihs加CtOr tO utilize a書1 modcm mc血ode in
diagnosis∴and tr6atment is∴a decided re血ection upon hi8∴ability a8
糾educator and any shortoomings富e血ect up6n the reputation of
心e hoβPital.
The ho8Pital a鯖ords teaching facilitiesl to students in medicine
throu如ward walks and clinical derking. Students take hi8tOrico
in ward8, drserve operations, attend cases and accompany血e 8taff
in the ward wa重k8. Here they have an opportunity to( Ob8erve血e
種fter ca重e Of surgical case8. In addition to students in皿edicine'
平urseS, ldboratory technicians’anaeS血etists and 24 interns are re・
ceiving dai重y instr耽tion at the心ospital. If their serviceB are Satis_
factory, uPOn COmPletipn of血eir tem8 Of sPrvice’OPPOrtunity i8
offered for an additional year as resident sungeon’Physician or ob-
stetrician.冒hese men are then in direct line of promotion to position9
upon the sta鯖of the Out lPatient Depa競ment and later to poBition8
on the regular staff. Thus’it willlbe Been that our hospital is per-
foming an acceptable service in medica重education and its億鵬teeS
and staff are looking into血e f調ure and systematically educating the
men and women who shalI take fu同re positions of re印onsibility1
5. Re$eαγCh αれd HeのめれAgeれCきes・
In order that the hoBPitalls activities may be better understood,
you are referred to the report of the Evans Memorial on Re8earch
apd Preventive Medicine and the report of the activities of心e
8OCial service deparment.
STAFF MEETINGS.
冒he college of S町geonβ PreSCribed mon血Iy sta鯖meeting8. The6e
are held on血e last Friday evening of each month in the auditorium
of血e Evans. Our hospital publish髄and sends out with the call for
the meeting a carefu11y prepared 8tatement Which indudes a ∞m"
prehensive tabulation of all hospital case8 for the previo鵬mon血・
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The Jennie M. Robinson Memorial
The Jennie M・ Robinson Memorial Hospital
The maternity work of血e Massach鵬tts Homceopathic Ho8Pital
is carried on in and from血e Robin8On Me皿Orial Hospita〇・
In 1897 a皿atemity deparment waB OPened at 40 West Newton
street, in the near vicinity of the Hospi章al. In a few years’having
outgrown血ese quarters・ it was transferred to the medical wing of
the main Ho8ital, Where it remained until血e opening of the new
building in 1916・
冒his memoria喜, a mOdern five-StOry fireproof building・ located
at血。 。。m。. of Stoughton Street and Harrison Avenue’Care餌Iy
‘planned for血e reception and care of matemity patients’ProVides
袖rfequisite faci聯es for the treatment of ninety.two mothers and
a like number of infantg.
At血e time of itB ereCtion, thi8 institution wa8血e fourth largest
matemity hospital in the country. There are now some 8eVen larger.
1 The tablet at血e entrance of this important department bears血e
fo11owing inscription :
l ・To Honor the Memory of a Beloved Wife and Mother this Bufld-
ing Has Been Presented to the Trustees of血e Massachusetts Homceo-
pathic Hospital by Walla∞ F. Robinson and Named血e Jennie M.
Rpbinson Mem誼a重・ The TrusteeB Place皿s Tablet in Grateful
Recognition of His IJibera叫y’’
How the Department has grown and餌鋤ed itB mission can best
b読een by血e extent of its benefactions. In 1898 there were seventy
confi皿ementS and in 1927 the number of mothers cared for were nine」
teen hundred and seventeen. From a s血a皿beginning, in血ese thirty
years’OVer tWenty-eight血ousand bir血s have been attended and of
血ese over nineteen thousand and six hundred babies have been bom
in血e new building. The appended repo競shows血e amount of work
and supervision required by an e億cient staff of Obstetricians・
The majority of these patients are house caBQS COmPri8ing those
hnable to pay for the 8ervices of a private obstetrician’emergenCy
cases from any portion of血e me櫛opohian area, unmarried mo血erp’
an increasing prob重em in every matemfty hospital ; CO皿Plicated cases
from血e districts where the Staff i8 doing prenatal work over the city.
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The rchainder of血e cases treated are血e priv種te cases of血e Staff
who intelligently seek the ad毒ntages furnished by a wel重・equipped
matemity hospital.
1Encouraged to early vi8it血e prenatal clinic for exa皿ination and
such advice or treatment as血is examination may disdose,血ey con-
tinue to attend at regular and decreasinlg interva18 thereafter until
the time of their c側finement. At the first visit to the dinic, advice
lS glVen m regard to personal hygiene・ a Careful history iさObtained・
a Physioal examination made’Certain皿eaSuremchts taken and apeci・
mens for laboratory examination sec耽ed.
The resu職s of血e above are carefuny recorded and, aB the patient
血akeB Subsequent visits to血e dinicl are COmPared with those血en
elibit3d, SuCh advice , being given or treatment administered as may
appear indicated. Being constantly under血e ob8ervation and direc-
直on of a group of experienced and highly trained physiciang・l COm.
plicatiom which o血erwise miみt imperil future heal血or even life
are largeIy avoided) Or re∞ive such ea轟ァrecognition a8 to PreVent
these 8erious conseqpences. To show the value of such preventative
measure8, a reCOrd has been achieved which cannot he 8urPaSSed in
the wor重d of medicine; eleven tho調and confinements in six co鵬ecu・
tive year8, Of which not a single mo血er has died of eclampsia, Who
haβ been under the 8uPerVision of血e prenatal clinic of the Hospital.
Whenever indicated? Patients are immediately referred into血e
Memorial for observatio血and t読atment; 200 qf血e 1873 admisgions
during 1927 being thus∴reCeived for treatment of some recognized
oo皿PIications. The vo工unie ’of血e work perfomed in血e pTenatal
clinic is i11ustrated by the 4758 visit8 made to it during 1927.
At血e time of regi8tration and first clinic visit contact is皿ade with
血e Social Service Department,血e wo鹿er血us leams of the environ"
ment into which the little one will be received and then and there.
aft6r ta融ully and sympa血etically aids in血e adjustment of many
甲ob喜e皿8.
The State and local Boar寸B Of Heal血and many private agencies,
ParticularIy血e Community Health A8SOCiation, have rendered most
VaIuab量e ,a8Sistance in a variety of way8 and especially through血e
ho血e visitations of their nu脆e8.
These nurses visit血e patients at frequent interva18, enCOurage their
regu量ar attendance on血e c血ict, mcke ce競ain routine labo富atOry eX"
amination8 Or See血at 8Pecimenさare Sent tO血e ho8Pital for血is pun
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posel and refer血e patien鴫to the 。inic in advance of their appoint-
ment8 Should high blood pre8ur; or ‘o血er umoward symptoms be
obBerVed. Thi8 BerVice and cordial co-OPeration has been alike appre-
ciated by the patients and 8taff and has contributed materia11y to the
占ucces8 0f the Department・
Subsequent to confinement the mother and child are referred back
to `・the family physician,,; if there is none血e mother i8 urged to
take herl little one to the nearest “well ¥babiesl, cIinic for examination
an描or advibe which will aid her in keeping血e ch蘭well and that
ぬel herself attend the Deparment’s ``post"natal clinic,, and continue
。her visits until fomally discharged・
', ,l'T畔8 is血e procedure in the conduct of血iB depart皿ent血at has
).been care蘭Iy followedふlring 1927. A summary of the splendid
。袖予8 Ohtained血rough血e8e method8 aPPearS amOng the appended
E. PAKENHAM RUGGLES,































The John C.輯aynes Memorial ’
皿e John C. Haynes Memorial is the contagious department of血e
MassachuBettS Homceopathic Hospital. It is Iocated on Anston Street
on corey Hill.冒his i劇i調tion consists of a group of buildin轡9’in・
cluding two large wings’COntaining in a11 one hundred and餌y
bed8, and a central bu蘭ing which houses血e nurses and intem8.
It ha8 its oⅧ laboratories? X-ray equlp皿ent’and pharmacy’aS Wen
as its own garage, ambulance service’and laundy・・ It might ap_
pear血at this department was independent of血e main hospital, but
thi8 is in no genβe the case. Every deparment is subordinate to the
corresponding department in the main hospital. Not only is the
laboratory work supervised by the Chief of the PathoIogical Scrvice,
but血e entire staff of the Massachusetts Homceopa血ic Hospital acts
as a consul血g staff to the co皿agious department. In血e co関e of
血e year practiおIly every department and叩ecialty is ca量led upon’
some departments, Of course’much more than others. Fro皿the
nat町e of the work done, it is natural that the aural surgeons, nOSe
and throat調rgeonsl and otthopedists should be called岬on for a
large am6unt of wprk. The staff of the Haynes Memorial, On the
other hand, i8 always on call for any prchlems of contagious disease
arising in血e main ho8Pital. Thus it happens血at this department,
althbugh remote fron血e main hospital, is intimately and continu"
ally in touch wi血the parent i血stitution.
冒he Hayne8 Memorial is the gift of one of the fomer trustees’
John C. Haynes. The importance of this gift to the community c叩-
not be overestimated. Boston has its own contagiou8 hospital, but
most of the sul)urbs have no facilities for the disposition of oonta"
gi関s cases. Many of the愚e Subu血u have a調angementS With our
hbspital to care for patients wi血contagious diseases where it is im"
posfあle to care for these a士home. The patient with scarlet fever・
for instance, Where a mastoid operation is necessary, Can O血y be ad-
血tted to a hospital equipped for the handling of scarlet fever.
Boston, aS∴a large educational center, has many students each year
who contract con亡agious diseases and require hospital isolation.
Thus血e Haynes Memorial o紐ers medical and surgic租l facilities for
cases requi血g isolation. Some thirty or more cities and towns and
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Variou8 Pub賞ic and private agencieさare using ourl ho8Pital for the
dispo8ition of contagious case8.
工t has∴aIways been the po量主cy of the trustee8 tO alIow certain
Physician叩ot on血e staff, Who are prope轟y qua聯ed・ tO Ca雪e for
their private patichts at this institution. Thi8 is the only department
Of the hoBPital where this i8 Pemitted. This, however, aPPlie8 Only
to the medica重care of pa嘘ents, because it has been found to be
inadvisabIe to alIow弧rgical work to be done except by the surgeom
On the staff, Who are trained and acc耽tomed to isolation technique.
Special exceptio鵬to血is∴ru重e are made when血e surgical work
nedded is of such a special naturc that it requires∴SOmeOne OutSide
of the 8ta鯖
During the winter皿On血8血e hospital is usually crowded, but軸
心ere is a量ways a wide variation in血e incident8 Of血e contagious
diseases each year, the hospital has to adapt itself to the need8調
書hey arise. Thus・ in one year血ere may be a great deal of scarletl
fever・ and in another year a great deal of diphtheria. It is necessary
also to be prepar6d for outbreake of me綿]es,皿mPS, Chickenpox'
and whooping couれ　During the past sun皿er, fifty ca8e8 Of in.
fantile para事ysiB Were treated, and in血e previo叩epidemic of 1916
che hundred and sixty ca8eS. In血e u重ast ten yea聯I an aVerage Of
ten cases of小is disease have been admitted a year. Many ca8eS Of
meningitis are received fpr diagnosis and treatment. The hospita萱
has∴Saved many , lives amually by i調ubations fpr laryngeal diph-
theria・ These operations are usualIy performed in the hoopital’bu章
not infrequentIy the ambulance arrives at a house just in tine to
a工low the intem to insert a tube’and thus∴SaVe the child’B life.
These rescueslare among the most dramatic acts in th。 。ntir。 fi。1d of
medicine.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　¥
Some idea of血e extent of the wo血of the hospital may be
gI6aned from血e following figures. From 1914 to June 30, 1926,
the Haynes Memorial treated 15,296 cases’Of whom 5・772 were sc町
]et fever’5’169 diphtheria・ 1,150 meaales’715 InumPS' 32l erysipelas●
239 infantiIe paralysis. During血is period studies were made and
reports published on scarlet fever, diphtheria, Whboping cough,
measles’mumPS・ infantiIe paralysis, tyPhoid fever, and influenza.
The e鯖cacy of hom低opa血ic treatment’and various 8era and vac.
Cines have been tested. The most interesting resu鵬df the8e Studies
have bcen that’in the course of a test’血e皿edical and nursing
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staff wou重d be under the i血PreSSion that a certain me血od of tr印t-
ment wa8 Of unquestionable value during its trial, but血e later
8tatistical evidence regarding血e number of complications, the leng血
of Btay inl the hospital,血e dura七ion of the fever, etC., WOuld prove
this impression to be erroneous. The staff has thus been able to
Ca11 attention to certain fallacie8 in the therapeutics of contagiouβ
diBeaSe8, and likewise it has he重ped to e訪ab重ish the e航cacy of those
few sera whose va量ue cannot be questioned. The皿OSt reCent Of
these are the convalescent measles 8erun and the new scarlet fever
antitoxin.
Ten years ago 28% of the pupil nur8e8 Came down wi血sca轟et
fever, and 20% came down with diphtheria in the course of their
training at this institution. The use of belladonna∴a8∴a Preventive
Of sca轟et fever, long advocated by the homceopa血ic 8Chool, W寄B
PrOved of no value to血e pupil nurseB in a s血dy Iasting three
yea重8・ Thi8 Wa8 in I915-17. In recent years, With the d王8cOVeries
of the Schick test and Dick test, and with the new me血ods of immu-
nization there have been only three, CaSeS Of diphtheria among血e
PuP遭nu鵬es in血e Iast five years, and one ca8e Of 8Carlet fever in
the Iast two years.
冒he Haynes Memorial serve9 a Very important need in greater
Boston. It i8 Wdl recognized today that the ,COntrOl of血e com・
mon contagio耽diseases cannot and probably never w釘I come
血rough∴antitoxins, VaCCines, and medicine81 a量one, but ra血er
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The Robert Daw8On Evans Memorial
Report of Evans Me皿o甘主al
for
Clinical Research.and Preventive Medicine
Du血g the years 1926 and 1927 the work of血e Evans Memorial
hds cbntinued very definitely tp maintain血e standard of perfor"
mance of血e preceding years. That響ow血during these years ha;
pot been as marked as in血e year 1925 is in largest measure due to
the limitation of spacel attention to which was drawn in血e∴eahie富
report. At the present占me every laboratory has∴a COmPlement
of wo血ers which- eXCeeds its normal 'CaPaCity. Co鵬istent growth
of the departmelnt will be possible o血y if some provision be made
for additional housing fac瀧ties. The plan of lerection of a fifth
血oor which the writer understands ha8 been favorably considered
by血e Committee on血e EvanB Of the Board of T鵬tees’Offer8 a
solution of血e immediate prchlem which in a11 probabi耽yl WOuld
operate effectivdy for many years to come・
Generally speaking, the wo血of the past year8 h鵡Carried on the
several provisions laid品読in the broad・ general progra皿fir8t
outlin。d in 192l. Studies along purely scientific lines have been
initiated and condueted, and血e re8血ts of these ba8ic investiga-
tion8 have been applied both to the study of clinical proble皿8 and
to血e care of the sick. With every year血e 8eCond phase of the
wok broadens and becomes more comprehensive in character, draw・
ing? a8 it doe8, directly from the continued production of new 8Cien-
t誰c 8tndie8. Se暮Vices already established have been continued’bo血
for the study of 8PeCific ¥medical problem8, and equa11y for血e care
of血ose individuals preBenting血ese conditich8.
Owing to a r∞rganization of the dinical laboratpry service of
血e hoBPital in 19261 Dr. David L. Bdding, for a number of years a
member of血at depa富tment as Well aB head of血e bacterioIogical
and 8erOlogica=aboratories in the Evans’ha8 been placed in charge
of all of the hospital routine laboratories. Thi8 ha江ed to a富eOr・
ganization of the Eva鵬departme叫Dr. Belding retaining hi8 ’earhier
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position la8 a member of the Evans∴8taff but devoting much les
time to his∴重eSC種重ch activiti慎. Dr. Charle8 F. Branch, Who haB
joined the ho8Pital aB PathoIpgist and the Evans∴Staff a8 A8SOOiate
MembeI., in PathoIogy, adds one more deparment tO those alreadァ
constituted in血e Evans・ A deparment of Clinica重PathoIo邸「 W種S
organized in 1927 under the direction of Dr. Helmuth UI重ichl ]ong
a member of血e加持頒
Dr. W. D. Reid, a轡Sisted bァMi的FIoren∞ Kenway, hap o重g狐i捕d
a Heart Laboratory in the Evans, thereby adding one more v種Iuable
aid tp the solution of diagno8tic prob量em8.
Drs. Alexander S. BeggうDean of Boston Univerrf章y School of
Medicine, and Frederick Haven Pratt, ProfeさSOr Of lPhysioIogy l in
the 8a皿e institution, Were added to血e group of a関ociate membera
in 1926.　、
During 1927 the 8ta鯖ha8 been greatly streng血ened by several
new appointment畠. Dr. Roy G. Ho8kins, for宣e轟y head of血e De-
partment of Physio重ogy of Ohio State Univer8ityl has come to Bos-
ton as director of the Memorial Foundation lfor Neuro-Endocrine
Research. A8 editor of血e Joumal “EndocrinoIogy’’, Pa8t President
of the Society for the Study of Intemal Secretions? and a productive
whrker of international reputation in this field of medicaI scienco9
Dr. Hoskin8 is wide宣y known as a leader in the growing scien∞ Of
endo倣inoIogy. He has accepted a的ociate membership in our in-
stitution ’and has had active contact with the wo血throughout the
la帥yeね富・
Dr. James C. Janney has been added to the staff as a vo量unteer
worker in the fidd of endocrino量ogy, and is oonducting an inve8ti.
gation on the intemal secretion of the ovary.
Dr. S. R, Meaker has also joined our staff as a volunteer wo血er land
is engaged with Dr唇・ Lawrence, Vose, and Rowe in an elabora[e
study on the problem of huIPan Sterility which will be noticed later
in血i8∴富eP〇九
Dr. Francis H. Sleeper of血e Worcester State Hospital h坤been
appointed a volunteer wo血er? reSuming contact with血e wo血l Of
o甲in8titution where in ea富1ier years he served both as Ho関e O伍cer
and as Resident.
・ Several appointment8 have also been made in the c賞inica量branches.
thereby $trengthening and hroadening血e co鵬ulting service of血e
institution.
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Dr. Juanita P. John8 Wa8 apPOinted FelIow in Ophtha量moIogy (in
J'bsentia in 1926) and after叩ear apent at血e thiversity of Pem-
可vania aB a Candidate for種POSt-graduate degree from血at in8ti.
tution, has rejoined our 8taff and iB aCtive量ァeng種ged wi血Dr. W. D.
Rowland on certain probleme oomected wi血di8e綿e8 Of血e eye.
Mi的Sara Scudder ha8 been granted a leave of absen∞ tO Permit
her carrying out a 8PeCial 8tudy under血e direction of Dr. W. D.
P寄書轟心血Ncw了0重k.
A nu皿ber of resigmtion8 have been received, aS individual mem-
be耽of the staff have 8ecured promotion by億an8fer to other insti.
tutions. Dr. Joseph Chandler, an As8OCiate Member of血e institu.
tion, reSigned in 1926 to go to Philadelphia to undertake new and
i皿POrtant WO止血ere.
To our technical group we have added during the last year・ Mi脚
Amwwood, Mis8 M. Crowley, Mi的B. Polley, Mi的M. Read' Miさら
E. R. Shea, Mi88 D. Bullard’and Miss Mima Fogel. Re8ignatio鵬
have been received from Mr8. Greene, Mis8 So血e. and Mi88 Porter・
Our pre8ent Organiz種tion invdreB eight department8’While several













With every year fresh contact8 With out8ide organization8紬e being
made and eadier a鮭Iiations continued・ Cooperation wi心血e de・
partments of the municipality of血e Commonweal血, joint 8tudie8
carried out with 8iBter in9titutions, and as8iBtanCe富endered to血e
research department8 Of industrial corporation8, are all included
under血i8 CaPtion.冒he institution ha8 a Pleasant a鮒iation wi血
the Bureau of Chemistry of the national govemment, and with cen
tain of the activitiee of血e National Reaearch Council.
圏
冒he∴CIose a航1iation with Boston Unive重8ity SchooI of Medicine
has been continued, and the practice of earlier yea重8 0f correlating
血e activitipe of the two institutions has been amp重ified and oon-
firmed. In this comection the Evans has funmished as8istance to cer.
tain me重nbers of its∴Staff who a富e houLSed in the Medical School
bui重ding, and equally has continued to offer to the student8 Of the
lat書er institution, direct contact with the re8earch problems under
investigation. The practice of conducting a health examination for
the entering class of the Medica] Schoo工has been continued, With
great benefit to the students.
Representatives of血e institution have attended a number of con・
gresses and conventions in di紐erent parts of血e country, and have
there reported the results of their experimental studies. Paperp
have been presented before various medical organizations and other
pubIic agencies. Nunerous articles have appeared in the scientifi6
press, embodying reports on completed studies carried out by me止-
bers of the staff. A bib重iography fo富the past two years is appended
書o thi8富cp〇九
The general plan of weekly staff meetings haB been systematizedl
and gome lforty communications each year have been presented. The
speaker亀have not been confined to our own group, and we are under
ob重igation to several distinguished scientists who have been kind
enough to prese血to the staff, PaPerS dealing with the re側ha of
血eir own investigations. A list of papers for the pa8t year i8
app endcd.
While the woI.k of the in8titution is co.ordinated throughout i鱒
8eVeral dep紺tments, the maintenance of initiative’so e9Sential to the
conduct of origin種l inve8tigations● determines the disou8Sion of the
wo瓦under the heading of血e individual dep種rtment in which it
haB been carried out.
DEPARTMENTS
Bきoめgわのj C九e珊職s‡rγ αl競C闘わ蘭D王的職の§義s・
冒he following depa重tmental report8 deal with the special activitieB
of the 8eVeral groups:
A. GENERAL ENDOCRINE ,RESEA耽H. -
Following血e progra皿Of血e la8t few years・ a nunber of ‘Pqtients
have heen received and studied by me血ods already elaborated.冒he
principal p富oblem ha8 been the diagno8i8, b綿ed upon objective
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me血ods of study’Of di8Orders of血e endocrine system. PatientB
halve been r壷rred for Bing重e te8tS, fo重grOuPS Of observations, or
for periods of intensive study requlring hospital admission’in ac.
COrdance with血e severa量fo蘭血as presented in earlier reports. With
each 8u撃eSSive year the percentage of positive diagnostic findings
8tead叫y incTeaSe8, and at血e prescht time Iess thap 10% of the
Patients presenting are l discharged a8 unClassified: An apprpeiable
狐uhber ‘of血es{㍉ COuld certainIy be reso宣ved if opp叫unity were
o鮭ered for additinnal study・ Many of the patients∴COme from, a
great di弛nce? and for economic reasons are ob]iged to circumscribe
血Q dliration of their stay in Boston. As a result of血ese studie8,
it has been possible to initiate certain dependent investigation8 Which,
While ,using血e ‘general methods appIied to the endocrine problem,
8uPPlement them with special obBervations de8igned to throw addi-
tional light on血e etioIogy of血e individ耽l conditioh. Among
血e8C may be namcd:
「 (α) ProダeS8読Deα加ess.
This institution has shown that over half of血e cases presenting
the condition best described as progressive deafhess, eXhibit a coll-
COmitant endocrine disorder, and in the conection of, the latter∴COn.
dition, improvement is determined in the fomer. At the worst,
a耽st of the pr?g竺SS Of the condition, and in 9Ome CaSeS PraCtically
COmPIete restoration of hearing is∴SeCured・ In this connectiop the
気組iatiqns of the past with the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infimary,
the Bell TeIephone Laboratories, Inc., and the Massachusetts Institute
of Te甘no]ogy, have been continued.
(b)耽e In輝e"Ce O/ Preg′肋ey読prog;ess訪e Deα佃s.
Through血e courtesy of the sta鯖of the Robinson Memorial, it
has bech possible to carry out certain studies on the in組uence of
PregnanCy On thc progressive Ios8 Of aural acuity. This work is
Sti霊l in progress, and血e result8 already obtained are most inter.
G亀ting.
(c) P融乙部rγ D義eαSeのかd Cαγb〇九γdrα記脆めbo鵬肋.
皿rough血e co.operation of Dr. Ulrich, a, high重y interesting stndy
ha8 been completed on, the influence of certain phase8 Of pitultary




Th重Ou孤血e genero耽coopemtion of血e S町gic種I Sta債and血e
X-RaァDep種rtment of血e Massachusett8ロomcopa血ic Ho8Pital, an
inve8tigation h綿been begun on血e etio]ogy and diagnoei8 Of gall
bladder disea8e. Briefly 8tated, Patient8 Pre8enting eviden∞ Of gau
bladder pa血ology are received in血e Evan8 and inten8i▼e detailed
'tudie8 are Carried out invo蘭ing血e hbomtory 8ta債at血e Evan8:
血e戴rvicee of Dr. McClure’B l種bor種tory. and el心orate X-Raァim
vestigatione. If the重e8血tB of thi8 ctndy indicate operation,血e
patient is cared for by血e Surgic種l St種ff. and at血e completion of
the oonvale8cenOe血e case it章e・8tudied, foⅢowing血e general out.
1in悌Of the preliminary inve8tigation. The章e8ults 80 far obtained
are highly 8ugge8tive. In血i8 connection, although綿an indepcn.
dent 8tudy, Dr. Branch , i8 making genera量pa血oIogical 8tudiee of
血e material derived from ope重adon.冒he re8ul調of hi8 inve8ti.
gation wi皿be correlated wi心血e dinical and other laboratory
8調die8.
(e) S書cr職印.
For 8Ome ti皿e P種8t individual ca8ee of Bte亜ty h種ve been 8mdied
競血e Evan8, and in a large percentage of the8e an endocrine defect
h調been demonctrated. A nunber of血e8e Iatter patient8 Who have
undertaken treament for the endocrine condition, h種▼e 8ub鳩quen億y
dcmo鵬trated ,/種OOrreCtion of血e iriti種l di8ability. A8 a re8ult of
thも, a mO8t comPrehensive Btudy ha8 been plamed in which D重さ.
Meaker. Lawrence, Vo8e. and Rowe, tOge血er wi心血e fdⅢ 6t種ff
Of血e Evan8, Will ca富ry out a f皿and caref血in▼e8tigation of血e
▼ario耽c種u8ative eIe皿entB Of huⅡ賦n infertm中`∴ The wo血haa
aIready been begun, and血e ooming yea富should demoⅢtrate mcked
p調g章e的・
(I)恩簿e融の!跡rのけきoれ.
With the ccoperation of Dr. W. D. Reid and the He種競hbomtory
Of the Evan8 a Study ha8 been beg叩On血e causative fac書o調in血e
OOndition de8ignated as e的ential hyperten9ion. During血e pact
ye撮through the courtesy of the Lil置y Research Laboratorie8血i9
hoepital has been de8ignated a8 One Of血e institutio細胞∴CO-OPemting
in the diricd 8tudy of the new product Heparmo重e ``Br. Hype重・
tension ciBeS∴are reCeived, are∴Studied carefully for all p9的ible
ca鴨鍋Of心e presenting condition, and are血en placed unde重a
、l`
regimen ofl tr,eamen章with thiB liver extract unde富care軸I種boratory
and ’clinical control.
(g)耽病歴F肋c房あれS脇融ねP事ゐeγか
This i8 a COntin甲tion of wo血begun some yea重e ago. Lack of
l material has conditioned 8low advance but the stndy is approaching
completion, and with standardB lequating in authority wi血tho8e
of the adult, it will be possible to extend the diagno誼c wo血of血e
l institution to children in血is most inportant and critical period
、十〇f輪fe.
(ん) S鋤l(かoI Oぴα高αn Ho細れ0れ∞.
11 Anina1 8tudies have dready been undertaken to determine血e
脚tu富e and character　劃　well　的the occurrence of血e so"閲ned
fo耽cular homone. Dr. Ja皿ey and an as8istant havel血ready made
言Ia 8eries of pre]iminary 8tudies and will prapecute the wock actively
l/ during the ooming year.
(あ)概くれヴF肌cめれαれ寄Mγ臓寄e肋の.
1, Throwh the gene重Ou旧∴aid of W. E. Nicker8on, E8q. it ha8 been
l , PO88ible to secure 8PeCialized equipment which will permit a 8tudy
of血e possible incidence of renal fa遭ure in myxedema. 1 Work
: alre種dy reported from血is iusti調tion has demonstrated血at cases
常f thyroid fa遺ure frequently exhibit macked訪dence of kidney
ihpaiment 9inulating血e picture of a chronic nephritis. Unde富
thyroid medication血e8e evidence8 Of kidney impaiment disappear・
The wock a8 Outlined callB for the production of experinentaI血y|
roid failure in selected anima181 and 8ubsequent investigation of
旗dney function which wi]l invol▼e both function 8tudie8 and hie・
to量ogical inve tig請ion. ’
鯵.撃REGNANα S轟)DⅡ指.
1 The method of approach which ha8 PrOVch so関eCe8誼n in心e
study of endocrine condition8● namely’血e application of a eerieB
of te8tS tO grO叩8 Of heal血y individuals to estab耽h criteria of nor-
mal perfomance, ahd血en血c app櫨oation of血e8e teSt8 tO Case8 Pre-
senting an estabIished pathoIogy to a8Certain血e a皿調nt and di・
rection of aberration produced by血e 8PeCific condition8, i8 now
being apphed to血e study of certain of血e prchlemB ofl Pregnancy.
Tbe8e 8tndiee were begunしSeveral yearB agO,血d were ca軍事ed on
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originally with the co・OPeration of the冒alitha Cumi Home and
the Robinson Memoria量. Recchtly, through the courtesy of the
Directors of血e House of Mercy, and of Dr. PoIsey the physician
in charge, the studies have been extended to the patients of this latter
institution. The first phase of the research is still under wayl and
inve5tigations are being made with those Patients presenting血e pic.
t耽e of noma事pregnancy. The current studies inc葵ude:
(a) Biometric Observations.
1 (b) Respiratory Metabolism.
(c) Carbohydrate Metabo霊isIP.
(d) Chemistry, Physics, and Mo重PhoIogy of the BIood・
l (e) Liver Function冒ests.
With the establishment of normal standards in the8e and related
fields’it is hoped to undertake studies- leading to a better under-
8tanding of the so-Ca皿ed toxaemias of pregnancy.
C. SpECIAL STUDIES.
A number of individual音reSearChes which are) however● COrrdated
with the main general problemsl are nOW in progres8. During the
year several new investigations have been initiated, having been
suggested in the cd耶e of earlier investigation8 Which have since
been completed・ Among these皿ay be listed:
(α) Gα夢のCめSe随e勧bo勝れ・
Several papers have appeared from血is institution dealing with
the metabo量ism of ga賞actose in health and disease. A8 a reSult of
these, it has been possible to formulate a vital function te邑t Which
iB Of marked value both in thel differential diagnosis of the several
endocrine entitie8, and also a group of non"endocrine discase掲・
Studies recen叫completed or under way include:
1. The influence of ovarian activity on galactose tolerance.
2. Galactose tolerance during and after pregnancy.
3.冒he fate of galactose in血e organism・
4.冒he in組uchce of non-endocrine disease on galactose tolerance.
(b) T加M細め品耶OI Le訪ose.
For some years pa8t it has been plamed to duplicate wi血the
sugar Levulose the elaborate studies already completed with血e富are
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eugar Galactose. Throngh血e generous aid of W. E. Nickerson’Esq.
fmd8 have become available for- the purchase of large qumtitie8
。f thi8 mat。ri種l in a high state ofl purity. These 8tudie8 Will include:
(a) The detemination of the tolerance of the nomal indivi,
du血.
(b) The effect of LeⅧlose on blood sugar curves・
(c) The -in血uence on tolerance of various endocrine dioehses.
(d) The influen∞ Of ovarian activity upon tあ重erance.
(e) The in血uence of the diseases of liver upon the Levulose
mctabo輪8Ⅲ.
(f) The influence of pregnancy on Levlhose tolerance.
「(g) The fate of ingested‘ IJeV`hose in the ani血al body.
(c)搬Nα加eoI庇路地αl N訪ogcれ崩高庇U「諒
In a series of papersl some Of which have appeared in abstract
fom and which are Bhortly to be published in detai置・ Dr. B. H・
p.o。to. d。m。nStr。t。d血at in血ose cases presenting a high re8idual
nitrogen fraction in血e urine’Only a portion of the inerease
was ascribable to those 8ubstances nomally present in small amount.
冒he wo富k iB nOW being continued in血e hope that血e namre of
血i8調detern血ed reBid剛血may he a8Certained・ At血e same tim6,
correlative studies are being carried on to determine the quantitative
composition of the similar fraction `in the’bIood.
(d) The Vα蹴りbI庇A肋bαγd Co鵬epき・
In a series of 8tudies, SOme Of which have already appeared’Dr.
walker is investigating the relationship of blood and u血e urea. It
has been possiblc for him to demonstrate that neither the McLean
equation nor that of Addis represent exactly the relationship of
blood to urine levels, but that the actual interdependence is
expressed by a sub-Parabo量ic formula midway between the two pre・
ceding formuIas. From this he has derived a simple coefroient for
the expression of kidney integrity. The wock is being continued to
embrace other substances.
(e)棚e Cんe肋轟「γ OI C訪c訪れ・
皿i8 WOk’begun several yea冒8 agO, is sti11 under way・ The many
di債cultie8 enCOuntered have detemined 。ow progrese’and心i8 has
retarded the initiation of clinical application. It i8 hoped’how・
6l
evdr, thatl before long dependable analytical血ethods w珊be avaiI-
、ab16 and that with血em the calci関山metabolism in a va壷ety of
disease condition8 Can be studied. In l thi8 Connection a most p量eas-
an書co-OPeration has been establiぬed wi血Dr. CoIlipl discoverer of
血e parathyroid hormone and co・discoverer of insul王n.
(l)音S細部cs oI Kあeγ耽耽c房めれ
l Several investigation8 are nOW under way falling properly皿der
this c8Ption・ Among血em may be enumerated the stndy of kidneァ
fuhction in myxedema, and血ose already noted in e的ential kyper-
tension and in ga量l bladde重diaease. In l addition, the relation血ip
Of blood and urine leve量s, tOuched on in a preceding paragraphl i8
「heing studied wi心血e sin♂e kidney,血rou吐血e co・OPeration of
Dr8. Wiggin and Vose.
A new departure in thiB fie]d for血is institution i8 the study
Of organic dye8 Which may pem血pyelograp址c reco喜ds to be made
by a le的d重a8tic technique than that now in vogue.皿e st調dy, aS
now under w種y● involves血e eynthesis of a 8erie8 Of new dyestuff8●
and in it8 comP量etion will irvo量ve bo血pharmaooIogical 8tudieB On
血e toxicity of血e compounds 8eoured, and X・Ray and genito.urinary
ObserYatio皿B With 8uCh of血em a8 are found to be 8uitable for B耽h
(g)別記C九〇耽読γ OI A職のe8諦e房c E拐er:
Work already out血ed ip previo耽report8 ia being actively pro8e輸
倣ted.富he kinetic亭Of o瓦dation'血e influence of 8torage? and simi・
lar problems・ have been unde競aken’and are yielding interestin昌
res血ts. Wi心血e cocoperation of D調. F. C.随chard8on Of the
Boston City Hb8Pital, and Mary Leavi境。上血e MassachuBettg Ho・
m①OPatヰc Ho8Pital,血e influence of carbon diox王de as a pre8erva・
tive 10f anaes血etic ether and an aid to血e anaesthesia, has been
調de競a露en.
(k)富めe I珂脚もce音oI A耽eS沈設α 0乃0擁e乃Cの耶耽れpあれ.
鵬i8 i8 a 8tudy of wide scope which has j調been begun.珊e
Primary investigation i8 tWOfo賞d. On the one ha掘,ノit i8 PIamed
to determine the influence of variou8 hypnotic and anaes血etic ager113
On the oxygen consunption' in order血壷a correla髄on coe髄ciept
may be detemined which w劃permit血e determination of血e basal
調e in patients who are unab]e to co"OPerate in th6 procedurふnow
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in vogue. C鮒dren狐d mental cases fa皿in thi8 CategOry’¥aB do indi-
壷dualさ, SuCh aB CaSe8 0f Pa亜nson,s di8eabe・ in whom an皿COn-
trollable皿usC血ar acti巾y「 rob邑血e te8t Of basality. The o血er
a8Pect Of血e stndy牌8 in the deterriination of the reBPective influ-
ence of血e sev6ral com皿On inhalafron anaestheticB On血e oxygen
require]血ent, aS a meanB of determi血g the best agent for u8e in血08e
disease conditions where1 0Ⅹygen con8umPtion depart8 8ignificantly
、 from the nomal. A third aapect lie8 in the inbestigation of certain
l Phy8ioIogical a皿d phamacological problem8. Thi8 Wh。e加dy ha8
亘een made possiblc by the genero調aid of W. E. NickerBon’Eeq.
音(ひ　S加砂申庇I肋P柳電麻音訪勘助e職e・
Dr. W。u尋. 。nd Mr. Auey are 8eeking to dete重血ne血e purity
of anaesthetic e血ylene and the nature of血e imp調班es fo皿d.
「 ,lCarbon monoxide is血e chie impu申y suspected・ At p購8ent血㊤
l ~詰ま器慧書語。言霊霊重霊霊窪　‡　8
(i)拙e P句扇僻の蘭C振動お印〇位九〇 Sp訪d肋轍
門壷study i8 being conducted by Dr・ Walker in co.operation wi心
血e sta債of血e Worcester State Hospital・ The pre8ent Pha8e dealB
繭h comparative analyβeS Of血e blood and fluid in dementia prae"
cox, investiga血g血e ・・residual nitrogen,, froction亘th special em一
_　　　_　　　　　-　〃　　　　1〇　　　　　　　　〇〇
phasi8 On the amino nitrogen. O血er feat耽es deal with血e ra血er
wide fluctuation8 in血e sugar content of fluids from praecox (and
種o誼も吋0血e富) p8ア心08塊
(応)音糊e β碕巧Leαd Ar8eれα‡○ ○地相叩・
Through血e oourtesy of the State 。epartment of Foreetry and
血e MetropoIitan Park Com皿ission, metcholism studies are being
made on fi61d wo血e抽aher the 8Praying season.皿e8e indude
liver funtion e8timations’ar卿ic and lead detem血ation8, and血e
general Sho富t Fom a同dy. Thd wo血i8 under血e direction of D重・
D. VITAL FuquoN S珊D重ES OF血vrm AND D重GESTrvE SYS鵬M.
柵。 。。v.。ral iowestigations on血e evaluation by objective mean8 of
血e functional capacity of the ]iver have been actively continued
under心e direction of Dr. Chades W. McClure. Among血eβe may
もe l鵡t蘭:
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量・ / Studie寄on Migraine;
(a) Investigation of liver functioml 8tate.
(b) Protein Sen8itization Reactionさ.
(c) Study of血e Fat Metabolism in a seIected nunber of
血e patie皿章轡.
1 2. Studie8 On nOrmal fany acid metabolism.
3. Studies on the fatty acid metabo重im of patient8’wi血disturb・
ances in liver function.
4. Me血od for determining iodine nunber of smaIl quantities of
fa章.
5. Study of the comparative delicacy and clinical use餌ne8B of
analysi8 0f duodenal bile, the icteric index and van der Be重gh
reactions are unde富Way.
Other proble皿8 under way deal wi血
1. The effect8 Of feeding, Pure foodstuff8 0n the lipin, nitro.
genous and dextrose/ fractions′ of the b量ood of no]mal sub.
章i書芸霊芝豊聖霊器誌霊宝慧t慧霊‡
Orientation of the procedures in relatioh to the wo血. As control
8ubjects for this work volunteers∴are drawn from the 8tudent8 at
B. U. S. M'　冒he individ記experi血ent requires a調1 week to
COmPlete, and among the data co重賞ected are the iodine numbers
Of cho宣esterol and fatty acids? the content of fatty acids, Cholesterol,
and Iecithin・ uric acid, urea? non-PrOtein nitrogen and a皿ino-aCid’
and dextrose of each specimen of blood co11ected. In additionつ
many other determimtions’Such a8 the oxygen consumption? are
made on many of the subjects. Thi8 8tudy is being continued with
Patients exhibiting disease of the liver and many data have already
been collectcd.
2. Studies on pigments in血e blood stream in relation to de-
termining the functional state of血e liver.
This∴Study re重ates to the presence in the b量ood of a yelIow col"
Ored pigment, its clinical importance? its∴relation to宜emo量y8isl and
its possible iso量ation from血e b重ood free from haemo♂obin.
3. The state of liver function in gall b重adder di鳩ase.
This is a portion qf the study already mentioned under another
cap章ion.
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4. Studies on ∞rtain phase8 Of the chemiBtry Of cholesterol in
relation to their po的ible medical importance.
E. OcuLA埠PATHOLOGY.
under血e direction of Dr・ W. D. Rowhand’rOutine examination of
a旺ong Form and selected Short Form case8 has continued to reveal
a great deal of unexpected pa血oIogy・ Those of greatest interest are
the blind spot e血argements observed in the various endocrine dis-
turbance8, but espeqially in pituitary disease; form field defects in
cases of hypothyroidism; numerOus Symmetrically comracted fom
fields for which none of血e conventional explanations may be ad-
duced; y,ellow coIoration of血e nerve heads mo8t frequently found
in pituitary disease; and certain o血er lesB We皿efined ano皿ahies.
The∴COn血uance of thi8 rOutine ophthalmoIogic wock carried out
in absence of any previoudy recognized eye condition, has proven
of great value and uncovered 8eVeral problem8, the study of which
has either been initiated or which will soon be undertaken. Among
the8e Studies may be listed:
(a) Field changes in pregnancy in conjunction with a general
endocrine study of血e patient. (This wok in c。labora-
tion wi血Dr. J. P. Joh鵬).
(b) Analyβi8 Of data in thoie cases showing markedly contracted
visual fields and exhibiting none of the recognized cause8
of thi8 COndition.
(c) A study of dye grounds in hypothyroidism.
1 In additionうDr. RowIand has completed the study on the coular
虻athoIogy of血e new-bom’Which is 8hortly to appear.
F. CAR。重AC IIATHOIJOGT.
The new Heart Laboraltory? formally opened in 1926 under thel direction of Dr. W. D. Reid whh the assistanc6 of Mis8 Florence L.
Kenway, has been actively prosecu血g a series of investigatiom
studies have been completed on the action of phenacetine and of
tetraiodophenoIphthalein upon the hea巾Progress ha8 been made
in the investigations of血e actions of bis皿u血and of spartein 8ul:
phate upon the heart and, a畠∴Stated el8eWhere, Of chronic arterial
hyperte壷on. A nunher of interesting electrocardiogra皿S have
been obtained as a part of心e routine wo血of血e laboratory. and
from these∴SeVeral prchlems have arisen for餌ure investigation.
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Ca8eS demonstra血g lowered ba8a重rateB have aho been studied, and
this wo重k i8 8ti11 under way.
A雛おDeま)物部
Thi8 feature of certain electrocard王ogram8 may be said to be ob・
ecure. A coIlection i8 being made of血e d雌cultie8 in dete富mining
血e electrical axis l in various e量ectrocardiogram8. Cerぬin experi-
ments are being made and a study of血e relative vah記of the d雄.
ferent methods for the detection of血e e量ectrical.
富h修c嬢加)cαrdあダα棚番職Relα枕bわめLo倣,∽d Bα$鷹脆め0擢桝
It has been found that there are no constan青alteratio血B in the
electrocardiogram in patiem8 wi血hypothyroidism. Appflrently dso
Such alteration8 aS have been found are neither defi血tdy related to
血e rate of血e ba8al metaboli8m, nOr tO血e type of endocrine dis・
tu珊anoe, if any. A ]arger 8erie8 0f case8 i8 being sought in order to
give greater weight to theBe Ob8ervatiom.
G. 0富0○○cIとA重S富UDⅢs.
Through血e generous aid of W. E. Nicker8On, Esq.血e Sound.
Proof Room has been血ally completed and fuⅢy equipped. A
関In心er of 8tudies under血e general supervision of Dr.棚田ry are
皿ow und鋤way, uPOn Ouly one of wlhoh comment need be made.
(α) Ge競e舶I S‡均中盤eめれe A肋・競A重ねα脚0(揖
A oomprehensive study ha8 ,been plamed and iB tO be begun at
Once・ It wilI deal wi心血e probIem of a町al aouity in a typica]
関ral community・ The primary study w劃inwhe血e inve誼gatio競
Of 8Ome 2,000 BchooI children who wi11 be graded on the ba8i8 0f
血eir hearing capacity, and those showing Ie68ened acquity w皿be
血orou軌Iy studied from血e medical, educationaL and probi耽y
PrychoIogical points of view.　珊l oo〃OPeration from a蘭mber
Of ou概de agencie8 i8 already guar狐teed・ The initi遭stndies wiⅢ
be made by M王. N. N. Love.
(b)抑01〆Sb耽耽り十〇〇かg on Aあ的・
午hi8 W皿indude cerial Btudi鈍on the i血uences of ∞競roIled
sound on aur種l aculサ
?4
(c) 0関脇γ De可動帥・




Du血g血e pa8t tWO ye種rg瓦e app職種tion of血e re8ult8 of en雌en
8tndie9 have been m種de to血e oontinuance of血e 8eVeral rese調ch
dinical 8erVi鈍‰∴The臓皿ay.be che8ified b重iefly a● followB:
A.駅鴫S剛阻富O競冒M留意腿0ⅢS議S耽ⅥCB.
During the pa8t tWO ycarO Ove章3’500 basal me血boliem me脚耽e.
ment8 haYe been m種de for diagno8髄c purpo8e8, and in rddition’
eeveral hundred mea8u購ment8 have been made in comection wi血
certain of the re8ea重ch 8tudieB nOW under way.冒he preBent le▼el
i8 dete蘭nined ’largely by exi8ting facintie8, and with an incre種臓in
equlpme血and percomel, a 8te種dy grow血i8 a脚red.
櫨. SHO蘭FoRM VI富A」 F口NcⅡON S即ⅧCE
This i8 a continuation of心e abridged 8mdy高hich hae yidded.
mch 8ati8factory re8ults in the p綿t・ Between 400 and 500 c調eo
種re studied each year’and a larger number would have been inve8ti.
gated had the f種cilitie8 Pemitted・ It h種B been found e8Bential to
職nit definitely血e p種車entB re∞i▼ed to eleven cacee per week’aB
only by 8O doing can each receive the m壷心血benefit of the Btndy.
C.重oⅣG田o最強V重富▲重すりⅣcⅢON SRⅢⅢCE
Thfe i8 the mo8t elabomte of血e endoc轟ne 8tudie8 and ent種il8.
耽8idence in血e ho8Pital of a period of not ]es8血an 8even day〇・
Ae in血e Short Fbm test, numbe重3∴a耽rigidly limited, and it i8
of intereet to note血種t out of a poB8ible maximl皿Of 273・ 239 patiem
朋的ctudied dtlring血e year 1926; and 254 in 1927; in other word8・
90% of capacity. Bec関se of血e limitation of number rl搬ived. it
io nec融ary tO mcke appointment8 BeVeral week8 in advance. It
natu萱a賞ly follow8血at nece帥ry Cancdlationさat血e lact minute 80me.
what重educe the numbe聯.
A8 a matter Of fact a nmber of patient8 Well in exce的of血e m種瓦
m調m ha;e applied for adh鐙らion during the year. Inore調ed pe種
で5
connel and equipment will be neces8ay’however? tO impart a neces.
8ary degpee of e量asticity to the eervice.
D. M▲重電RN重職S郎V重C且
The co-OPeration between the Robinson Memorial and thi8 in8ti。
tution has continued’and a certain nunber of maternity case6 have
been 8tudied in血e fomer institution. AI量of血ese investigation9
COnStitute a part of cerI:ain of the research wo血already described.
圏. OTO重OG重CAしS耽ⅥC賦
A8 a reSuIt of the eahier studie8 On PrOgreSSive dea血eさ8, CaSe8
PreSenting this condition are referred to the Evan8 and are 8tudied
bo血by the routine procedure8 and alBO by the apeci種l me血odB
Which have been devi8cd to throw light on the spee粥e condition.
F. GASTRO.IN富ESⅢⅣAL SERV重CE.
This clinic is conducted by, Dr・ Chndes W. McChlre bo血as an
Out-Patient and house 8ervi∞・ Patients are received● bo血for diag-
nosi8∴and treatment of gastro.intestinal disorders’and aIso to give
POSt.OPerative treatment to patients who have reIapsed ofter gal]
b重櫨dde重ope重a瞭0調.
G. CARI)IAC SERⅥCE.
Since the estabIishment of血e new cardiac laboratory, Dr. Reid
has been recelVmg Patients e8PeCially referred for this investigation.
A Iarge nunber of cardiograms have been prepared and interpreted.
The work of this department constitutes∴a mO8t Va量uable adjunct
to血e services a霊rerdy e8tab]i8hed. ,
櫨OUⅢNE SERVICES.
The genera賞endocrin叩ervice initiated in 1925 has continued with
the operation of an outpatient service under the general supervision
Of Dr. Jame8 E. Vance’and a house service in the Evand under血e
Clinical direction of Dr. Charle8 H. Lawrence, Who i8 Chief of the
Out・Patient Department a8 WelI・ The diagnostic wo血incident to
血is service remai耽under血e direction o白he Chief of Re8earch.
This service operate9 COincidentany wi血a oontinuance of血e pure
reseqrch endoc富ine service, and i8 the first major expre88ion of心e
general po脆9y under which the wo血of血e Evans is oondueted.
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DEPARTMENT OF BAC冒ERIOLOGY AND SEROIjOGY.
During the past two years reSearch work has been conducted in
the th富ee fieldB described in the?a。ier reports: (l) in皿unOIogic
餌dies in BアPhili8, (2)血e influence of ¥the suprarenal如nd upon
infection and in皿urity’and (3) bacterioIogic studies.
1. Sγp融お・
皿e work of che previous year wa8 COntinued・ Pa競iculndy in re・
gard to the quantitative WaBse富mann teSt’心e effect upon Wasserma肌
着eaCtion of Arsphenamine and mercury’and血e provooative Was8er一
皿am reaCtion.
2・ S構pγαre朋がG観も
¥ Fu].ther toxicity te8tS With typhoid vaccine and diphtheria toxin
読r6 carried out on 8uPrarenalectomized and oont富ol rat8.冒he的
testβ COnfirmed our previous ob8ervation8.
3. Bαc‡erうo心gあS如嵐お・音
‘The preliminny cu血ra1 8tudie8 uPon Certain‥train8 Of l砧her






(b) Fish diseaseB ePidemics.
(c). A rapid survey me血od for Iake8 and 6t職amB二
D櫨PARTMENT OF IMMUNOIDGY: EXPERIMENTAIJ WORK
1. Utilizing as material the nu耽8 and 8tudent8 Whom we iや
muniz6 again8t dipt叫ria and `acudet fe▼er・ Studies have been
○○nt血ued o皿
(a) Sen8itization to the ho雛やSerun Oontained in toxin・anti.
toxin mixtur慨. Adequate data having previoudy been col.
lected on the incidep∞ of na請al kype調enSitiveneas we a富e
富7
now omit血g the prinary ckin te靴in order to obt血figure8
種血butable 8Ole重y to the antitoric誓run in血e mixture; 55
調bjec血
(b) Sen8itization to broth oomponent8 in th。 mixt,重re。 and
in 8Cndatinal toxin which res血ts in血e development of con.
f調ing pseudo-rcaction8・ Four hundred and twenty-血ree tests
have been made to detemine心e frequency of induced sen・
「∴∴∴∴Bitization’and to provide a耽t of individuals who8e tyPe8 Of
reactivity qu種lify them as subjects upon whom a mo職de。
tailed componen血I analy8i8 may be Carried out.
2. Wi血the purpo臓of le紬ning some血ing of血e relation8hip
Of血e hyper8enSitive to血e immune 8tate’a PrOmlSlng lnveS.
。gation i8 being conducted on 8ubject8 VaCCinated again8t rman
POX. A preparation of k劃ed vaccin vir耽has been devi8ed
containing a themo8tabile component with an enderml redc.
tivity that correlate8 rema血bly welI but not perfectly with
the reactivity of li▼ing vi馴18 On immune, PartiaⅢy immune, and
ms∞Ptible subject8・ Neces8arily the determination′ Of an op-
tim種l test do8e, the 8tabi耽y of血e material, mean患of standard.
ization・ and血e limitatio皿8 Of血i8 ckin test for immur巾to
l　討荒業嵩霊器聖霊霊0言霊言霊蒜
imocuity than the li▼ing; bacterially centaminatQd vir調in
current uce・. (Po8t.VaCCinial encephaliti8, etC.) Ihring 1927
血e reHal)iIity of thi8 me血od ha8 been te8ted on 95 additional
Bubjects血e option種I doie h種8 been more nearly approached
and血e material found to be quite stab量e except in dilute
fom.
B.冒HE OpⅢMAI, DosE OF ANTIGEN「 FOR THE WASSE級MANN TEST.
A 8imPle method for determining th? OPtimal doee ha8 been thor・
Onghly wo慮ed out耽ing a unmber of different重ePreSentative anti-
ge鵬, and sera from patient8 With various phases and comp耽ations
Of 8yPhilitic infection・ The optimal do鳩is血at which react8 be8t
With minimal quantities of 8yPhiIitic reagin and is by no mean8 thc
m鋤血al amount血読can be safely u8ed. Optima vny of coune
wlth different antigene and wit丸血e period and temperature of pri・
nl種ry incubation, but血e type of i龍ection and the nature of ma.
1eriaI tested (8e関田, 8Pinal, Or aSCitic fluid) do not influence the
蘭滑血章.
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C. HRT関OPお皿ANⅢCEN叫NTIBODr REA伽ONS IN REL^TION TO THB
S轟RUM DIAGNOS重S OF ’STPH暮LIS BY P随のPITAⅢON.
Thi8 studァ,皿entioned in the 1925 report, ha8 been completed
and wa8 1reported at /血e Au}any meeting of the American A88Ocia-
tidn of ImniunoIogi8tS. 1 F種18ely po8itive Kahn富eaCtion8∴aPPear紅e.
11 q耽ntly when andgen8 PrePared from heteroph櫨ti8Sue8 are em-
lPIoyed. The probability血at血e 8ame SOur∞ Of emo重eXistB in血c
l ,, Wassemarm te8t has been extensive工y studied but血e説血tB ha▼e
l l been , incond耽ive.
(吉lD. ON THE NA富U鴫OF SYPHⅡrmc REAG重N.
Having acce8B, through血e generosity of Dr. Belding, tO a large
’quantity of luetic ascitic fluid, a宣udy ha8 been initiated wi心血e
: puxpO8e of elucidating血e n種ture and properdes of血e職achg
l音読b8tan∞ teSted for in the seru皿diagnosi8 Of syphili8. One practical
bhject i8血e explanation of血e occasional discrepancie8 betw∞n血e
ahn and Wa8Se重marm reaction8. Are the8e reaCtion8 due to di債er-
nt antibodyJike 8ubStanCes, Or, mOre likely, doe8 80me abnor皿al
component or condition of certain 8e重a inhibit one or the o血er章e-
action upon血e8e OccaBions? It has been pos&ible to deso心血e
'reagin from specific precipit寄te8 and to effect a certain amount of
purification by脚lting out. Prog富eS8 h綿been t?mPOrar埠y hdted
B a mOrP SPeedy me血od of didysi8 is being made ava蘭ble.
ON富HE Pu級IFICAⅢON AND NA富U競E OF ScA競LAⅢNA重富o東関S.
(音A number of di債erent media and cultural condition患have been
: used in the preparation of 8O狐e forty lot8 Of Bca。a血al toxin. By
ll l the耽e of he叫chemical precipitation, and didy8i8, 8in塊v and in
: variouieombination8, it ha8 bee卒possible in sone in8tance8 tO Pre.
(、I pare torin 8O重ution6 Very largdy fr鈍`癌on unde轟al)le inburities.
音音盤霊霊悪豊富話芸‡霊宝書芸業i重
/l, It has been di8∞▼e耽d血at心ere are at leastltwO qualitativdy dif-
t帳ic element8 PrOdu∞d by one of o甲虹ain9 0f 8Ca瓦et fever
8trePtOcOCCi.皿も蝕ding bear8 importan叫on many of心e p書ob-
le鵬of BCndetl fe▼er control.,冒he two toxin8 h種ve been acti▼ely
ctudied and wo血i8 in progre88 tOWard血ei重i8Ohtionl in a relatively
pure unaltered condition in order to le種m血e detalIB of their chemi一
串8truc同re,甘e富OIogical reaction8’孤d relation to心e pa血oIogy of
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the disease. During 1927 some 30融es of toxin have been prepared
and utiIized in the continuation of this work. The existencel of two
active substances has been successfully confimed by the rigid c止
terion of specific cross neutra量ization. Preparations containing onIy
O.1 of the nitrogen present in crude toxic帥rates have been shown
to be antigenic in the human subjeap. Experiments directed toward
toxin standardization by a coIorimetric (go量d chloride) technic, and
by skin test oh sensitized animaIs’have∴SO far been unsuccess蘭.
A・ CoNDI甲IONS OF HYPERSENSIHVENESS,鱒AYFEVER, AsTHMA, E冒C.
1・ Diagnostic tests: 5842
2. Desensitizing and vaccin trea七ment8: 2905
To outside physic王ansl, material for 699 treatments.
3. 1Cu庇ures and autogeno鵬vaccins: 127
4. Eosinophi重comts: 155,
In addition to the above, DI.. GoIdman has conducted an asthma
and hay-fever cIinic at the Out耳atient Department to which about
l190 visits weFe made.
B. DI削橿THERin pREVENTION.
1. Schick tests: 404
`　2.‘ Toxin-antitoxin injections: 644
C. ScARLET FEVER PREVENTION.
音l. Dic量章ests: 962
2. Toxin injections: 578
D. MISCELI.ANEOUS.
l. Antityphoid ihjections: 346
2. Vaccinations: 275
3. B工ood Grouping tegts: 284　　　,
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOIJOGY.
A・ CARDIAC IRRITABIL霊町.
A dontin軸ion `Of the studies con∞ming the蘭uence of dmgs
upon血e irritabi量ity of the heart. The study of quinidine su車halel
has been compIeted・ Because of the desire on the part of Dr. Reid,
in charge of the cardiac work in血e hospital/ to obtain some fur。
ther infomation in regard to ISParteine sulphate’a Study of its
effect on cardiac imitabilityl has been started.
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B. A STU。Y OF ExpECTORANTS.
In血e studies of the effects¥ of ether impurities it was∴reCOgnized
血at血e extensive ci]iay fie工d in the respiratory tract has func-
tiona重pbssibilities hi血erto unrecognized. Since the dmgS CO叫
卿only used as expectorants are empIoyed largely on an emplrlC
basis’it seemed important to study their e鯖ects upon ci工iary activity?
as the ]atter undoubtedly play ,aP |mPOrta中ro工e in expectorant ac"
tion. Thi∂∴Study is in progress and thu8 far has been produc[ive
Of interesting results with obvious practica量applications.
C. EFFECT OF CERTAIN DIGESTED PRODUCTS ON PANCREAT重C
SECREⅢON.
Continulng the work which arose in comection with a phase of
Dr. McClure,s work on biliary and pancreatic secretion’the depar巳"
ment has been abIe to show that ce虹ain digestive products stimu"
1ate pancreatic secretion’irrespective of contact with the duodenal
mucosa. The results may have a far-reaChing effect concem手ng the
Va量idity of the `lsecretin,, theory, in addition to the advance皿ent of
ideas in regaI.d to bi賞iary and pancreatic disease.
D. PHARMACOLOGICAL SERVICE.
正n addition to the research work’the deparment has begun an
extensive survey of the remedies and combination of remedies in
use血roughout the various departments of血e hospita重. The objec七s
Of the’survey are血ree-fold:
l.甘o standardize the fomulae now in use and to deve量op
Other pro血ising formulae. The form血ae are intended to
to be co工Iected, Printed,・and fumished the sta鯖and intemes
for their use in the hospita].
2. To discard formulae that have no clinicaI or other scientific
rea ons for continuance in use, and
3.甘o serve as an ed耽ational means in scientific prescribing as
OPPOSed to the impirica工method.
Millions of doIIars are expended yearly by hospitals in purchasing
for their staffs so-Ca量量ed “new,? proprietary remedies. A phamachlo-
gical s血dy of the remedies∴reVeals the fact that they are old reme"
dies in a new/fom and with a new taste. Many of the remedieB
do not- remain in the market long hut are changed again and put
Out aS l`new" remedies. By the establishment of this Phamaco宣ogic証
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Service it ie hoped that血e remedie81血耽耽ed may be prepared in
a 8tandard fo止ul骨w址ch will be acceptab]e bo血to pkyician and
patie競and be possible of production in our oun phamacy. AIong
With心is servi∞ it i8 8uggeSted lhat all 8O-called new重emedies be
8ubmitted to the deparment for o調opinion綿tO血e wiBdom of
Purchasing・ Obviou81y many αnew●l remedie8 are Purchased each
ye平by血e ho8Pital, and wi心血eir pa88ing o調of fashion remain
On O面r PharmacァsheIve8綿mute te8timony of血e fact that unwiBe
Pre8cribing consti調e8 a重eal drain on the ho8Pital financeさ●
DEPAR富MEN冒OF PHYSIOLOGY
A. Rel種tion of nerve to ‘rhythm in lymph.heart8.
寄・ Phy8idogical: Activation and inhibition心rouねapinal and
∞rebral ∞ntres;血e que8tion of autoロomy in血e abcence
of血e above.
b. Hi8tOlogica]: A de8Cription of newly di8covered nervo調
1 8tructure8 in血e w劃β Of血e lymph心eart8 (AmphibiarRam・
. Ca競合bi種n種).
B・ Pursuant to血i8 WOrk it i8 PrePared duing血e coming ye種重
to investigate:
a・皿e be紬血g of血も血概説ic n㊧Ⅳ0耽種ppa重a章調On血e p富ob・
重em of血y心血,読血po的連中
b・ A重eOPening of血e question of a neurogenic origin of be直t
in the blood heart. ′
C・ It i8 hoped肱ewi8e tO investigate oontraction十〇eSPecially tonic
∞耽raction-in what promi8eS tO be a new and p種rticulady favo章a-
ble material for such co耽Se・-」血e vocal 8ac Of血e frog・ Me血od8
for the 6tudy ha▼e血eady, tO 8Ome eXtent. bcen devi8ed o重Pro.
jccted.
。・重t i8 ProPO8ed to complete and pul}hih a disp重Oof of Tiego・8
血eory of hdicoid memI)rane 8tIucture Of the 8t血ted muscle創}re.
E. Various completed or partially completed data on剛sde
aw壷t preparation for pubIication・ Progre88 in血iβ iB anticipated●
種l血ough血e wo血now皿der way is∴ab80rbing all po88ible time
種nd a耽en髄on.
級榔俄の〆S脆め轟歴励peγ町e関原I調印cあゆ.
l./ The effect of血yroidectoIny and of forcing伽id onさu心le一
心血調p職能n心血8雌encァ心血e a調血o重種」
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In view of the facts’Shoun by Zwemer’Swingle and collabora・
器霊精霊請豊器詩聖露盤豊
elimination of water) wi11 proIong the ]ife of dou岬suprarenal.
ecto皿ized cats, an attemPt WaS made to relieve, the sy皿PtOmS Of
suhlethal in8ufficiency in rats by similar methods. Thyroidectomy in
rats did not decrease血e acute and subacute mortality in suprarenal
insufficiency. AIso it did not increase the reduced resistapee to
diphtheria toxin and histamine poISOnlng. Forcing fluid by intra-
peritoneal injections of 5% glucose soIution did not increase the
reduced resistance to histamine poisoning・ The work on diphtheria
toxin in this connection is still under way but no indications of any
b。n。fit fr。m the餌id injections is in sight・
II. The effect of sublethal suprarenal insu臆ciency on the oestrus
cycle in the albino rat.
work is sti置1 under way. The following facts have been obtained
to date. Doubly suprarenalecto皿ized rats can conceive ahd give
birth to normal ]itters in a certain percentage of cases. Double
suprarenalectomy c糾ses total inhibition of oes調S CyCle瑚artial in・
hibition of oestrus cycles (temporary inhibition, Or PrOlongation of
the dioestrus interval) or no e鯖ect at a11. An attempt wi皿be皿ade
to correlate these∴reSults with various degrees of suprarenal insu航・
ciency as shown by toxicfty test車ime of survival after operation’
etc. AIso an attempt wi11 be made to correlate inhibition of血e
vaginal oestrus changes wi血absence of ovulation and absence of the
fo量lioular hormone.
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY :
The following studies are now under way:
1. A study of the ga11 bladder in an endeavor to correIate the
bacterio工ogy and pathoIogy of血at organ.
This constitutes one independent phase of the gall bladder s調dy
already described under another cap青ion.
2. A pathological study of the large solitary cyst as found in
the human kidney.
3.皿e etioIo執of ac巾e yellow atrophy of the froer.
This is an animal experimental study and seeks to support the con.
tention that there i8 SO皿e SPeCific relationBhip between血e co皿dition
and certain clinical entities.
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4・鏡a血書ceⅡ 8寄重cOma in bo皿e.
An experimental studァto ascertain血e incidence of thiB COndition
a8 aSSOCiated with chronic inflammatory proces8eS.
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL PATHOLO.GY:
During 1927・ the study of an acromegaly patient, begun in 1924,
WaS COmPleted・ This study hauβ Shoun血at血e antagonism betwee心
insulin and pituitrin・ Which waB Previous量y demonstrated in experi・
mentaI animals・ Can a]80 be demonstrated in patients with hyperpitui-
A report upon this study ha8 been accepted for pubIication by Ar-
Chives of hterm量Medicine and w皿appear very 8ho叫y
At pre8ent the effect of feeding of spleen in a patient with haema.
Chromatori8 ie being studied・ It i8 Contemplated to study also the
reIation of imulin treatment to edema and certain p重ob工em8 in the
Study of diabetes wiI重be formulated and pro8ecuted dudng the
OO皿ingァea〇・
It is with great p量easure that the w正er record8 the generous
CO〃OPeration and aid of individuaIs and of sister organizatiom.
We are partiouIarIy indebted to W. E. Nickerson● Esq., Who
血rough a very generous gift of funds has made poB8ibIe血e active
ProSeCution of心e severaI studies as listed beIow:
(a)皿e wo血of血e Department of Oto重ogy.
(b)冒he effect of anaesthetics and analgesicB On OXygen con-
8田町p書ion.
(c) The comp量ete 8eries of LevuIose 8tudie8.
(d) The 8tudy of myxedema and its reIation to renal impair-
We are aIso indebted to血e Be重l TeIephone LaI)OratOrie81 Inc.,
for血e endier loan of mch va重uabIe equipment, tO the軸fty Re"
Sea章Ch Laboratories for the supply of Hepamone ・・B・,, tO血e Victor
X・Ray Corp. for血e Ioan of equipment. Finally, tO Our COlleague8
and associate8 both individuaIs, Organizations’and institution8, for
co.operation and col]ahoration in the many enterprises which have
been conducted during血e pa8t year.
In concIuding this重ePOrt the wri章er wi8hes once more to touch
uPOn Certain matterB already mentioned in the body of the te丸
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Thi8 is∴8ubstantia11y a re.statement of a communication o鯖ered in
the report for 1925. It remainB Only to add to the fol重owing state・
皿ent血at pre8ent grOWth of the institution is near量y checked血rbugh
Iack of material faci脆ties for normal expan8ion.
The Evan8 Memorial was founded and endowed by血e Iate Mrs.
Maria Antoinette Evans aB a memOrial to her be量oved husband.
Broadly conceived, its mission was 8ervice to the community.
The Trustee8 Of this institution in carrying out the wi8hes of血e
foundQr have establi畠hed a liberal policy of conduct. This haB Per.
mitted the very definite growth and expansion of the activities of the
Evans Memoria工as shown in this current重eOOrd. Thig grow血, rea-
1izing as it does血e wish and intent of血e founderl COnfims the
wi8dom of血e policy adopted but entails a definite obligati?n Of
continuance.冒he pre8ent equipment, 1iberally p富oViding for the
earlier phases of the work) has reached its maximum of productivity
under the now existing conditions. Additiona工faci]ities must be
provided if the normal growth of the institution is to continue. This
iβ Particular賞y true both of the laboratorie8 and of certain parts of
the dinical services. At血e time of erection the building was so
const関roted aβ tO Pemit of the erection of an additional floor should
such increa8e eVen become nece8βary.冒hat time has now arrived
and it is my privilege in offering血is report of wo瓦accomplished
to indicate the next step necessary for the development of the activi-
tie8 Of the institution. The wiβe and liberal policy which has brou如t
血e inBtitution to its present level wi11 certainly not deny opportunity
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STAFF MEETINGS.
Jan. 3. Dr. B. S. Wa重ker
Studies on the BoIz Reaction in SpinaI Huid.
10. Dr. S. R. Meake富
The Ovarian Factor in Sterility.
17. Dr. F. H. Pratt
Factors in Muscular Cramp.
24. Dr. F. G. Benedict (by invitation)
Some Unusual Methods in Human PhysioIogy.
3l. Miss E. M. Fo量len8by
Preparation and Prope競ies of Scar工et Fever Toxin.
Fcb. 7. Dr. C.粧. Lawrence
Certain Research ProbIem8 in the Endocrine Fie量d.
14. Dr. B. E. Proctor
The Composition of the Residual Nitrogen Fraction in山c
Urine.
21. D富.A. W. Rowc
Continued Discussion of Dr. La-VrenCe’s paper given oII
級ebmary 7.
28・ Dr.意. C. Wyman
The Interrenal Body in Elasmobranchs and the Occurrence
of Adrenin.
Mar.7. Dr. D. L. Belding
A Critical Study of the Wasserman Test with Ana量ysis of
Correlations between two Laboratories.
14. Dr. L. F. Johnson
B ronchoscopy.
2l. Dr. F. H. McCrudden
Dietetic Treatment of Diabetes.
1 28. Miss M. HuntBinger
A Study` of B量ood Change8 Du宣ng Fat Metabo置ism.
9o
Ap章・亀　D章? S・ W・軸もwo競h
Some Ob8ervatiom on the Graham冒est in G劃B重種dder
DiBea8e.
11. Dr. H. Ulrich
A ’Review of血e Clouさh Ca臓fr(m血e Standpoint of Car・
bohydrate Metab0]i8m.
18. DrB. Rowe,班ooke重I and BeIding
虫eport on Meeting of Fbderated Bio]ogicd Sooietie8.
25. Dr. R. C.Wiggin
Some Research Problem8 Connected wi心血e Genitourinary
題意種c書
棚岬2. Dr. N. H・ Ga競i虎
Interpretation of NeuroIogical蹄ndingr.
9. Dr.G. H. Brandl
A Case of Acute hiver Di8ease Si皿ulating Primary Anaemia・
16. The Syn血e8i8 Of Iodized PhenoIphthalein8.
23. A New Mac富O Pro∞dure for the Deter細nination of Ure種.
‰▼.1. D重. S. R. H○○ke重
Heterogeneity of alpha・8trePtoCOCCi from d∞P re8Pi富atory
t章種ct.
8. D重. R. S. W確量c重
A Study of Kid耽y F¥mction・
15. D富. A. Ⅳ. Rowe
Metaboli8m Of Galactose.
22. D富. J∴H. Mueuer (by invitation)
q巾’8冒heory of Cancer.
29. Dr. W. L. Mendenhall
Re∞nt ReBearcheβ Wi血Expectorant8.
」 Dcc.6. D虹W.D.Reid
富he Relation of Obesfty to Heart Dioc舶e.
13. D富. C.且職rand賀
Experiments w弛Bone皿皿Or8 (卸間.〉
20. Mi的S. A. Sc皿dder
Gladothricidae in EmdateB from the Cenito耽inary and
龍Gやi富aめ中富重かc血
9重
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An Experiment in Pedagogy and Health Conservation





HI. The Quantitative Determination of Aldehyde as a Contaminant
Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 48, 1049
Apr叫1926
Progressive Denfne謡
冒he General Diagnosis of Certain Causative Factors
The laryngoscopc, Vol. 36, No. 8, p. 551
Augusち1926
N。t。 。n th。 Qu。ntit。ti,e Determination of Arsenic in Organic Material
J, hab. & Clin. Med., 12, 150-153
November, 1926
A New M丘sk for Use in Basa量Metabo賞ism Determinations





Some F主ndings in a Series of Eighty Cases




Studies of the Nitrogen Elimination
I. The Residual Nitrogen Fract王on in the Urine




Studies of the Nitrogen Elinination
II. The Su賞phur Partition




Studies of Kjdney Function
I. Rena宣Excretion with Special Reference to Ambards Law8
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Studies in Liver Function
藍能謹藍豊島藍譜詩誌藍h言悪覚託霊









Endocrine Ma賞function as∴an Impor亡ant Etio工ogical 、 Factor :
Its Incidence and Treatment
The Laryngoscope, Vol. 36, No. 11, P・ 779
November, 1926
甲h。 PhysioIogical Backeround for the Symptoms of富hyroid Failure, With a
Consideration of the Results of Treatment
B. M. & S. Jo調r., Vol. 196, No. 2, p. 43・50
January, 1927





B. M. & S. Jou冒., 194:96
JanⅢar‰ 1926
Ver書igo
Its Incidence in Endocrine D主sorders
Jour. A. M. A., Vol. 87, PP. 26ゼ9
Pro筆語浅豊霊宝晶。rS 。nd Sp。。ifi。 Diagn。Sis
The hryngoscope, Vol. 36, No. 8, P. 545
Augu8t, 1926
0tosclero si8
Ann. O., R. & L., 35-651
September, 1926
Amer. Lar., Rhin. & Otol. Soc., P. 103
1926
Dehiscence of the FIoor of the Middle Ear
B. M. & S. Jour., Vo量. 195, No. 14, P. 65?
September, 1926
Endocrine Hypofunction in Ear Disease
B. M. & S. Jour., Vol. 197, No. 5, P. 176
Augu叫1927
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富he Endo血diod CeIl in Acute Leukaemia
J. Lab. & Clin. Med・, VoL XII, No. 9, P. 855
CH揺悪霊種,i。n 。f Fibrin in BI。。。 Pl種。n





``S調dies on Vigo富, VII. The Fatigability of Ca8trated Ra鳩●●-
Endocrino量ogy, Vol. X. No. 1; 1926● PP. 5663.
謹絹茄謹警・ N盤豊今晋露盤亘Seni町
“s調髄es on Vigor} XVI, Endocrine Factors in Vigor"-
Endocrinology, Vol. IIタNo. 2; 1927● PP. 96-105.“R常盤磐赫怒講書罵韓‡講岩盤詰完。 1 3.
wi血
W. F. Bou鼠AL重鼠
``Further S調dies on Testic血ar Grafting’L-
EndocrinoIogy, Vol. III No. 4; 1927, PP. 335・337・
wi血
M. O. LE毘AND E. P. Du最RAN富
6‘The PulBe Rate of the Normal Rat’’-
The Am. Jour. of PhyioIogy, Vol. 82, No. 3; 1927, PP. 62l・629.
wi章h
M. O. LEE AND E. P. DumAN冒
``冒he Effect of Isoamylethyl Barbituric Acid (Amytal) on the Pul8e Rate
of thc Ra書,」
Jour. of PhamacoIogy and Experimental皿erapentic. In Pre調・




XXI. The Production of Syphilitic Reagin




The Ro量e o白he Suprarenal Gland in the Nfltural Resi8mnCe Of血e Rat to
Diphtheri種Toxin
Amer. Jour. PhysioI., Vol. LXXVⅡI, No. k, P. 50
Sep章embe重, 1926
The E任ect of Treatment of the Syphilitic Pregnant Woman upon the Inci・
dence of Congenita量Syph組i8
Amer. Jour. Obstet. & Gyn., Vol. XH, No. 6, P. 839
Dccc血ber, 1926
A New Method of Studying Fish Environment and Dctemining血e Sult-
ability of Water8 fo富Stocking















M. CA冒E‾choIogogic Propertie8 Of Magnesium Sulphate
B.蘭. & S. Jour., Vol. 195, No. 2, p. 76
J血y, 1926
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Report of X-Ray Department
I present herewith the report of the X・Ray Department for血e
year ending December 31, 1927. A comparison of statistics of血e
PaSt year With 1926 and a量so with 1923’five years ago, Will indicate
the numerical increase as we量量　as the broadening scope of the
activities of this department.
1927　　　1926　　　1923
Hospital Cases ○○○○______○○_-____________○○○○_-___○○○○　　2,73 7　　2,664　　l,163
Referred by Physicians -_○○○○_________________○○　　2,022　/ 1,478　　　995













As the bed capacity of the Hospital has remained stationary, i置
would appear that the increase of 135% of house patien鳴∴Sent tO
血e X-Ray Department, indicates in some degree the appreciation on
the part of the Sta鯖of the assistance gained by such examinations;
a量so that patients in the houap are being more genera置ly and thor「
Oughly studied.
Outside physicians and their patients a量so have been alert to
avail血emselves of the faci患ities o餌ered by this department. I
should have expected the O. P. D. cases to have shown a greater
increase than appears during this period.
The importance of denta量infections as caus工ng Or influencing
many morbid cqnditions has been generally recognized only in
recent years. The precision of the X"Ray fiIms in detecting dental
abnormalities may account for the steady increase in this work.
Studies of the gastro売血teStinal tract now general量y require the
additional examination of the ga量l bladder by the so"Ca11ed Graham
Test, PrO量onging the period of the examination to an additiona置
97
twenty」b町houn or more.冒h義examination ha8 ful創Ied血e ex.
pectations since it now a債ord8血e most accurate data of di8eage in
the alimenta重y traCt.
Photograph8 have been taken of 8uch patientB Or Pa血oIogica]
material of especial interest for the records or to ilIuBtrate CaSeS Of
interest. Wi血more ready facilities, this method of record should
be more frequently empIoyed.
T霊re work on endoorine study cases in co11aboration with the Evan.
ha8 been continued wi心血e expectation of further expansion in血e
special X-Ray roo皿in the Evans b垂Iding.冒he endocrine studァ
organized and directed hy Dr. Rowe iB Pioneer wo瓦unique in hos-
pital history. We are pleased to acknowledge his assigtance in血e
problemB Of the X-Ray Department. Recommendatio鵬for enIarge-
ment of血e X-Ray wock in this conpection are eeparately enclo8ed.
The addition of a new piece of X"Ray apparatus due to the gener-
osity of Mr. Nicker8On, installed thi8 year for血e especial use of血e
Genito-Urinary Department, has supplied an urge加need. It ha8
proved most satisfactory and u8eful not only for血e routine worL
for w串ch it wa8 designed but also for some apecial s軸dy in gyne"
cology which previously we were not equipped to handle・ I wish
章o express the thanks of the depar血ent for our share in this gift.
‘ where a11 other work in the depar血.ent ha8∴Shown an increase,
the number of cases coming fol億eatment ha8 nOt materially changed
from year to year,冒his may be due to the fact血at other hospitaIs
have made especial provi8ion for 」radiation血erapy in recent years
With eIaborate and expensive equipment. Our facilities have not
kept pace with the developments in this line nor is there room avail.
abIe for a modem plant. We are doing our best with such cases aB
8eem品ithin our capac王ty. Great care has been maintained to prevent
accident8 Or山ldue exposure to the X-Rays both to patients and綿Sist・
ants. The ri虞鵜attending血e use of X.Ray are we11 known and the
roentgenoIogist pays a higher premiun rate血an the ordinary phy8i-
Cian for his protective in叩ranCe. It wo血d seem best to defer any
P宣an to modemize血i8 WOrk until expan8暮On lS POSSib量e or the new
building materializes.
Instruction: Lectu暮eS and clinicB for students in the School of
Medicine have heeh continued as in former yeam
Our p富e8ent needs as have been before presented are for an extra
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assiBtant Who may he工p out with the present equipment and have
regular day8 at the West Depa重tment and Evan8.
One nur8e, Par調ime to attend patient8 during血e forenoon hou調・
One orderly to promptly transport patients to and from the depa巾
皿ent.
One interne to serve for three months.
I wish to acknowhedge the continued loyal‘and e航cient work of my
assistants; On aCCOunt Of our limited space and other deficiencies,
血ey have ]abored under high tension. In whatever degree the
OutPut Of this X-Ray Department has proved satisfactory’has been
due to thei富I Skill in making,the best use of what we have as wen




Report of Routine Laboratories
I rふpectf皿y submit血e fouowing report upon the activitieB Of
血e Rou心血e Labor印ories for血e year end主ng December 31, 1927:
Perso肋e!∴The Routine Laboratories comprise three divisionB.
The medica喜persome重, eight in number, COnS王sts of the director,
血ree heads of divisions, One COnS山ant, One reSident pathoIogist, and
two pathology intems. The technica量for?e COmPrises a secretary
and six technicians, distributed as fo量1ows: Patho工ogy, One; bac・
terio重ogy and immundogy, tWO ; and c量inica量pathology,血ree.
The complete list of the personnel for 1927 follows: The resigna-
tions in the positions of resident patho賞ogist and pa血01ogy intem
are due to the fact血at the one year tem of service starts in July.
The resignations among the technicians are血e re叩h. of marr重age,
Studies, and more lucrative positions e賞sewhere.
Director, David L. Be置ding∴M.A., M.D.
Secretary, Doris Hyde.
βαC場景0めgy αれ展I耽れ撮れOlogy.
I皿munOIogist, Sanford B. Hooker, M.A., M.D.
Technicians,櫨arriet St. Clair, A.B. (Resigned) ; Adeline
TaceIli, (Resigned) ; Ame Mil]er.
Pのけhologγ.
Patho賞ogist, Charles F. Branch, M.D.
Con8山ing Neuropatho量ogist, SoIomon Fu11er, M.D.
Technieian, Mildred O’Brien.
C巌売α夢P肪九〇九gγ.
Clinical Pa血oIogist, He量muth U量rich, M.D.
冒echnicians, Ber血a馴山血mer, (Resigned) ; Victoria Dydek,
(Resigned) ; Charles J. Buddey, (Resigned) ; H. Asbed, (Re-
Signed) ; F. K. Howe, (Resigned) ; Dpro血y Baker.
Rcs香虎競Pα拐0きog轟.
J血ius Got胱eb, M.D., (Resigned) ; Jacob Schleif8tein, M.D.,
(冒empdrary, ReBigned) ; John B. Homer, M.D.
賞0宣
Pα拐o事ogy高槻肋・
EImer ReI)beck’MD. (Resigned) ; Romeo Beliveau,肌D.,
(Resigned) ; Harry陣eedberg, Wi耽am Freeman.
Lαboγのめries The Routine Laboratories are situated on血e址rd
and fourth floors of Boston Uhiversity SqhooI of Medicine and in
the basement of the Robinson M6morial. In血。 faI重。f 1926血。
量aboratorie8 in the Medical Schoo賞were compIete量y rearranged.
The secretary,8 O飾ce, the bacterioIogy and i血unoIogica=abora"
tory’and the Director,s Iaboratory were Iocated in血e lecture room
forme轟y known as the oId dissection room. Laboratories for the Resi,
dent Patho]ogist and血e PathoIogy In亀ern were partitioned from
the preparatiori room. The o鯖ce was div主ded into two Iaboratories
for the PathoIogist and the large laboratory wa8 made into a lecture
room. By this arrangement it was possible to obtain incre準d
WO壷ing space9 isolation of workersl and more convenient facilities.
Although our quarters are still somewhat cramped, eSPeCia重ly the
PathoIogy Iaboratorie串he new arrangement has proved satisfactory
and has added greatly tp the e餓ciency of the work. The most in.
POrtant need at the present time is a suitable morgue for postmortem
examinations and better fac批ies in housing animals.
Scz‘de肋re〇九競演nus The course of training for laboratory tech-
nicians previous]y o紐ered to graduate nurses has been extended from
twelve to eigI}teen mOn血s and opened to qua聯ed persons o血er
血an graduate nunes. The oourse is limited to three如dents’One
entering every six month8. A certifica七e for the course is now given
by血e hospita霊, instead of the one previousIy issued by Boston Uni・
VerSity Schoo工of Medicine. During 1927 three stndents compIeted
the twe賞ve mon血s, course.
Edna Dow, (B. U. Medical Certificate).
Emi工y HohI, (Hospita量Certificate).
EIizabeth MacSweeney, (Hospital Cerdficate).
ReseαγC九　The research of the department i争conducted under the
auspices of the Evans MemoriaI? Since? eXCePt for the Resident Path・
OIogist and PathoIogy Intems’the medical personne量of the Iabora-
tory are aIso members of the Evans Memorial staff. On account of
their in売stigations and publications may be found in the report of
the Evans Memorial for 1927. In addition one paper wa8 Published
from the′ department by the Resident Patho量ngist, Julius Gott置ieb,
en劇ed ``A Review of Jew主sh Opinions Regarding Postmortem Ex"
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aminations’’(Boston Medical and Surgieal Joumal 1927, 196, 726).
Investigations, aS yet incomplete' Wepe Carried on by the Re8ident
Pa血oIogist upon the Graham testl aPPendicitis' and血e effect of
8i量ver nitrate upon the gonococcus・
倍宏の扇訪a咽A detai重ed statement of血e work of血e laboratory
during the past year according to depar血ents of the hospitaI may


































In addition to the above examina龍o髄performed in the Iaboratory
many bI6od counts, Skin tests, and取r主ne exa弧inat王ons were made on
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Report of the SchooI of Nursing




We are gratified血at the schoo宣has grown during the year・冒he
Probationers wi重l be ready for acceptance early in January, and will
be a decided addition to the 8Chool・ During their fou丁l mOnths,
PrOhation they carry little responsibility for the work on the組oor8,
but the confidence wi血which they carry on after∴aCCePtan∞ justi・
fies ou富PreSent methods of teaching. Altogether, fifty.eight pro・
batio血ers were admitted, Of whom forty-SeVen Will be accepted.
Eighteen students were graduated, eleven were dismissed or left
VOluntar遺y. The present probationer∴Class ha8 been weeded out
more ruthlessIy than have_O血er8 heretofore, and this血ould mean
fewer lbsses ]ater.冒here are various∴重eaSOnS for the students leav。
ing; the most important being inadequate preparation before ad・
mission, inability to adjust oneself to血e rules and regulations of
the school, dissatisfaction wi血the course, Or ill heal血. Popular
OPinion in the past has been that nursing was a professio劃しrequrlng
a賞most superhuman hea工th and strength. As a matter of fact, Phy〇
品al disability exists in o血y a few of血e individuals advised to
withdraw.
While血ere has been a good deal of minor ilIness∴Such as colds
and sore throats, the hea重th of血e students has been satisfactory.
We try to give the students good care, tO inake血em feel血at by
reporting ea轟y they save themselves and the school. Du瓦ng the
year, We have established血e custom of having the stude鵬S rePOrt
their weight on∞ a mOn血, SO that we may have some idea aito how
lO5
????
血ey are retaining it. ThiB is valuabIe because it he重ps tL.e 8tudent
nurse to fee重that we have an interest in her. Any student who is
too i賞l to 8tay in her own room is admitted to血e hospita重at once.
The physicians on 8ervice have given皿uCh time and thought to
血e care of the 8tudent nurses. One supervisor in the o鯖ce ha8
Charge of the sick nurses・ and she is busy with a11 sort8 Of things「
arranging for X-Rays when needed (we have had, for in8tanCe, an
unusual number of tooth conditions requiring X-Ray) , arranging for
OPeration8・ tOnSiI工ectomiesクaPPendectomies? etC. ; dressings, and all
the other things that come up. It takes time, but it is worth it, if
for no o血er reason than the assurance parents have that theirl daugh"
ters are adequately cared for, and not forced to work when ilI. As
has been the oustom for several years, Students have been i血munized
against typhoid fever, SCarlet fever’and diphtherial before beginning
their duties at the Haynes Memorial駐ospital in Brighton. Since
We have been doing thi8 aS a routine, there has been a lessening of
the amount of contagious disease contracted whiIe on duty there.
We still have a case occasionalIy’but a8 a rule, it has nothing to
do with the contagious hospital.
In general・ the curriculum has continued as∴reOrganized in 1926.
All our theoretical co関es are plamed on the curric血m issued by
the National League of Nursing Education.冒hree nurse instruetors
are empIoyed for full time teaching of prdetical nursing, and the
SCiences relating to nursing. We are indebted to the Medica量School
for pemission to use their laboratories in the teaching of anatomy
and physioIogy’bacterioIogy, chemistry, and pathology. Besides the
three nurse instructors already mentioned, the劃pervisors in charge
Of buiIdings assist in the teaching of specialties. Our thanks are due
to the physicians who have come in each week to Iecture.皿iB year,
Dr. Charles T.班oward resigned after teaching Surgical Diseases for
many years to the junior nurses. He had given the nu鵬es a great
deal, both in the teaching of facts’and in inspiration. We regret
Very muCh that he felt it neces8ary t① give up his Iectures. Hi8 p]ace
has been taken by Dr. Frank Barton.
One very important change has been the discontinuance of the
SO.Ca11ed university course’Which had proved imp富aCticabIe as it
WaS being conducted. All students are now on a three.year basis,
their theoretical courses being so arranged that血ey may count for
諾意霊宝諾諾意嵩誓霊昔話蕊皿器
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cour8e in p8ychoIogy for血e 8enio調, given by a member of the fac血ty
of Boston Univer8ity. Thi8 COu重ce ha8 been received wi血a good
deal of enthu8ia8m! and we are plaming to make it a permanent
courBe in our curriculu皿. It i8 becoming more and more apparent
that no cbu鵬e is more needed血an one in p8ychblogy, nOt Only iⅡ
helping a 8tudent to unde購tand her patientB better, but in helping
her to underBtand her8elf.
The arrangement of the w∞kly scheduleB i8 nO 8imp工e matter.
Not only must the cla的WO恵be covered by a given time・ but there
iB always the need of covering心e floorB With 8u債cient studentB・
while the othe重8 are at Cla8B. The doctor8 have co・OPerated 8Plen-
didly in coming to their lectures pro皿Ptly. It i8 a matter Of great
pride that we are fi]r義hing our証重8t 8emeSter WO血on tine’Wi血
nothing to carry over to the next.
Coming to the∴rOutine on the血oors, 8eVeral change8 have been
made. I must 8Peak again of the fourteen ward maid8) Who8e help
has h∞n invaluable in relieving the nur8e8 Of much drudgery9 Which
had no educational v&1皿e in itself. They are placed in the Main
Building, the Robinson Memorial? and the Hayne8. We wonder
now what we ever did before we had them. In performing 8uCh
dutie8 aS dustingl Setting up tray8, making 8uPPhe8, making empty
beds, WaShing nouri8hment glasses, ruming errands, etC., they save
the ti皿e Of the nurse for血e皿Ore important dutie8 Of caring for
the patients. Since the three year8, tmining is coming more and
more to be looked upon as a period of education for the nurse it
i8 Obviou8血at anything血at help8 he重やha▼e mOre time for treat.
ment8, medication8? etC.? i8 Valuable lnot o血y to the nur8e her8elf
but also in attracting more applicantB.
One outstanding change in routine ha8 been made. Formerly・ day
nurses went off d皿ty at eight o,clock in血e eveningl an arrangement
which allowed them littIe Ieisure in血e evening. In accordance with
modem practiらe, they now go off duty at seven p.m., the night nurse
coming on at eight p.m. From 8eVen tO eight?血e time i8 COVered by
a re重ief nurse. We are now plaming to make another change, having
ni孤t nu富Ses COme On duty at nine p・ m.,血e time from seven to
nine being covered bァa relief nur8e, Who ha8 received extra hou馳
o債during the day.冒hi8 arrangemem mean8,血at day nu鵬s are
on duty eight hour8 daily, and night nurses ten. Ultimatdy, We
shall hope to ha▼e an eight-hour Bched血e for bo血day and night
霊07
mrses, Which’Of course? i8 the ideal arrangement. we have like-
Wise added during血e year another night nur8e, usually refe重red
to as血e l組oat nuneうう・ She is a senior who ha8 had her operating
roo血t富aining. One of her principal duties is to be on hand for
OPerations at night so that it is u皿eCeSSary tO Call the day nurses
Who are on duty in the operating room. She is also on hand to assist
On any鯖oor where there is need of her. Patients∴SOmetimes be。
COme de]irious’Or∴Sudden量y worse? Or there are other emergen・
Cies. Whi重e it is not so叩ident, neVerthら1ess, in saving血e energy
Of the day nurses in the operating room and in the extra help on
busy組oors言t is one of the important additions of the year. Be"
CauSe it gives the nurse a chance to see the hospital as∴a Who量e,
and because she has the opportunity of rendering aI置塵nds of
Service9 it is a duty m調ch coveted at the present time.
A third important change ha畠, been the addition of a血ird
SuPerVisor in the training schooI o航ce.題he assistant superintend"
ent of nurses has charge of assigning the nurses to the different
PartS Of the hospital・ As the school grows this is no sma量1 task,
as it is our duty to see血at each nurse receives experience in a賞量
seivices in accordance with the state law. She has to watch their
COming off night duty at the proper time, and see that each組oor
is properly covered in spite of sickness and absence for other
reasons. It means dai宣y consideration of the need8 0f each floor,
and moving the nurses∴8Ometimes∴SeemS ]ike a game of chess, in
Order to get each person in the proper place at the proper time.
Mos七of her time is spent in the o組ce where in addition she an-
SWerS queStioms of al賞kinds from a量l kind8 0f people who pass
by the o鯖ce. Another assistant∴spends most of her time with
Sick nurses, SPeCials, arrangement bf nurses’rooms, SuPPlies, etC.
Neither of these ha畠time for∴SuPerV主sion of the student nurses
On血e floors. Our student nurses are youngう血e head nurses are
young, SO that a supervisor to Iook after bo血is essential. She has
been appointed only since October, but a量ready the i皿ProVement
討書芸嵩塁霊t諸芸霊誓書言霊霊宝
ing both head nurses∴and students.
I camot cIose this∴rePOrt Without′ VOicing my appreciation of
the he重p given us by the Ladies Aid Association. They have put
in new fumishings in the nurses’residences which have made them
工O8
|]血Ore attraCtive. They have a量so contributed magazine8 for the
u8e Of血e nu鵬eB. During the year’different groups have given
teas in Vbse Ha11 which have been pleasant social gatherings. Our
nurseg are young women? With all血e natural cravings of young
people of their age, and the ladies are doing a great deal to
make the period of training something more血an just three years
of ward wock. The addition of one of their members to the
training schooI co皿mitteeつaS Well as a represemative of血e alun-
nae wi11亘believe, be of great value in血e development of our
8chool.
In conc量usion,血erefore’I feel that it has been definitely a
year of progress. The chance8 have been of benefit to both nurses
and patients. Having accomplished so much in the past’I am
hope軸心at血e coming year will see other needed changes which






Report o壬The Social Service
I耽g糊融砂o/ o西中ちaB COn虹aSted wi血quality and scope言he
Socia賞Service Depart皿ent ha8 advanced during 1927. Because an
interview, and treatment when indicated, is given each new patient,
血e social case work must of neces9ity keep pace lwith the medical.
This is∴Strikin♂y apparent in the Syphilis Clinic, Where there has
been an increase of tweIlty"SeVen PerCe皿意in the pre8ent tOtal clinic
visit8, Which number nearly eleven thousand. The number of total
patients has∴remained approximately血e 8a皿e. While the most
i皿POrtant figure,血e one that tells whe血er the patient i8 βeeking
and securing thorough treatment, is血e increase of血irty"血ree per-
cent in nunber of visit8 Per aCtive patient.冒he average of 26 treat-
mentB Per d王scharged patient 8how8血at he understands血e ne∞S-
sity for proIonged treament. Some of these patient8 have received
叩er One hundred treatmentB.
As to so撮rce o声高禄e, Of the 238 new patient8 32% came from our
own wards and clinics. From other hospita工s 35% were transferred,
from the Massachusetts Department of Correction 149Z,,血rou如
other patients lO%, through local physicians 8%, and from the Medi・
cal Mission only ・four patients were transferred. The building of
th㊤ aCtual transfer? the genuine connecting.up of the patient from one
Dispensary to another, is an intricate process, requlrlng a high grade
。f inter。institutional team-WOrk. 1 The∴advisab班ty of fi皿ding some
method for∴Seouring a s七ronger and more e紐ective connection wi血
the Mission in this∴reSPeCt Should be∴COnSidered’for there are un-
doubtedly more patients in need of 8PeCific trea平ent than are
represen七ed by血e above figure.
0れ庇O脇ope俄c Ser壷ce・ in addition to the us脚l routine・ the
in岨ur of infan鴨ile paralysi8 CaSeB has required special attention. Dur・
ing lthe epidemic the West Department cared for皿any ch蘭ren・ Who
were discharg?d back to their local physicia鵬’tO血e Harvard In-
fantile Paralysis Commi88ion’and to this Hospital. As there i8 nO
l工l
SOCial ’work done in血e West Depart血ent, the need for pro皿Pt in・
terPretation to the fami量ies and for careful tie-uP With the ,0競ho.
Pedic Service beca血やaPParent. Much educational work was nece朗i・
tated in order tol get the parents to eee血e need of still more care.
Of血e 34 children, tWO have been discharged well, 17 admitted to
the main hospital, 4 are being虹eated in the Clinic, and 11 dis・
charged to other medica重care. These seventeen have been in the
早rd nearIy three months. One has been discharged well. They
hayd Tade gpod progress, and following discharge from the ward
they wilI need long continued medical and sociaI sl]Pervision. Tran9-
portation to the Clinic血ree times a week mu8t be amanged,血inute
instructions regarding home care given; and the parents’inte富eSt BuS-
tained over any months when progress is sIow and sometimes di8・
C叩raging・ It is here that the worker finds helr real problem.
1掃海O寂e扇cαきDapαr加e砂in addition to血e皿aSS Of inte音重・
Viewing of new patients, it has been possibIe to p賞ace e皿Phasis on血e
defining and putting into operation of certain standards and po賞icie8
Which have been found to be of value. As the result of Qxperience
Wi血our past cases当e have been developing something of’a general
Stchdard-a minimum basis on whichl tP do our work, and enable
直e buIk to move aIong smoothly. The first such policy is to have the
name ′and parentage of each chi重d, eSPeCially the i11egitimate, regis-
tered comectIy on hospital and city records. Experience has∴Shown
that 、an aSSumed name and Mrs. is not the protection i七see皿S tO the
unmarried mother, but mereIy a temporary cloak which does IIOt
help her to face her∴real se工f and her∴real circumstances after∴She
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chi量d a correct富eCOrd of its parent租ge. We have had no abandoned
unkhown babies this year and beIieve o耽emphasis on tme status
of , eaCh patient is partly re8POnSible. This invoIves patien∞ ind per-
1Sistence) aB a SurPrisingly large number of unmarried mo血ers give
faIse informatibn on registering at the admi咄ng, O航ce for prenatal
care. The di鯖cu血ies are doubled wi七h case8 Who come into the wards
as emergencies with on量y thirteen days for the worker to beoome ac-
quainted and leam the 8tOry.
Uhmarried mothers from other states and countries are ’a special
ptohlem in themselves because we believe each community should
dふl with its orm bu富den of i11egi血nacy and be stimulated to develop
賞重2
resq型CeS fqr adequate care. This helps their other ,unmamied
mother言、Who n叫it, and enables our own hospital and gtate to be
more free to givc the highest service to cases∴rightfully ou耽. To
this end9 We urge ,Patients to retum to their own state or∴COuntry
hefore confinement, Or if that is impossibIe, SOOh afterwards; and
We arrange With SOCial workers and hospita工s a p霊an for their future.
We feel we∴are he重ping the girl get back to those who lknow and
understand her better’Often prevehting that伽tting loose from
fami量y and past which is so ham餌.
There are cases where the State9s Pu鎚ic Welfare Departmcnt or
置he United States ImInigration authorities wiH assist in requlrlng a
Patient to retum. Judgment is usled in asking fbr this assistance omly
With cases where the law itself asks it, that is, Where there is a ques.
tion of the patient being liab]e to become la pubIic charge oi mora重
menac? and when we feel that by sb doing we are co-OPerating with
What the above department8 are trying to accomplish. In working out
these po量icies we are trying to safeguard the interests of community?
Padent and baby which are rea1宣y one! and to give our wock certaih
8tandards in the coinmunity?s effort tct deal with unmaI.ried mother・
h○○d.
The mdst important need we are faci皿g is someone to give to cer-
tain patients mentaI and psychoIogical examinations, Whichl wo血d
give uB a foundation stone for future treatment of血ese individuals.
A large proportion of unmarried mothers and many who are disturbed
in thcir home relationships would profit, by this service. It takes
ti血? and is di鯖cult to take a pat王ent to血e Psychopa血iq Hospital
Out"Patient Department. Whereas’if we l CO血d diagnoBe the patient・B
rea霊need at our own h?SPita], the social lWOrier would make a better
and eaplier pIan.
Though the bulk of woヰhas increa8ed on all the Service8,訪I肋c.
融n there haB been no changel SaVもin one important respeα」de
groのing e肋p加嘉s oれprel’e肋うo和し　Well continue to %1. To discover
an`l apply pertinent facts regarding persoha重ity and environment9
2. To remove environmenta量obstac事es to treatment∴3. Tb secure
extramural medica量and social care, 4. To render medica重trea億nent
effcctive through personal and enviro喜平ental adjustments.,, But we
aie no ,longer lcontent with thiB ]a粥ing,l,negative approach. Rathe重
a職l we tuming o耽opportunities lfor llre.education in the∴oure Of
i皿e的1, into ``opportunitie8 for education in the promdtion of lhealthJ●
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we are begiming to di8COVer 9Omething incon9istent in spending ti皿e
without limit or question on血e pa工且iative treatmcht of a thrice re-
curren嶋heart condition’Wh組e at血e same momcht wi血holding ex-
penditure of effort toward iをs prevention. In seeking to devise some
procedu鵬for meeting the preBent anO皿alous si七uation・ Rosenau in
his ・・P耽ven轟e Medicine and畢ygiene’’offers a most clarifying state-
ment of our reIation to preven寄ive medicine. 1`Medical social 8erVice
oooupies a s鴨ratogic position in血e community for pu]blic health ser・
vice….皿e富e mu8t be α∴CO桝eCわれb融,e鋤the hospital, and
home, OCCuPation and habits. F兄e cz,riJag Sn蜘in a hbspital iB Only
an episode in a chain of events for血e individual a皿d this link
皿鵬t nOt he disjoin七ed… ・ Gdod hospital adminisもration correlates
its curative with preventive wo血One of血e func七ions of a good
hospital is to keep people qut of hospitaIs.,, The trend of modem
medicine is inevita蘭y toward preventive medicine. The social case
method as an indispen8able ins同men正n the hands of the physician
who is interes闘in prevention is we且1 recognized.輔s leadership wiII
secure at once the worker,s eager participation and application of her
best e債ort. The promotion of positive’gOOd hea皿is our mu同aI
Obj ective.
Iれ♭ SCOpe, the Social Service Depa競men七has made no progress d皿
ing郎27.、 Extreme pressure on the facilities of the Departme皿もcpn.
tinues to exisも. There has been growth im understanding of the aimβ
and signfroance of the ServiceJⅢt a chok王ng and dammin答back of
effort now exists which is frankly serious i皿it9 POtentialitieB・ The
reaction of the Staff members on the several unequipped Services con"
tinue8 tO be, ・・Why don,t you take my cases? You take others. Why
Just how Iongid ho8Pital of this size cam choke back witho耽disaster
the matural pressure which comes from the physician,s steadily grow"
ing demand for the application of血e social case皿ethod to his
patients is a pertinent question. Under conditions s耽h as the6e9
s鵬ly we should noine justified in longer acting as a stop"gaP a gainst
thiB OnSlaught of par融l鼻y caredrfor patients9 did we no旺elieve that
sx押ort will com叩prOm坤y and soon throngh the contribution of
adequate funds.甘o meet this∴呂i融ion the services of at least four
WOrker8 Wiユ1 be req壷ed to cover Nerve’班eart’Eye, Chest9 and血e
毒皿ai皿ing SeⅣice8・
Nor i両融y of o妬弼紬n We hone申y cIai皿advahce・ Ordina坤y
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a hospital of thi8 Size has a case work叩ervisor who8e taSk it is
to watch each i皿POrtant tum Of the 80Cial process, tO train, tO guide,
to comect, 8O that there皿ay be an even, high q脚lity of treatment・
we aすe loathe to admit that during the past year ra血er than a
definite e血ancing, there has developed out of the very nece的ity
of血e situation an appreciable weakening in the work"fibre・
No wo壷of value can弧rvive under these conditions which now
bind the Deparment. When the inevitable changes in Sta任、mem_
bers co皿e,血e immediate press of active load is sueh that without
painsta瞳ng search一皿Ore by fortune血an by fore8ightJ畠the right
wo瓦r found for the position・皿is血inning of oinr endeavors, thig
``cove血g,, of developing Service9 With a non・developing Sta龍spells
weaknes8 in organization? retrOgreSBion in quality of output-a Situa-
tion in which there is grave risk of a permanent marring of depart_.
mental devcIopment. This 6an be remedied by adding to血e Staff
a supervisor whose duties∴βhall include detailed oversi如of case-
treptment, coVering of Services during emergencieβ, and teaching of
nurses and medical students. Next to the addition of an a8Si8tant CaE!e
worker in the Prenatal Clinic, this is the most urgent need of the
D ep a富調ent・
The physicians having advanced far beyond血e gtage when they
und。劇。。d 。ur 。hi。f function to be that of financiaI agent or坤uster・
already con∞iving of us as aids in their preventive activities’血ey
also know餌1 well our function in relation to鵬has por'derα弛
み棚o宮西e∴It is for co皿munity and contributors a言Well to think
not only in terms of such grossly apparent needs as financial aid,
appara置us, teminal, Chronic’and convalescent ca重e, etC., but a18O in
terms of the触tangible function-Subtle as spirit" which must
needs pervade血is Hospital, if wel would deem ourselves genuinely
success細l in our care of patient8. If Mr・ B- a Russian shoemaker
of seventy years and of a gentle nat耽e・ i邑Pleading血at we see that
the Communtry Health Nurse charge less for her services beca鵬
his son is笠ving hi皿Hell・ he i8∴SPending so much of hi邑mOney’’’
there is an intangible血ere that needs to be∴reckoned with. It is
quite conceivable that Mr. B- WOuld prefer to have the 8Ore On
hi8 am remain septic rather血an endure血e spi血ual h調of his
son・8 WOrd8. It matters much whether eαrly before time haB調med
血e hurt into deep embittement,血e intangible wo血d aB Well a8
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the tangibIe wound be skiIfuuy treated・ After∴all, What is thi8 b調t
PreVention-PreVention of a spiritually destructive process?
It matters much whether the patient with an ‘`enomously enla尋ed
heart,, is discharged back to a husband who ``knows there i8 nOthing
the matter with his wife." Why give three weeks bed care at free
Or any Other rate to such a patient under such conditions? Hunani.
tarian? Question. Or does this realIy approach a kind 。f tortur。_
血is paIIiative pro量onging of Iife withou章tempering its quality-血at
We Should treat the` 6‘obtr壷veIy obvious” while forgetting the subt霊er
Suffering・ Shall we instead painstakingIy mou量d and remould the
¥attitud6 of this vain’heavy-minded husband and this se虹oentred,
OVer-anXious woman until we are assured of under8tanding so com・
Plete on the part of both that thこpatient,s∴reCur音富。nt n。。d of ad.
mission to our wards is quite dispe11ed-and their spiritual content-
ment deepened.
The distinctive contribution which this HospitaI wi量量make through
its Social Service Department bids fair to lie in the fieId of soc王のJ
γeSeαrch. This institution is particularly adapted to that purpose in /
臆　1　　●　　●　.　　　_●駕霊霊詳慧葦書誌‡豊霊宝霊
tovyard community reIationshipg’and in constructive im種gination.
In the medical・SOCial field there is no greater need血an血is. For-
tuna重eIy’due to the intereBt Of a member of血e Co富POration’thi8
need has been recognized by a substantiaI gift.∴冒his has made pos-
Sible the addition to the Social Staff of a wel置・SeaSOned and experi-
enced rese尋h worker and叩A8Sistant. Though. Miss Ida R. P。血。r
has been with us for less than three皿On血s’the value of血e wo瓦er
has aIready been fe量t. Her first anaIysis concerns agency〃interre重ation.
Ships on a case of our own in which sex social agencies were active重y
invo霊ved. Unforeseen and worthwhile by〃PrOducts in the fom of
more effective agency team-WOrk have deve重oped from thiB∴Study・
監芸講書霊諾霊請霊嵩詳説霊
Cem the activity between the Social Service Deparments of our own
and ano血er hospitaI. It wi11 attempt to c賞arify processe3, eXisting or
indicated’Which characterize the at present rather nebu量ous tran8i・
tion period between the refer and transfer of a medical.social case.
This is undoubtedly one of the most di償cult probIem8 WO血ers have
to meet in their inter-ageney teChnique. There i8 need of bringing
工16
int。 Sharp relief this frequentry used and necessarily invoIved 9teP
、守ndeavor i8 being made to keep the reBearCh activity cIose to血e
every.day experience of the case worker, and at the same ti皿e tO
avoid haste in secking results of immediately practical value. Both
studie8血us far undertaken have developed o調of an active agency"
relationBhip situation. This method of血e micro8COPe’this tuming
of the lens on minute’COnSeCutive cross-SeCtions of the agency"inter-
relationship process has been I珊e u8ed. Even血e lens itself iB Still
to be devised. Here we believe1 1ies a worth while field of advcnture,
challenging and of great promise.
ALLA A. LIBBY,
Chief of Social Service.
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Out PatientsタDepartment
CIinic Days " 1928
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Land and Bu組dings u8ed for Hospital Purpo8eS-
Main Hospital一一置------○○-_-_--__-一一」-______,___ $187,000.00
Nur8e8’Home and Land一一---南----一一---_--_ 113’000100
Fest Department (Hayne§ Memorial) ____」 ∴ 92,040.Ol
職ob血80n Memoria重-_」
Super血書enden章,呂Hou8e
655 Albany Street ___○○_
667・671 Albany Street _
673　Albany S章r∞置　___○○
61 East Newton Street
63 Ea8t Newton Street
65 Ea§t Newton Street
69 East Newton S章rcct
675 Albany Stree上____________…○○○○○○○○__-__○○_○○_______
田o8pi置血　P心n書　_-_________、______-_○○____∴___〇〇一〇_____
Invcstments and Cash covering Specia量
Purpose Funds (Appendix A) _○○____書-_-
Special PtlrPOSe Funds _________○○_〇一-_____.___
Invesments and Cash covering Fund一§ Spe"
CificalIy Invested (Appendix B ) ___,____-
Funds SpecificaIly Invested _-○_-____○○山___
Investments, Cash and O置her Asse章S COVer.
ing MisceIIaneous Funds (Appendix C)
MiscelIaneous :Funds (invested as one
血nd-Income for General Purposes)
Invest龍Cl許ng Free Bed Funds (Ap"
F+ee Bed Funds __○○____-________-_____-_______○○_-






















Add apportionment of insurance-一--○○一　　3,566.69
c○叩O重租lion拡pen8e輸_____　1,595.52
$ 148,4 70.89
Deduct ove血ead ch種rge8, distribu‘ed--・　20,205.05





































Rent of Adams Hou8e __,○○_______-___.__-______
B ank Interest ○○__-___-○○__○○___--_____置_○○.___________
Don運心ons　__置_〇一.___-______○○,___._______-_______○○_____-_
E8tate Of Abby Pearson ___一一-・-----○○----○○--------
Estate of William S. Richardson_--_._-__-」_






Ida F. E8tabrook Fund___,___._,.-____-○○__.,_.___○○__
Cr種nmore N. Wallace Fund____--__○○____-__○○___
Glover Fmd　_-________-_輸..____--__.____,_.。_.._,-_-_
C獲種rk 『調d _-_.___. _.-__-__-_.________.__
396 Boyls10h Str∞t and Henry Flmd-〉--
67 Ea8t NewIon St冒eeL,_.輸___.__._..○○__.-_,_.
Intere8t　__.,__.-__--____._.._____.,__.____,__,___

























































Balance of Evans Income ____________-_
O書her量n○○皿e
Evans Speci種l Fund (For Honomriun) ___
Spccぬ寒Domlion ____________○○○○_葛____　$7,000.00
Less Expended-南--一〇--__-_-___-　　2’387.50
Amoun[ due from Honora重iun to Hoapha霊
for interest in fund inve8ted　　$333.33














Payment8 On mOrtgage ------
Securitie8 Purch種8ed













Robinson Fund-Balance of income of 1926　1,183.43
4占l⊥O重
B種lonce of Cash, December 31, 1927 ________○○○○_一一一----------〇一○○一--　　$704.37
RECAPITULATION OF GENERAL CASH ACCOUN冒


































Ba心n∞ Of Ca8h December 3l, 1927 _--__...-__。__._-______　　17O4.37
工22
CENE放A重工NCOM巴ACCOUN富
Income available for Ho8Pital purpo8eS aS rePOrted in Cash Account
( pagc 3 ) ---〇一〇-〇一-〇二置-----○○--置---○○○○--------置-一一----・---一‾-‾‾‾‾-‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾-‾‾‾‾
Dr.
De紀ci章0f Ma血Hospi章血○○----○○○○---○○一一-一-----○○---○○--○○




Balance of Funds December 31, 1926 ○○-一-輸農○○--○○--○○一一一○○○○------○○
臨書a謙豊工縁語龍濡謡毒す面‾盲‾‾‾“‾
『皿轟擢蒜Of accum血ated in○○皿e　$3う461.91










pcrmanent Improvements -一〇〇-----○○○○----○○○○○○→-〇一〇------○○--○○-一--○○ --一-　3,172.00
General Income (Operating deficit of Hospital) ○○--一一----○○　66,351.68
Cr.
Amounts due斑ospital from Evans Funds Aug・ 1’1927
Adjustment as per audi」-------○○--○○○○---一-　$54・865.89
Intere§t tO August lSt, 1927 ○○○○-------○○-○○○○---　18,269.00










B郷工ance Dcc. 31, 1926 ○○○○○○一----- --置○○○○---置○○-













Evans Memor王al Fund No. l_
15,000 Ver血On章V握重量ey R.R. 4シ左s, Oc書.,重940 __裏_○○○○_____.____
‡灘‡島罵藍等認董繁5‡9誌事務
10,000 I量linois Central R.R. 4s, Dec., 1950 _○○_置_____-___○○_○○
重仏000 So同心cm Bc皿でc賞ephone 5s, Jam., 1941 ○○____○○_____
153000 Westem Union Telegraph Co. 4)録Nov., 1950
1灘謀議。霊宝忠霊染ま嵩:竜ニ
15 Sh徴res United E量ectric Railways Co. stock________
5 Shares American Telephone & Telegraph Co.__-_
Ca8h輸…○○○○_○○○○_○○-_____○○-○○_、____○○○○__-__ …○○-___一〇〇〇 ○○_____○○__輸_____書______
Evans Memoria重F皿d No. 2_
109000 Duval County● F賞orid8 5s, Dec., 1939 ___《_-_.__…_○○__
10,000 Cincinnati, HamiIton & Dayton R. R. 4%s, Jan.,
193 7 ____________________ __〃●___.__書_____ ______________-_置_.、_______○○_
工,000 Pac鵜c富dephone &富e重egra両Co. 5s, J種n., 1937
20.000 Chicago & Northwester宣l Ry. Co. 5s, ApriI1 1929 ∴ 20,275.00
20’000 CumberIand Tel. & TeI. Co. 5s, Jan., 193上---○○一　20,160.00
10’000 Mass. Gas Companies 4鵜Jan.う1929 _____________葛__.　9,900.00
2・000 Pnget Sound Power Co. 5s, June’]933 ---一一○○-------　1,580.00
重0」的O 6工恥roadw種y 5輝, Ocl., 1950 ○○___-「________○○、_置_場___-__.__　　少,950,0025霊能豊島豊誌豊艶豊丘高二　郡2・50
c。βh　　　　　　　　　　　　9宝器
E▼an18 MemoriaI Fund N。. 3_
26.000 Northem Tex種s EIectric Co. 5s’Jan., 1940輸-___　礼050.00
26・000 Swif書& C〇・ 5s・ J血y,朔鵬-------細-〃・--〇・一---葛-〇一〇〇一_-_,_　25,6重0.00
4 S心種富e畠槍o8章On Vh郷富f Co.置----_--________置置___________○○_山_　　340.00



















E▼anS Memorinl Fund No. 5_
※議欝蒜誌謹三三‡灘置5・00艦聖霊豊揺詳謹0嘉豊諾÷ 14・850・00
c。S書重　　　　　　　　　　　　　工書誌







50,000 L&urentide Power Co. 5s, J種n・・ 1946; 5s, APril・
1940 -______.______-____-一一------------一----一------〇〇一一一-・○○○○----・-----○○　47・000・00
25,000 Departmcnt of the Seine 7s, Jan.・ ]942一-------○○---　22・俄5・00
認諾蒜誌羅豊誌驚語霊撃
25,000 New York Telephone & Telegraph Co. 4坊s,
Nov., 1939 --------一一一一------葛---・一------ -一一一一○○--〇一-----・置--一一----輸-　23,467"曇0
袈鰐認諾1嵩悪務豊富・蔀竺竺二　蓋鑓:鉛
駕駕隷謹よ悪霊豊嵩‡霊媒持上竺二、欝鵠
25畑O Penn. Public Serv王ce Co. 6s, May, 1947 -○○一〇----一一　24・875.00
謹鰐鮪聴講幣。講読篭謹・,葦誌　2騨“50
June・ 1952 ○○--一…----------○○---○○-○○---置-一一一一----一○○-置----○○---○○-○○-∴1 24,375・00
8,000 Chica箆o埠a組ways Co. 5s, Feb., 192仁一一〇-一一一--○○一--葛-　　7,975・75
25J)同Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 5糎, Dec., 1952 ○○-・章--・○○　24’562.50
25,000 Kansas Cily Power & L宣ght Co. 5s, Sep., 1952---- ∴ 22’437・50
50,000 Sou地ern California Telephone Co. 5s, May,
1947 __「喜___________○○_○○-一------一○○一--一一一------○○○○一一一----ト一一一一一一〇一○○一-一一　47・250・00
25JOco Southern C種lifomia Edison Co. 5鵜Feb., 1944　24,376.87
15,000 Missouri, Kansas, Texas Ry. Co. 5s, Jan., 1962----　13,06800
25,000 Great Northem Power Co. 5s, Feb., 1935 -----・○○一-　23,750.00
25jOOO Wisconsin Electric Power Co. 5s’Feb.? 1954----〇一一一　22・812.50
25,000 Memphis Power & Light Co. 5s, JaI'., 1948-一-一一叩　22・875.00
25,000 Connecticut Light & Power Co. 5抜s Feb., 1954一---　24,125.00




















25,000 I11inois Ppwer & Light Co. 6s, Apri宣, 1953○○・一・----
25,000 San Joaquin Light & Power Co. 6s, March, 1952
薄絹認諾豊諸島聴音嵩i誌二
25,000 Railroad Securities Co. 4s, Jan., 1952 -○○○○○○-一一一一一一一一一一
発認諾善業嵩霊艶嘉島.葦5二二
25,000 Jer§ey Central Power & Light Co. 5%s, Feb.,
25,000 Gener郷l Petro量eum Corporation 5s, Aug. 15, 1940
25,000 Texarkana & Fort Smith Ry. Co・ 57鑓, Aug., 1950
25POO Sou心ern Califomia Gas Co. 5抜s, 1952 ----------〇〇〇
識講誌‡富ま豊経書霊謝恕一砿
195 1 ___叶_輸__-________○○___________,_-_-_-- ---一〇------○○-------------一一----
25,000 Nevada Califomia E重ectric Corp. 5s, ,April, 1956
35う000 N. Y. Central & Hndson River R,R. Co. 4s, May,
0. 5s, J血y, 1934
欝艦器g霊で籠琵監語証言
50,000 Gco富登i種Power Co. 58 _____.,------「----
125
菟総説監禁経絡霊怒器,石に二二二
15,000 Federal Light & Traction Co. 6s, Mhrch, 1942__
5認諾藍簿謙霊蔀霊露捧呈二二二二
25POO City of Buenos Aires 6s, April, 1960 ______○○____-___._
25,000 FIorida Power & Light Co. 5s, 1954 _○○_.__○○_______〇一
25,000 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 5s, 1957 ○○_____「-.___
1,000 Shares Southem Califomia Edison Co. Pfd.-○○○○___
250 Shares ConsoIidated Gas Co. of New York Pfdノ
300 Shares Ma8S. Gas Companie8 Preferred ○○○○____○○書_.














Ele叩or A. Clark Fund-
8,000 Illinois Central R.R. Co. Loui8Viue Div. 3あ
July, 1953　○○○○__-______○○○○_一○○_____○○○○○○___置_____-_____○○_-___○○_
Robinson Me血oria量Fund--
Iう812 Shares United Shoe Machinel.y Co. common__○○
S調nybank Home F調d-
3,000 Pere Marquette 6s ___-_________○○__-______○○__∴_____○○_____-　　$240.00
認諾誤認‡謹話聖篭畿
5 Shares United E賞ec調ic Rys. Co. stock ○○___置____.、___　　　　0.
Mortgage of Catherine H. Young○○-____○○_○○____置__　　3J25.00
16 ShflreS Boston Co・OPerative Building Co. _____○○_　　400|00
3,000 Missouri Kan組s Texas Ry. Co. 5s, Janunry, 1962　　2,505.75
帥o競gag○ ○f ,Jo血Ⅳ. Cron血書__鴫_-_○○________○○__{_置__　　5,000.00
工0,000 6工Broadway 5Zs, October, 1950____○○○○-_______○○____　　9,950.00
Ca呂h　○○--------○○○○〇二〇----------ト一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一…--○○○○---○○--ト　1少,294.17
Evans Honorarium_
20,000 Nor心ern Pacific R.R. Prior Lien 4s, 1997○○○○___-　言軸8,850,00
Less overinvestmen上○○○○○○-_○○___葛_○○○○○○○○__-______○○________置_　　　12.24
Helen Co賞l種morc田md_
音50,000 B重acks章onc Valley Gas &圏賞ccl轟c Co. 5§, 1939　$46,250.00
10・000 Crea章意a誌8 Power C〇・ 6s,工937○○----一一一一--○○-_---一　10,000.00
22・000 Great Lakes Power Co. 6s’I935○○--○○----○○○○-○○------_○○-_　工9’800.00
10,000 CIeveIand Electric I皿minating Co. 5s, 1939_____　　8,550.00
工0・000 Cedar Rapids Mfg. & Power Co. 5s, I953一○○--○○_　　8,100.00
鵠盤語詩語㌔苗惹寵三二二　窺蕊
5・000 Puget Sound Power Co. 5s, 1933○○----------一一○○_○○○○-.___-　　4,000.00
5個)00 CoIumbus Electric & Power Co. 6s, Jme, 1947　48,375.00
2う000蝿s重0Ⅲi Kansas冒ex租s Ry・ Co・ 5さプ1962一----巾　1,640.00
38’500 B富OOklyn.M種nhattan Transit Corp. 6s, July, 1968　35,00000





















J.患龍悪霊in 396 B。,宣s,。n S,., B。St。n-----○○--
A競hur F. Estabrook Fund-一
難蓮華襲撃輩$雛820.00576.00
25・000 Det嘉鮒way & Harbor Terminal Co. 6ね$25畑.00
認諾蕊護憲繋話語篭認
cash ________○○______----一一-・○○-----・一-○○・---一　8尋82・50













l,000 R王o Grande Southem 4s, 1940_________書_____　　$200.001灘苫諜霊能悪罵5盤謂.詰童話　20・623・92
]5・関心LoulsvⅢe & Jeffer8Onville Bridge Co.　　　930・00
4き, Marcうら1945　______場-二岬____-_____.__




1・000 Colrmbus Power Co. 5s, Apr王I, 1936_○○___.__-___.-2灘寵誼計認諾詰ま難読二二
王灘謀議認諾霊輩等精読請託
2・000 Pem8y霊vani握R・R・ Co・ 58,重96よ二二二二二　∴窃訪霜





150 New York’New Haven, Hartford R.R. Co.____‡畿寵紫寵警ま≡
50 Pere Marquette commom__.________-____._
578緒蜜轟謹≡
謹3器a藍豊藍〇・輸・---------・-・-----一・-輸--
8 Pemberton B面皿ding Trus上__-______..__-.__ ___





























Mr8. S. C. Hunler _---・---・一一一------　　5’000.00
prepaid Insurance ------・--山輸○○-・--1 25,435.29
Mi8CdIaneous A8Se置S-一
語罵言議書詰竺
Liabilities帥IPPOrted by Above Assets
Miscd工aneotlS Funds _-_.--------・・----○○
すrce Bed F皿d8 ______.____--・-----・一--・-一--・














I・ S" D珊i孤g心租m -置----○○一-書-「○○○○---○○一--一一〇--一書○○----一一書○○○○---------一一---------○○○○-_-__基-「___
Mr8. F. L. Hanson---一〇〇-〇一--○○---○○-------○○-「-○○_○○○○__Scrap books and doll
Dr. Cli鯖ord D. Harvey_____._○○○○_______--__-___-________-______.________._______._.,_-_____
舶r§. M皿e重_______________-○○_-葛._-_○○__-サー○○______-____._○○___.______.__
Mi皿woo d Farms ___○○__________.____-___〇一-_--______________________○○_-___○○___-__CI]
鵠宝器晋涼繋-----一〇---一一〇-・-------・○○-------置一・------・・-------------------
Miss Ruth Choate○○----- ○○-------・------------・---一一一---二Wo oIen cap
藍圭読書諸富害悪謹豊聾聴講二一一・-・--・----富0y註d豊譜

















Mrs. Gertrude W. D租Iey
班種. D調節
心髄ss Ma壷on E. Gすay
藍難詰藍豊富蘭。r。




Dr. Allan Winter Rowe
Mrs. Charles Goldwaite
Mrs. Josephine R. MorriII
Mr容. Cすace C.朋二〇rse
槻r. Geo鴫e W.蘭orr櫨工
Mr. Manning W. Morri皿
Mrs.虻oss孤an





Advent Chri8tian Church, Roxbury一一一一------○○一---○○○○-○○○○一一--∴------○○一一--○○------○○○○-一---葛--一$127朋
Ml.S. Thoma s B a組ey Aldrich-一-∵--一一--○○・------:----一一----○○○○輸○○--一一--一-----一--置-・○○〇一一一--●∵-○○○○一〇一一----○○Cards
Mrs. I8rael Alt轟uler ○○一--○○一一---------------○○--書○○-----・○○○○一一一--------○○-一一一…置---○○○○-一○○--------------一一一----　$31.50
紆監増悪窪二翻る○○て高元首訂盤‡詰謹告瑞赫






Lovejoy Mfg. Co.-----○○○○○○--一-○○-○○○○○○〇一一-----○○一-〇一一一-一一--○○○○Set of shock ab8Orbers for ambulanceふ「′ヽ　′ヽ′ヽ
Charles E. Riley○○○○__-○○-○○○○-一一------一----〇一-----○○-一一一一一-○○-○○一-○○-○○○○------○○-一--○○------一--〇一一---○○○○-一一--○○-○○-　$50・00
ce瓦薗. Wri留h書son○○_○○_輸_-__○○○○-______-________-_輸_○○〇一一一--費---輸----○○○○一----置○○---一一○○一-----一---一---一----○○十　5・00
FOR THE CARE OF WORTHY PATIENTS
Boston Society of the Now Jerusalem○○----○○○○○○一-----〇一一一-----一一一-----「-○○一--一一置-一------∴ $400.00
Unity Lend a Hand’Lexington○○-○○------○○○○一一一----○○○○○○一一--○○○○------○○-一一-○○-○○--○○○○〇一-----農----○○-　300・00





FOR GENERAL PURPOSES OF EVANS MEMORIAL
A血m Wh i章in g __○○_________○○------○○一------一○○------一---・----一一一--------------------------・--○○---一-輸-------　簿0・00
Mention is made of other gifts under ``Acknowledgmen鳩’,〕 page 39.
Free Beds
During the first six years of the hospital, any PerSOn’by paying
one thousand doHars to the pemanent fund’COuld secure the Iife
通e of a free bed. Eight such free beds were estab賞ished. But it
was found that the income of the sum thus paid was only su償cient
to sustain the bed a few weeks in each year; and, though the Trus"
tec8 did not fear any essentia=oss to the hospital from this source,
yet they thought it wou量d be more satisfactory to a量l to make the
cost of the bed nearly su触cicn=o meet the expenses of it for the
time ocoupied. Accord土ngIy, in 1877, it was so arranged that any
person who paid one thousand doHars might have the life use of a
free bed吐ree mon亀hs in every year; tWenty-five hundred doIエars
en亡itled the donor to the Iife use of the bed aH the time; and five
thousand do量lars established a permanent free bed which might
a且ways be kept occ叩ied by the donor, and which the hospital shouId
be bound to mainta主n after his decease; Or the bed might be given
immediateIy to the hospi七al for its permanent use, under such namc
as might be designated and arranged.
More recently the Trustees voted that gifts or bequests to the
Massachusetts Homceapathic Hospital for a permanent free bed in
the pub]ic wards or in a private room of the hospital be accepted
upon the fo1lowing terms:
Subject to such rules and regulations for the admission, treatment
and discharge of patients as may at any time be prescribed by the
Board of Trustees, the donor or some person designated in writing
by said donor may nominate a patient to occupy said bed free of
Charge during sueh period or periods in each fisca重year as the
income from said g抗or bequest, during such fiscal year, Sha賞I defray
血e average daily cos七to the hospital for such service. Such rights
Of nomination shaII teminate upon the death of the donor. A free
bed wi量工be continued as a memorial to the donor and may be occu-
Pied for the period or periods aforesaid by such needy person or
PerSOnS aS may aPPly and be accepted by the hospital up to the
amount of the income fro皿Said gift or bequest.
The pIan enables anyone to own a free bed to血e珊I amount
Which he may contribute or obtain’by subscription or otherwise, for
the hospital・
By the tems of the grant of one hundred and twenty血ousand
do重工ars from the State’the Trustees agree to maintain at least twenty
free beds in the hospitaI.
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Permanent Free Bed§
Na納めeOiOの脇eγ ?ｮれ職eOI Paヅ切膚e絡t ?徹0書く影身 Paid ?んの・aできeγOiB`d 
June,1887 　　　877 ?10,000.00 う00000 ?p〇着皿種nen章f章eebcd合 
Es章ateO書MissM.E.C,Whi`〇一-〇〇〇〇一〇〇〇〇一-- E8`at○○fS・N・S章ock▼elL--〇〇〇一-----〇〇一二一 櫨on.、Hen章y嘉・Pie重ce----一--------〇〇〇一--一 M重s・Rebeccaす・Reed--〇〇〇〇一--葛-〇一一-〇〇〇-置- M別IJWhee重e章 ?ay}l D○○.,1880 Jan.,1881 Oc章.,1881 Jan.,1882 Jan.∴¥1884 J寄n.,宣884 Dec.,188う 嵩∴藷 May,1888 Aug.,18タ2 ?^● う,000.00 う,000.00 う,000.00 うタ000.00 う,000.00 う,000.00 う,000.00 う,000.00 う7000・00 う,000.00 う,000.00 重000000 ?e 1pc重manentfreebed 
E8tateOf　M重§.Ca章h.H.Wild〇一---〇〇〇〇-一〇一 ??
1pe義manentfreebcd 
巴s`at〇〇番M重8.Cath.P.PerklnS○○___〇〇〇一--- Ho§pi`alFir§tFreeRed------〇〇〇一一〇〇〇〇一〇〇 ?ct.,18少3 Ap重ま重,18少3 ?^　● う,000.00 ?pcrma孤cn章f富eebcd 
Ph。eb。S章rickland　Free　Bed,from　e§tate　Of ?p重il、18タラ ?､,000.00 ?permanen章freebed 
JohnC.Haynes-----○○------〇〇〇一-○○---○○- CapenFundFreeBedタfromestateofMr8・ Marga重et、C叩e皿-○○-----〇〇〇--〇二〇〇一-〇〇〇〇 ?@) Dec.,18タラ ?､,000.00 ?pcr瓜連孤cn`証eebcd 
Jan.,　189` ?､,07う.00 ?l)ermanentfreebed 
MaryMayFreeBedタfromestateofÅbby WM多 ?ec.,　18ク` ?､,000.00 ?perma孤en`frecbed 
Dec.,　18タ` ?､,000.00 ?pcr血anenきf重eebed 
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20ク403.98　1 8,02 7.5 7
$475,454.34　$444,882.97






24,6 1 7.99　　23,8 70.2音O
$703β8重.8ひ　$66e,915.28
EXPENSE-NOT INCLUDING CORPORATION EXPENSES
A dministmtion-　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　192 7　　　‘ 1926
Sal種富ies, O債cers∴and Cle重ks________________-______○○_輸_____-　$32,365.09　$31,996.84
態軽重垂≡懸撥























Maintenance, Real Estate and Buildings--------○○-一---一-----●●∵　29・72l.48　26・777.11
Maintenance, Machinery and Too重s----置-○○○○一一一----------○○------　23?045.80　20,870.39
Plumbing and Steam Fitting-------・○○--〇一置----〇・---一--------〇〇一----　　6’792AO　　8’935・71
Miscellaneous∴and Room Allowance○○_______○○○○○○_____-_○○○○_○○_　　8,927,58　　8,665.55
Ice an d Water置___二〇_-_____置___○○○○○○○○○○_-________○○_○○-_-___○○○○.__________○○_　l(ゆ06.5 6　　5,89 7・84
冒o章a重　__________○○__________《_○○_○○______________○○__-____輸____置○○○○○○○○__　$703つ081.80　約66う915.28











Movement of Patient Population
MAIN HOSPITAL




Patients admitted during yeaI」
冒o章a賞　_○○.___-______○○__-___,_________-______-,.____
Percen置age of death8 based on mmber treated-





? 。 ? ? ? ? ? ?
ROBERT DAWSON EVANS MEMORIAL (Clinical Research)
1927


































JENNIE M. ROBINSON MEMORIAL (Matemity)
Patien鳩il宣Memorial fir8t Of year-
Mo血cr8
Infants
富o章租上-〇一----○○○○--○○「-一一-一一---○○--○○----輸--〇一一一〇一----一〇〇-------○○-一_-____　3 ,5 1 3　　3,608




Pa置ients dischar筈ed during year-
Mothcrs　一一--一-○○○○---------輸-一----------一一--置----○○--○○-------岬-○○○○-------○○○○__　1,873　1,970
Infants　○○○○○○○○○○○○-…一------○○-○○○○--一一○○----------------------------○○-------一一一〇-----〇一　1,639　l,678
冒o章a上-○○-置○○○○----------------○○--------------○○○○○○○○○○-----一一・○○---葛-一一〇---○○「__　3 ,5 1 2　　3 ,648


















Percentage of de種ths based on number trcated-
Mo血e重6　__.,__-________書-_________._______.__
重nf種n鳴　______○○__○○○○_臆喜一臆臆臆
JOHN C. HAYNES MEMORIAL (Contagio耽Dep種rtment)
Patients in Memorial first of yea」-二〇-〇一-・-----------　98
PatientB∴admitted d耽ing ycar _-____-____.____.○○_.___　1,234
Pa書ichts treated during year__○○___._________.____-。〇、._　l,332
Patients discharged during year _.-__________-..__---.一---_.一一〇__　1う251





Percentage of deaths hased on number treated__-_-_______-____.__-_　　5.93
SUNNYBANK HOME (Convale8Cent Home)
Patients in Home first of ye櫨r________⊥_○○___,___○○_.__-_______.___
Patients ad皿itted during year___-___葛_-_________-___--____-_-_-__-_
Patient8 t富eated during yeaL_______-_-________
Patients discharged during ye種r_________○○_____-」_._.___._
Patients in Home end of year________.____________.______
D租ys’ca富e furnished
Average days’sl:ay
SUMMARY OF MOVEMEN冒　OF PATIENT POPULATION (In.Patient8)
(ALI, DEPARTMENTS)
Patients in ho8Pital first of year -_________--_○○_____輸__.○○___._______○○__
Patients admitted during year ○○__○○___________._-__________《__
Patients treated during year ____..________________-_-___-_______
Patients discharged during year_._____-________-__________
Patients in hospital end of year___________-___.-_____-__-_._._
Daysブcare fumished _-______.________-_-____●賀賀____〇一_-__○○___.________
Avさrage day8’8t種y ________〇一_________,____-___.______○○--_._書___-__-
Deaths durin g year _-___._.〇一〇____-_-____-___細_○○○○___-_-_________-_
Percentage of death8 based on number treated_____-_________○_
鵠霊怨霊譜詳露等言二・置-----・---------一----
Days’eare f耽nished free pa轟ents ___._____-__○○_______」_________
Daily average number pay patients___-_____---_____-_葛_____.-_
Da王ly average number part pay patients -___臆______-______
Daily average number free patient8○○_____________-置._-____-
DaiIy average percentage pay patients __-__.___-__________-___
D租ily average percentage part pay pa置ients ------------_-「
Da遭y average percentage free patients-----・-------÷-
宙ig血e8章da組y cen孤8 〇一_置___._________._.__-________○○_輸○○__
意owes書dai賞y ce皿8壷_-_____「_____-_______-___-喜一臆喜一臆
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?????????????
?????????
SUMMARY OF OUT PA富IEN富S SERVICE
(HO§PI冒AL )
Visits made by patients to DepartmenL__山-・・--・・--　44,322 1 41J42






















?????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?
CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES - MEDICAL
Main Hospita宣and Evaps Memolrial
January l to Delcember 31, 1927
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`タ 事7音 事7音 さ7音音 `タ ?重SEASESOF】METABOLI?MANDDEF重C重ENCY ????` 4タ 重 宣 重 
Di裏be`悌 Diabe`e Di種be章e ?
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O書直ll○○勧Ca▼iやる ∴C●rC C種置c ?f;:擬嘉島霊二一一二一一一一一一一⊥-〇〇〇-------- 
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John Haynes Memorial Hospital
January l to December 3l, 1927
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十〇∴8:∴ ??chyca重 ?ia,pa章○Ⅹ ????? 
音音,) ? ???? ?
重印ch孤ou●h--- ? ?? ? ?
青　書 ??? ??? ?
∴、、?音 ??○○pまpg○○録g轟_ ? ??? ?










MASSACHUSET冒S HOM(EOPATHIC AID ASSOCIATION
The Ma88achu8ett8 Ho8Pital Aid Assooiation reportβ at心e do8e
of it8 8ix血year of servide’a decided gain inl membership, in work
atco皿Plished and in血e scope of its activitieB.
A central work-rOOm ha8 been provided in Newton Hotel where
the ’1adies meet each month to mcke sample8 and 8end out ma-
terialB tO thirty.nine churches and organi睨t弓ons, Who, 1ater, retum
血e finished gaments. With血e help of its壷churche8,血e ABSO-
ciation has been able to fumish five血ousand articleB for血e differ"
ent departmentb of the hospital.
Surgical dres8ing8 are made∴at the皿On血Iy meetings. Wi血the
aid of ¥the血ourishing West Ro血ury Branch’au the gauze sponge8
used in血e opeh壷ng room have been provided al血ou紅血e de-
mand has been u即LSually heavy thiB year.
Beside8 the ac巾I wo血accomplished,血e Society conducted a
Bridge in l April,血e receiptB from which, Wi血the membership fees
and donatiom, Were used in various, he事pful wayp. One hundred
bedside ]amps have been p富OVided for血e皿購e8’book8 given・ Sub"
scription8 made to magazine8’the plarior8 Of Newton Hctel refur-
rished and two血o耽and dollars laid aside for the new hospital
equip皿e耽・
D同ing血e last y印r the Associatiあn has met with a 8erio耽los8
in血e dea血of its p重e8identl Mrs. Ca耽ie Po虹ock.
血血e e軸心y 8trug♂e8 it wa8 her strong faith in our fu甲e u8oful"
ness血a書くencouraged us. Her outlook was wide and al血ouみsuf-
fering from an incurable disease, her zed and en血usiasm in血e
direction of血e Society・8 affairs were untiring. Such gta皿ch lead-
aphip ha8 been an inspiration to耽au and,will be to血ose who
fouow he富.
FLORA T. BRIGGS,








班ns. C敢A患重囲§ W. Bひs蘭
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絃箸藍ご諒器
T章。α対敵γe章
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敗関. C. HEⅣRY Do寄SOⅣ
M述S.なA重寄0富　A調R重C櫨
蘭RS.駁AⅣC巴S L. BowⅢAⅣ
M重SS RuTH L. S. CH農LD
舶致S. WA賊EN CH正しD
煎旗s.田最ED隙IC遍W. Co重寄U競Ⅳ
M戴S. Cos冒題鵬O C. CoⅣV雄櫨SR
蘭取S. F龍ED C. Coo鼠
瑚彊S. A. G. DuⅣCA討
MRS.隔即En重C照L. E関取SO蘭
的章SS夢EⅣN重E L田蘭s田R
Mrs. Charles R. Adams
班舶. Kar量Adam震
Misg A. Ahlbom
Mr8. H. C. A蘭bom
胸章8. H. S. AⅡen
Mi合8 Janet W. Auen
蝿ss LesIie A量len ¥
藍豊富豊玉b。。。k












MIISS ALI,A A; LIBBY
藍監護器官.幣3。。
MRS.瞭駁咽閥C応D. S富AC氏PO重電






Mrs. John Ⅳ. ・BⅢ重da虫i町
舶rs. Cねa重工e8 “W. Bu8血


















Mr8. Lo岨is S. Dまekeす
敗重さ.田aro賞d E. Die址
撤重s. C. He孤すy Dob30n
籠岩浅帯∴枇
Mm. Wi皿iam A. Dwiggin8
蕊謀議雷讃。
軸購. C艶青量e8 A. Eaton




Mrs. J. S心mner Fowler





Mrs. Cl漁ord D. Harvey
蕊嵩叢冨・語法
Mrs. H. D. Heathfield







Mr8. AIonzo G. Howard
音Mr8. Cha蘭e8　富. Howa重d




Mrg. Dana W. Hyde
Mrs. RndoIph Jacoby
舶r8. R. 『. J種me8
〕鵬EMBE取S












Mr畠. H. Gordon MacDougau
鮒r合. H. S. Ma○○皿bc富
Mrs. B. Perey lMann
M富8. W. 0. M租nn







聯r患. N. B重ooks Mo富五日0n
勘r. N. Bす○○ks　髄oすr王らon






Mrs. Wi重1iam Dexter Paine
劇ho. Ro量and O. Parri8









Mrs. Frederick H. Pra耽
Mrs. A賞ice J. ,Prescott
Mrs. William M. Prest



















lMrs. William N. Swain
Mrs. John A. Swanstrom







MrB. Frederick L. Walker
蘭調. W. W. W血ke富
Mr8. H. H. Walker
Mhe. Wi皿iam H. W種tte耽
Dr. Bamctt M. Wein
Dr. David W. Weき18




鮒富8. He富be富t A. W組son
蘭重8. Ndson :蘭. Wood
M富8. W. F重anklin W○○d
Mrs. Benjamin C. Woodbury
Dr. Benjamin C. Woodburyl
蘭i68　Ma種蜜a富鏡　C. Wo重ce8te重




冒he Brockline駐o櫨IceOPathic Aid Association held itB 43rd An"
nual Meeting at the home of血e President, Mis8 Harriet Alma
Cl重mming8, 16 Kemard Road, Brookhie, Wednesday, October 26th,
1927.
Repor髄Of the Secretary and珊easurer were read and approved.
It was repo重ted that during 1927 there was only one patie虹in
血e hospital.
¥ O血y a few重equeS鳴for assistance have been made血e past year.
Several of’these were chronic cases which血e ho8Pita量waB unabIe
to care for. Through血e kindnes8 Of a member∴and friend two
Of血ese patients have been given hospital care for several mon血8.
We have sent recordB and book8 tO血e hospital aβ uSual.
Four members have died dur血g血e year, including Dr. Ade血e
B. Church, One Of our Vice"Presidents, and Dr. Martha E. Mann a
member of the Exec調ive Board. There were four new membe調.
The question wa8∴ra王8ed a8 to Whe血er血e Brookline Homceo_
Pa血ic Aid A的ociation should condnue it8 WO虫and it was voted
章o oon慣nue.
冒he o鯖ce耽elected for 1928 were:
P重eSiden書-Mis8 Harriet , Alma Cum皿ing8.
Vice・PresidemB-Mrs. J・ Wilkinon Clapp and MrB. George
Roge職.
Sec重eta甲「-Mrs. Manrice Worcester Tumer, 788　W純hington
St富ee章.
Trea聞reト・-Mrs. George D. Pike, 80 Gardner Road, Broo曲ine.
開脚. J. Wi賞量i鵬On C重app
Mrs・ LoweII T. Clapp
Miss H. A. Cu血Ir血gS
Mr8. Wi批am D. DeFriez
Mr8. Wi拙息m圏aton
M職. Cha轟es W. Kellogg
E持eC榔虎びe Boαrd
蘭的. J.斑eすbe競蘭○○re
蘭重8. Georgc D. Pike
舶購.冊am虫lin甲. RayⅢO皿d
M珊. Ceo螺e Rogcr8





ROXBURY HOM(EOPAT駐IC AID ASSOCIATION
Mr8. SamueI龍. Ca弛erwood, PreBident of the Roxbury駐omceo-
Pathic Aid A的OCiation, rePOr抽出at血is organization haB a member-
Ship of轟ghtIy more than 100 and meet8 tWice a ye油. Through food
sales and other activities鋤mds are rai8ed for the a的istance of the
Sick in moderate circun8tanCeS. If investigation discIo8eS that these
Sick are in need of hospital care, tbey are lsent in to the Massachu-
Se耽S龍omceopathic Hospital and血ere supported by血is Association.
D耽ing the past year one of血e private rooms at the班aynes
Memorial has been des王gnated as ``皿e Dr∴Mary Mosher Room.,,
Dr. Mary Mosher, Who was a grad脚te of Bo帥On Uhiver轟y SchooI of
Medicine, WaS for many yea聯a member of血e Roxbury HoIIl低O-
Pathic Aid Association’and from tine tol time, With血e approval of
this Association’referred patients to the Hospita賞who were largely
SuPPOrted by it. This room will 8erve aS∴a, Permanent and fitting
memorial to one who was always deeply interested in both the
Mas8aOhusetts Honceopa血ic Hospital and血e Roxbun7 HoⅡ唯OPathic
Aid Association. A donation of $300.00 ha8 been given the Hospital
by the Association,血e income from which will be used to plart賞y











MRS. EDW重N H. OI.重▼耽
S傷r助け












Brehau章, Mrs. I. H.
Ba競h, Mi的圏▼a敗.
Ba競事etち糊is色駁vi富a




Calderwood, Mrs. Edw. S.
Conge重, Misi Pa心血e意.
Currie章, Mr8. C. H.
































Smith, Mr8. Cha8. F. W.
Smi書h,舶rs. O章is S.
Seave富,蘭富8. LeweⅢyn D.
S徴mson, Mr8. E, J.
慧露盤言.
Sam80n, Mr. E. H.
覇器盤で謂mcr E・
認諾龍謹・‡壷l V・
Washbum, Mrs. E. A.
罵驚叢菩欝
WaItz, Mis8 Stella
Graduates of SchooI of Nu重Sing
富ま㍗怠駕O嵩柴㌔龍Pa▼iB). 193叫pl. S珂alden. m8裏




Alice M. Ad種m8伽. Alice A.華精霊。, H。。. BIvd, S。m。rv皿。, M。。S. 1907
E重i狐be血Hami鵬on Ada鵬(Mr8. E. A. Godbout),
5重4 R 4備h S書., P種tめ職On, Ⅳ. J. 1卯7
Ro8e M・ Ad種m8 (Mhe・ Ro8e A. Parker)’----二一---・--一・-・- 1922
Grace E. Aheam. 236 Wbrren St., All合tOn, M種8g. ___----・岬-・一」 1905
欒響葦繋欝義認




Anna I8abel Ande購on (舶rs. An調I. Stoltz) , __._._,置_-__○○______
EIlen Helen Anderson (M購. Geo章ge Young),
Gertrnde Anderson (P皿c H叫豊山章, H。alt。 。賞ihi。S, Ya。m。uth, N. S. 1912
Jessie Anderson, ¥ Annapoli8 Royal, N. S. -___._____.._--- 1905
認音盤措藷藍ぷ詣嵩譜龍8富轟も前二認
Am種J. Arenbur轡(Mrs. Fe8Senden NichoIs), _.______-_青___.」_-__-- 1897
藩薙轟欝鵠琵鷲
58 Queen8bury St., Poston, Ma88.
Lottie AIchison (Dece種sed), _______._____.__〇二__,_ 1926
発露晋‡豊盤盤霊嘉豊満笥謙語詳説蕊荒慈汗鰐
Do章o血y A皿st血　_,_.__置葛,-.山書.書.____________.岬__- 1914






高話寸志丸g‾もa血q (心血8. H.寄・ Estc重職○○k),










M組dred l E. Blagden (Dece種sed) , _.一二_--------一一----一---・-----・-------
Vivian Ruth Bl説ell (Mrs. JameB A#藍kmins,。r S,., B,igh,。n, M。SB. 1925
FIor?nCe Ethd BIanchard (Mr8・ F. B. McLean)・
He宣en Josephine B宣anchard (Special Nu薯詑n,皿。 Av。.,皿S,。n, M。SS. 1921
Josephine MacDonald BIantener (Special薯藍,s.., Aubmdalq Mas8. 1910
Blertha ElizabeぬBIoomberg (Speeial Duty) ,
37 Mountain AveりDorchester● Ma粥. 1922
珊dora葛圏. ‡班gh (珊s. E. B. G心ccn), ____._----------重902
盤許藍慧0親高言一高謡訂-葛〇一------一:《-----●工919
。h。.l。.。。 B。n。 。rrs. N。,hani。. Em。r霊盤鵠癌瑠諾藍礼譲
205
????????????????????????
Esther剛ora Bond (Household Nu購ing AB8’n〉,
222 Newb聞けSt., Ro8置O巾蘭a的.
罵藍講譜競書誌笠藍。盤ま語草急患豊畿‡艶:ニ
Ver種May Bosworth (Special Duty), 80 Summil Ave., Brookline. Ma8S. _諾器。灘≡
欝欝嘉請謁轟諸悪語恵三
鴇善言s諾誓紙嵩n岩。豊詣嵩藩も藍高手二二二
Marion冒hecklar Breck, S皿ith College, Northampton, Mass. -.__..-一.-_
L種ura C. Bricrogal, 20 Adelaide- St., Ja鵬ica P賞ain _-------------------一一〇------
圏mily Elizabeth Bremer (Mrs. E. B. CIements),
1654 M綿s. Ave., C種mbridge, Ma88. 1920
謹認諾欝競喜認諾護憲≡諾;
Ru血Wilhclmin種Britton (n血s. R. B. Van Norden),
1213 Clinton P宣ace, P量ainfidd, N.
驚喜謹謹嵩輩c綜怒霊霊豊諜n二二
謹書忠霊r薄.雷電二一㍍手前高言高言繭二二
Etta Viola Brown (Institutional Work), Vose Ha11, M. H. H. ________十
Ka血富yn B章oⅥl (D,ecca8ed) , _________-_-___~_卜___置_-一一一一___一〇---_---一
誌。豊黒蒜雑器‡詩経講話簿康滴市電蒜:面詰二二
Mattie Wi11iam8　Brown (Deceased) , _____-__-______________
Ne耽e Brown (Mrs. N. B. Gerring), Deceased _______○○___.___
Sarah Davis Brown, Manchester Centre, VermoⅡl __---_-------_-----
Hope C. Bryan亡(Mrs. H. B. Dow), 312 A轟ington St., Watertown, Mass. - 1919
藍。豊霊能荘三溝器e霊薬;:噂Mas8・ -一一-----
34 Chester St., Waterlown. Mas8.
Nancy W. BuIlard (Mrs. N. B. Higginbottom). 78 Coe St., Woonsocket, R. I.一
議聾護簿器講読監護≡
Lillian Bumes (Mrs. L. B. Dinsmore) , Machias, Maine_《___-_______-_---
Mabel Louise Bums (Mrs. M. B. Murdock), 42 Marion St., Medford, Mass _
France8 Burnsi糧e (Army Nurse), U. S. V. Eosp., No. 44, West Rox., Mass -
Gertrude M. Butterfie量d　-_"○○__○○________-_______一一岬-_------------・------
Beatrice E. Buxton, 454 Lincoln Ave., Po競smouth, N. H. _____-___-十一
Grace Dean BuzzeII, 1122 Main St., Clinton, Mass. __,_-　　　○○----
Ruby T. Buzzell (Mrs. R. B. Porter),
700 Santa Clara St., New Brunfels, Texas, 1914
Adelaide Cadde皿(Special Duty)・ 97 Waldeck St.’Dorche8ter・ Ma88. --「
諸悪澄瀞l壷薯管も豊。㍗蘭esteす,鵬・ ----・-‾











Myrtle V. Fletche富. 45 Allston St.9 A皿ston, Mass. ---------------------------------一-○○-
警叢認諾認識諾雷撃計恐空事竺二二
19 Coh機鎚c書St..瓦o轡li競d種lc, M種8§.





Eunice P. Freeman (Institutional Work) , Vo8e Hall ___-____-_________,_______○○○○__
叢話藷箸鑑も書誌澤譜嵩謀誓言三
関欝灘離擬態違藷三三
Mildred W. Fq11er (Mrs. EL F. Ril癌Ru。 S.. L。ur。n,, An,w。,., B。,gi。n
諒霊%.F龍.3維持諾豊富, Newtonville・ Mass.一一-・----------------
盤誓籍・詔0艶?藍,嵩高一滴こ---○○「---○○-----一-・○○----・--一--○○-----
Helen A. F血ton (Mrs. H. F. Rowland) , 166 Oakleigh Rd., Newton, Ma拘.____
護覇豊(籠認競籠轟蒜≡‡
寵露盤誌密語蕊語言詰三三
謹宣a露y・ 27 Longwood Ave・・ Brookline’Mass. ---○○--一----○○-‾‾‾-_‾‾‾‾‾’‾‾‾
Isabene P. Gibby, ○○_____._-_______-______○○〇〇〇○○__○○○○____________○○--一-一一-------輸----・一一〇〇------・--
Bea叫ice Gifford (重n8titutional Work) ,
MiIdr。d 。iff。rd ,Mrs. M. 。. 。l。n。,特記法器薯器蕊品監霊_謀
議龍叢擬押詰高音二二二二二葦
U. S. V. Hospital, No. 411 New Haven・ Conn. 1921
Eliza A. G珊etl (Deceased) , __-__十________-__.____--一---・-一一--一-----------一一---------- 1907
Vem W. Gi血an (Mrs. V. G. Hoehzd), 207A Ferry St., Lawrence, Ma綿・ -- 1919




? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Vernice G. God仕ey (Mrs. V. G. Corlis8〉,
771 H種ncock S章., WoⅢ種8章0n, M種83.
Pauline M. Goldsmith, Toronto, Canada　____○○○○_-___○○_--___,○○________○○_
AIice P. Goodwin (Mrs. A. G. Schirmer), 865 Grcat Plain A▼eつNeedh種m _
Alice H. Go血d, __________○○_____○○___○○__,__.__葛賀___〉_____〇一_-_______.○○置______○○_.___-_-____--__.___




Mary E. Gu棚merson (Mrs. M. G. Vance), Ancon班osp., Ca喜lal Zon。二〇___
認諾藷盤瀧豊叢謹婁三二三三
Ella田amilton ( Deceased) , _____-__○○○○_________-_○○○○○○_______○○○○__†_」∴___-_-__、__-__○___..__。
Anna圏ぬmmond (Mrs. A.壇・ Cu耽er), 77 Sumner Sle., Arlin筈ton, Mas?. ○○__
Grace A. H租nley, l12盟ig址and Ave., Winchester __-「--_____○○○○__輸-__「-____.○○__
藍菩善言蕊謹選甘藍軍霊需r Sq・・ Bo8章0調--------一一----一-----
Edna HaImah (Deceased)
Ora B. Hanhah (Decea8ed)
3513 Forest Park Ave., Baltimore∴蘭d. 191l
-__-○○_____○○○○______ -○○_-____○○___○○_○○○○___________○○-_____○○ 190 1
_____○○○○書_裏…_山○○___置置_-__○○_,___-_____○○_-_._____-____ _置_ 188少




East Oakwood Ave.. East Aurora
塑ar即er専E.. H租rris (Mrs. M. H. S織xby), Box 48l, Sharon, Mass..
78 Arlington S寄.事Hyde Park, Mass. 1917
轟讃轟轟塾覇轟轟高
HeIen L. Hartshom (Special Duty), 265 Charles St., Boston __-_
籠警護聾寵霊競驚龍三≡
議謹.諾露盤器量豊豊葦三三
A宣ice G.馳skins (Public Hea寒th Nurse).





Mary H. Hatfield (Mrs. M. H. H皿),
1738 CoⅢmOnWea量血Ave., Rrighto叫Ma朗. 191雷
EmiIy E. Hathaway (Mrs. E. H. Anderson), 24 Clifton St., Malden, Mass. _○○ 1922
Cora Hawes (Sbeci種l D血y), 54 Worcester Sq., Boston, Mass. ----輸---〇一〇-輸--- 1926
Mae E. Hayden, 11 Sayward St.,, Dorchester, Mass.l -・○○--〇・----------------一------- 1916
Clementine J. Hayes, ___--_____二二_,__○○_-__○○__」----------○○・--一〇-------------○○○○-----一一・----○○------- 1918
Hattie冒.闘ayward (Mrs. H. EL Mazza), B〇番60, Route,3, Wilton, N. H. -〇一1917
Agnes J. Hea (Special Duty), 346 Belgrade Ave., Boston, Mass. ----○○----一-- 1918
Helen Hauser (Mrs. H. H. Gleason). 939 Shirley St., Winthrop, Mass. _-_○○- 1923







Bemice E. Hitchcock (Special Duty), 3 Charles St., Dorchester∴Mass.
Eunice Hodges (Deceased),
Mrs. Almd Holbrook (Special D11ty) , 19 Wor,CeSter
慈善蕊鴇, (薄書記豊豊謹書霊N・ S・ ○○置-・○○一---------------置-○○-○○-
器聾諾露盤謹菩護謹呈三三三三三三三
藍護鰹輩懸籠塾警三三≡三三三
Jessie E. Honey (Mrs. J. H. Su11ivan)1. 65 Gardiner St., Lynn _______.________○○○○_具
し岨Cy鱒o va耽( De○e握sed) , 〇〇一一一一一-----------,一----∴-----○○○○-○○-○○○○○○○○-○○一○○一一-○○-○○一--○○○○-一〇-○○--書----
FIorence L.班owe (Inst主調tional Work),
坤un10n Sぬめ瑠08p.,冒a皿n亀on, Mas8.
The賞ma I.輯owe (Mrs. T.薗. Langan主41 Vernon St., Wal血aⅡ与Mass.
Alice M.駐owland (Deceased)




。nna H. Hun, (M.s. A. H. E,PS), B豊ng常まRd.’Brookline・ Mass.謹#
轟護轟鵠誤認言霊三三三‡議
欝護認諾議露悪空前誌面高二二謹22




Su血er賞and River, Pictou CoつNo▼種Sco血191O
藍藻鶉轟競躍撃墜壁書譲
Eli抑beth Gertrude C種niffe (Mr8. Domhoe) ,
Frince8 Mfldred Carey (Mr証・ C.2鶉W詑iing Av。" W。S,w。。d, Ca皿. 1,25
Marguerite Louise Carney (Industrinl Nu耶e)十
23 D〇㌦8tOn SらJa鵬i倒P重a血, Ma88.
欝護欝驚轟垂轟
Violet Elizabe血Cave (Mrs. V. C. Connors), 221 Warren StっS. 6, AuBtOn _








172 Ma血Sし, S○○ Weymo皿血,
発議驚曇謙譲話芸言寄言霊
Ⅲbrence A. Cobb (Deeeased). _一山_____○○○○__○○○○,_十○○_○○__○○__________
鵜島薯親書寄島‡書評1)・ P・ 0・ Ro記4・田i側面g・ M種さ8・
Louise M. Coe, 777 Park Ave., N. Y., in 1920 _____-___○○___十__-_○○__-○○_-_-_
離籍難読董董董董三三三
Frances E. Cole (Mrs. F. C. Sampson),
109 Dover St., West Medford. Mass. 1895
譜蕪宮窪親監謹書詐蕊豊St.・ Nashua’N. H. ----- 1916
338 Gardiner Ave.,冒renton. N. J. 1925
Agnes EvangeIine Commeau (Specia量Duty), 132 Hemmenway St., Boston _ 1926
2重0
??????????????????????







E血el A. C富eech, 10105 Rosch皿Ave., Clevchnd● Ohio -†-----
…鵜島.C詰ま三笠血謹藍1管轄藍二親竺竺三二二
R調h E∴M. Cri能endon (Decea8ed)
整認諾露語三三≡
CeIia M. C.osse (Burc狐Child Hygiene), Sacr種mento, Calif. --








Mattie D。Vis (Mrs. M. D. Purbeck), 199 P工easant St., Brookline -----
Bessie Deane (Mrs. B. D. Ryder), Pocassett, Mh縄・ ---一一--一-
Alma E. Dean (Married) , ______-_----○○一一-○○一-----○○--一一・----置--一一---調○○--
Ne事lie J. Denault (Ⅹ・Ray冒echnician), 580 ComThh Ave.・ Bo8tOn ---
L如了R. DeRusha (田ospital Admitting O航c詑, Ma8S. Av。., B。S,。n, M。SS.
轟欝灘鷺≡





gfnevi!ve_Dow (哩購. G. D. Poole), B重種dford, Vemont
護譜護認諾龍三≡









Mr6.臆Su車e F. Eldridge (Marricd)
輯elen E租mes, 223 Mount Auhm St.. Watertown, Mb8B.
賢電器認諾昔轟轟霊語轄壷
Ba皿ard Vale, Andover. Mh88.
Emma A. EIlison (Mrs. E. E. Gleverly). Sci調nte, Ma8e○ ○_-_輸___細





G望n垂``La! II9r畦Sia幸S雪P Angcl, D.事u, Merico 191l
Au合筆0n. Ⅲ種的.__ 1914冨隷書蕊罰観常温雪璃羅1血和語
Ethel I.. Em8t (In8ti置utioml Wbck)




phす。ni。 M. Frdkn。. (M.8. P. F. C書評ighland A▼e.’Some富vil]心Mas8・ 1908
26 White Oak Rd., Newton Centro, EL88.
親詣難語轟譲鶉輩≡
堕重を畦鱒ug職(Ma調王ed),
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 「
??????????????????
? ? ? ? ?
SuL調n P. Fenwick. 37 H種raing A▼e., Belmon章, Mas8. _--____._.
Harrie書　Filmore. __●_____　　　　置____,
Marie Fin皿の(In8tit耽iona賞Work)」, 872 Wd8hington St.. B種心, Me. _
Dai8y A. Finhy (In8titution種l Work), Vo8e Ean. M. H. H..___
Am種Fisher (Mrs. W. F. Ham恥on). 909 E種8t Smith St., Kent. Wach.
Ⅷhel血a V. Fiche富(M8. W. F. Gib請を.。n皿。 S.. 。。富。he。,。..蘭88..卿
珊or種E. Ingli8, 146 M種8S. A▼e.. Bo8章On.朗h88・ ----・--置-
Neuie M. Irving (Mr8. N. I. Gib8On), 180 BeueⅧe A▼e., Mel’O壷. Ma8S・
J
蘭a重io調」重ac鵬0叫
E. Mande Ja○○b8, 20 Elm SL. Wo皿8tOWn. 1 Mas8・ --・---・-----・-




I8abel M. JIO血80n (Mrs. I. J. Maddocks), 1621 Hancock St., Quincy, Mas8. -
押分b患S. Jo血BOn (蘭a富重まed) , 「--一一一--一一-----置置-------------ニー「--一--・-一〇--○○--
M。rion John80n (Mrs. M. J. Steams), 185 §aratogal Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. --
Neme M. Johnston (Speci種l Duty)
0のⅢ皿ting10n Ave., S. No. 14. B08tOn






笠藍e #蕊)W棟。蔀誓aninri叫W。le81ey・ mS8. ---‾
Elizaheth M. Kundc (重n8titulional Work).




Annie M. Lamson (肌s. A. L. Cahoori)’36 Richd種lel Ave.・ Somerv皿e二・
田d沖hc蘭.重種ne (蘭職. E.し. ○○we),
406 10th Ave" Nor血, St. Petersburg, H種.
Margaret A. Lane (In8titutional Work) , Howell, Mich‥__-__._-__置___
謡富江議。総譜罷藷‡重鶉葦W線霊B08章On --十一
認諾轟く筈豊護提議謹・巻雲三三
Ge姉ude E. harkin (Mrdr G. L享a怒艶N。v。. H。SPi哩。h。.8。a,蘭S8. 1,22
染謹.重藷。黒e薄も霊歌最〇九富y・鵬・ --・・・--○○--○○-○○-----------=王諾…
Gladys H. Lawrence (Mrs. G. L. Prenderg義t),
Annie M. L種wson
30 Central St., Concord Jct., Mass.
Laura M. Lawson (Mrs. L. L. Sear8);305 Homer St.,〈 Newton CeIltre, Mass.
Marie Le種dbet置erl (Dece種sed) ,賀○○「______-____。______________.○○__∴__.________-____._._」_______
器豊竃謹詳認識重器輩竺三
富霊宝I露悪nge St., St. Johns’N. B" -・-○○一一〇一一--------------------
監禁羊霊落雷豊C請隷書罵。話打電丁諦議和露二二
龍菩認諾葦認篭認諾精霊鞄竺
11 Eastl Newton St., Boston
Karline H. Libby, ll East Newton St., Boston -__--__一○○,_-_○○「⊥______○○___-______
証言晋藍瀧蹄藍喜平認諾露盤豊轟艶。薄紅
Alice Lin ds種y, ○○十______○○__-__-____-___○○○○____-___」〇〇〇____.《____-_-____.__.__-_
諒恕.鑑簿詰土・豊結語終端蒜孟子雨了二
Addie A. Locke (Mrs. A. L. Jones), HonoIultl Iron Works, Honolulu, T. H.
Mrs. Eleanor K. Loomis (Mrs. E. L. Hunt), So. Deerfield, Mhss. _
態籍攫蒜薬毒
Katherine MacEachran (Mrs. MaJE. Kerined* Hur.。..。,, A,。.,脚。,。
盤詰龍慧藍罷能謹書羅競合三両高言垂㌃二







L劃y E. M種gnuSSOn (Special Duty), 40 Bo8章Onia Ave., B重ighton _-_.____ 1918
Lucina Maier, So. Ashbロmham, Ma88. _.__輸----------___-__._-______,。 1918
Hard E.鵬kepcace (In8titutioml W説話鴇,篭霊もN. Y. 1。2。
Sophia C. Malcolm, 99 Templle St., West Roxbury, Mass. ------○○--〇一------- 1898
Ethel B. Manning (Mrs. E.′M. Tr恕・H。n,ing.。n Av。.. S. N。. 12, B。8置。n l,25
C量ara F. Man8field (Mrs. C. M1. Conley), l167 Boylston St., Boston, MasB. -置1918
蒜認諾認諾島嵩認諾三三三三三三諾
警護碧票謙譲譲蕾寵露三三蒜
Ethel B. Marshall (Married) , taking course at Colunbia University-○○○○------- 1914
Hattie L. Martin (Housekeeper), Prince George Hotel,_ N. Y. C. -・--_一-〇〇・〇-- 1897
Mary E. Martin (Supt. of Nrirses, Winnipeg Municipal #豊g, M。nit。b&
S章ella A. Martin (Married) , ________-___._」____-__________一_○○____∴_○○___○○___--_--_----------
Ruth S. Martinson (Special Duty), 668 Hyde Park Ave., Roslindale, Mass.
態轟護墓誌驚輩壁襲撃竺
Sarah G. McCormack (Mrs. S. McC.Riley),
鵬的b。血M。。ul,,, H。,。l 。r。。n,鎚。n#鵠薯忠盛‡罪悪二王雑
器謹藷嵩豊能雪盤豊玉積商芯㌃二畿
C富acc賞. McKay (M富s. C. McK. Bdyc握),
6021 Whittier B嘉vd., Los Angele8, Cal. 1916
Jemie B. McKay, Pictou, N. S. , _●__一----○○_○○---_-_○○一一一---…---葛-・--〇一一〇〇〇-○○-----------○○-一一1889
K租ther血c McKeo, ___.__○○_______」○○_○○_書_○○____○○-_-__-__-____-_________○○____-__-_--------置---一一--
珊izabeth McKechnic (Special Duty) , 409 Hun書ington Ave., S. No. 5, Boston __ 1915
Sad王c McKcnm,
Mdi8Sa McKennon (Married) , ○○-_____○○_________-_______農___○○_○○○○-○○______書○○○○_______○○___○○○○_________ 1902
E臆e McLean (Special Duty), 34 East Newton St., Boston ○○______--葛_,一--_一〇- -
Viola K. McL種ren (Institutioml Work), 2961 Allston St“ Brighton, Ma8S. _. 1924
Anna L.1 McLean (重nstitutiona重Work), Vose Hall




珊orenee Merrill (M富S. F. M. Famham),
Ada 。. M。皿(Pub.i。 H:譜龍豊・議r認諾1豊悪霊竺一畿
照den L. MerrilI (Mrs. H. M. Tillinan),






塑arg種rel ELMe要y邸r争M. H.JGarfidd), 90 M脚. A▼eつL儀ington. M種調_
護盤豊輩筆童竺≡
Edi血C. M皿er‾側he. E. M. Merwin), 35 SchooI St., Re▼ere. M種B8.
監盤台謹詳悪意愚説薄●3稲蕎商務÷謡高二
萱欝擬轟薄霧轟≡
D。.。t即h。dy (Mrs. 。. M. L。n。). S。n M諾‡罵±_聖二


















商示示度垣ee‘ isp9車I Dd‘j), 146 MaBS. A▼e・● Bo8tOn
笠悪意荒寵撞董技師
読孟E下露品玉㌻ (Special D岬), l165 ComTh. Ave・, B重ighton --
zoe l. Powe職__置_________.、_一二_--------・-・--〇一二・- ・二一　　　一-




Clar種Q調erian, Whittier聯Il, 1230 Am8tふd種m A▼C., New York Ci章y-一一- 1917











3620 SouぬB8nnOCk St., Englewood, CoIorado
擬轟灘轟鵠撃董≡
1429 ・South West 3rd St., Miami, Fla.





Ruth Sawyer ( Dcceased) ___○○○○___○○十___________○○○○○○__________-__置_.___________.書_,__-
Margaret L・ Schirmer, 51 Brattle St., Cambridge, Ma8S._-○○__○○○○__-____〇一_____._
Aline L. Scheider (Married) , 48 Barrett St., Rever,e__--___○○______.十____-____
Kat6 G. Sco埠(Insane, COmmitted to ,SOme instiluti。n) _○○.〇〇〇____○○_-_-○○______
Mildred A. Scriven3 (Deceased) ____」___-_____-__○○†______________________,____
Ella M. Severance ( Decea sed上___○○_○○________葵○○__-_____________-___-____」_____〇二____-
Grace E. Shadman (Mrs. G. S. Crowl).
籠呈認諾覇霊誓言誌三三三三三諾






Harrict G. Shaw, 34 Page St., Avon,
隷書親,能語も黙諾鸞蓋三三三三※
2重8
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
???????????????
認許‡霊重譜th哩. C. S. Vamey)・ 90 Brainerd Rd・・ Boston-一
轟寵轟籠寵轟諾講義毒≡
雑誌見辛講評露盤端器鵠謹書諒竪意㌫㌻滴二二
Ida T. Snow (Mrs. I. S. Halliday),
欝盤浩寵諾轟鷲警‡警
諾盤掛売聾諸富富詣轟く語電器一五詩才競二二畿
Elizabeth C. Southard (Mrs. E. S. Taylor主





E債e R. Steinhour, U. S. U. B. Hosp. No. 60, Oteen, N. C.置--・---------○○○○-一一〇-----
Harriet L. Stevison (Deceased) ○○__○○○○_○○__-__置____○○○○_○○○○_________________-_一一--_--重--------
Mrs. Anna R. Stinson (Mrs. A. S. Ross), 84 Pleas種nt SL, Brookline________○○-一--
講謹隷言語窯曹寵薫需藍聖三三
Emma壇. Stolte ( Deceased) , ○○_〇一_-○○___一〇○○○○---○○----○○----○○-置--------○○-「---○○----一一一一一○○-○○○○○○○○---





Mary P.冒albot, Andover, Maine -_______-_-____--○○「-_○○--○○○○○○○○----一_一一-輸----○○-一一------葛○○--一一--
Ruth F. Tdrr (Institutional Work) , Vose Hall__-_____○○○○_○○○○○○-----、--○○〇一一-------一-〇一











Carola C. Ulrich’Fort McKin重ey, Portland, Me.-」へ_______○○農_____○○__-○○○○__」__○○∴喜一
Es書her Upham, -----------一------農---・-○○置_____○○_._○○○○_○○_____○○_○○○○__○○○○○○○○___-…_
Carrie L二Upt叩(些争g. U. Crombie), 546
Jeanette Urquhart, 377 Court St., Plym6u市Mas8○ ○__..__○○_-_
藷謹欝濃艶豊諾蒋竺一竺半里議
1669 Commo耶Vea重をh Ave.クBo合意On 1923
繋鵠露盤誌鷺藍語三三三三三三盤
Teresa A. Vincent’46 Windham St.’Wi11amantic, Com.____〇〇〇__○○へ.○○○○___-_____._○○○○__ 1909
Lucy J. Vo8helIe (Deceased) --------○○----○○○○-----------_○○○○______○○○○__-____ト_____○○○○○○輸∴__輸__工895
鎧蒜蒜蒜蒜謹艶塁輩堅塁諾
W
Mary E. Wade (Married a Mr. W種de, Same name as her own
and went to A心ens, Maine)




? ? ? ? 。
Margaret S・ Walker (Mrfu W. Gib曹濫藍n s,., N。.,h Abing,。n, Maes. 1,2.
黒滝鵠烏龍i崇議諾意竺二塁言
Sarah WaHen’Plymouth Cordage Co.・ Plymouth朝ass.---一一〇----一-○○------一一-一一-,一一○○・-・「一一1909
E量izabeth B. Ward (Married) -____○○____∴○○____○○________-__○○____○○○○____________-_-___○○_.____.__-__. 1915
Mary I. Ward (Special D耽y), 100 Gainsboro St., Sui!e 2, Boston__-________._____- 1919
坤uy E. Ware, Uhion’MaiI暮e
即Ia Warren (Deceased) __∴_-
Jes8ie圏. Wasga亀章, 73恥伽1an音d SらBo8年Om○___○○○○__○○○○-___○○○○__場場○○_○○-農________○○_○○_○○____書__ 1890
襲態讃繋薬三二
C宣ara C. We11in g章on _____○○_{_-_.__〇〇一____輸_-_____.__.-_________-置____○○________. 〇一________「_
慈認諾濃艶黙諾謹寒空聖二
舶ina圏. WeⅡ s ○○○○○○_○○_ _〇〇〇________○○__-___-____________一〇__○○輸_○○__○○____-___-______-___________-___置_-_
監詑.母語薄.舘嘉患嘉e靖も慧‡討蕊竺三二二
Orene L. West (U. S. Veterans, Hospi章al No. 27), Alexandria, La._-__________○○-_
擬態鶉鰯讐撃撃
139 East 30[h St.’Apt. 6, New York ,City




439 1Clinton St., New Bedford, Mass. 1918
∴○○○○○○○○○○十○○○○「○○___○○___○○__置___________○○○○○○_○○____.○○.___ 19 16
諾専認諾蔀清盛蔀…落語霊宝高話二一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一二‡盤
HeIgd WiHe (Mrs.班. W. Paulson), (Community Health Nurse),
諜豊謂糀豊間羅誤審瑞灘ニ
AIpha L. Wil訪n (Married)
珊ora M. Wilso止(Mr8.音F. W.班cNaug心意on) , 3






Hden M. WinsIow (Mrs. Alfred W. Ve寄rie) ,
15840 Princcton A▼e., Detroit, Michigm 1915
欝欝護驚護憲薯
Y
E賞izabeth S. Young (Mrs. Elizabeth Y・ Foss), 31 Holyoke St., Brewer, Maine 1897
謹言鶉幕謹繁務聾叢塁葦三三三認
諾窪認諾鵠重富.認44 Win遭ow Rd・・ B重○○皿e --†-一読3
By・正負ws o雷鳴e Co岬o融ion
A蹄icIe l.冒he corpo勤tion sha工I consi8t Of its present member8, Of
融bersons who have b∞n Or are Tr鳴ees and of such pereon8 aB
皿ay be at any legal meeting of血e coxporation elected as o鉦cer9 Or
同e血もeすら.
挫d 2. There心all be a meeting of the corporation on the four血
‘Th融ay in Janunry in each year to be called the Amual Mee血g, at
融組the following o鑓cers sha軸be elected, namely, nOt mOre than 27
0r has ’than 12 T馴SteeS, a President, a馳r8t Vice-Pre8ident, a Second
V軽-P±esident, a Secretary and a Trea8ure鼠タWho mny be Tr咄eeB,
t溝erve one ye靴l and until others 8h劃be chosen.冒hey sh劃have
POWer tO鋤any vacancy that may occur, between annual meeting8
Of輝e corporation, in the o餓ce of Sec旗光ary or Trea脚n∋r and in that
やの亜o皿o青嶋血ei富owⅡ n剛直beすcho8e皿by血e ooやO富誼on.
皿も止e皿ber8 p重e8e調書at any皿ee血g 8h拙co鵬章it皿章e寄quo調ん重
心e t青草脚tio孤ofも耽血e鎚・
A競. 3. Notice of血e Am耽l, Or any Special Mee血g 8han be given
賜ぬe Secret租ry by mail, at Ieast 8eVen day8 Previous to血e day of
皿eetin勘but 8aid meeting may be adjourned from ti皿e tO tine until
b繭ness哩ereof shall be accomprmed,血e Secretary giving by m租il
at l蝕g! one da殖notice of血e time and pIace of said adjoumment.
Spec測meetings may be ca虹ed by血e Preside皿亀or any three冒ru恩・
Art. 4・ The Pre8主dent sham preside at all meetihgs of the corpom・
轟on租nd of髄e Boa重d 〇台冒r町畠tee8.
In龍e absence of the President, a. Ⅴice-President血all pe重fom the
duties誼ich’devo量ve upon the Pre8ident.
A鳴. 5. The T脚的ee8 cho8en by the corporation together wi血five
Othem appointed by血e Govemor of Massachu鵬鵬ShaⅡ co髄titute a
Board for the management of the Institution.珊eyぬa11 meet at
least ae oftep純once a皿Onth at 8Pch time and place aB theyぬa11
by vote detem血e, Or aS血e P富e8ident血糊direct.∴Five memもers of
the Board sha皿constitute a quo関m for the tra髄action of b調iness.
剛ny sh抽have power to take anァme糊r徳which心ey 8haI] deem
228
expedient for enco調種ging s血8Criptionsl do耽tio鵬and beque8t8 to
the corporation汗O Pe章ition血e工Jegi轟a加re for any additional privi-
1ege8; tO au血orize any o髄cer to e加er into and bind血e co坤oration
by such contractB and engageぬents as血ey deem∴種dvantagepl舶; to
8e重工real estate, and authorize the Treasurer or other o償cer to execute
and de鞄ver∴alI deeds or other in餌血ents necessarアtO COnVey血e
Same; tO aPPOint annua11y, Or Otherwise, aIユbroper and nece的ary
Physicians, SungeOnS, O鮎eers, a純i靴ants and servantB, Wi血sud1 8a重aries
a租d wage畠a8血ey皿租y dc寄e雷弧i皿e汗O m壷c重心e誼o富吐e goveme皿を
of‘ 8aid phyBieians, 8urgeOnS, 0鮭cers・ attendants書d的rvants and for
the admi的ion of patients9 and血e manage皿e孤鴨Of all deparment8
0鼻血e量皿的王調書ion.
They shan cause a record of aⅢ their doingB tO be kepきand hid
before the corporation at every meeting thereof; ond at leVerア、 An.
nua] Meeting they shalI make a written repo競on the Tre購uTereS
account8∴種nd on the general 8tate Of the In8ti調tion; and for thiB
PurPOSe心ey shal霊, @t SOme Previous meeting・ aPPOint a com晶tee
of the Board.
Art・ 6.冒he Secretary shal± nodfy皿emberB and a請end all meet.
ing8 of the corporation and of the Board of T血8tee8● andぬall Leep
a record of the doing8 of each. He Bha11 re∞ive‘ 8uCh honora轟u皿
a8 the Board of Tr面tee8 may dcte油壷e.
Art. 7. ‾ The珊e綿urer 8hall giv℃ bond, with餌職ty, tO he approved
by血e Tru8tee調tnance Co血ittee in 8uch叩m a8 the TmsteeB may
fix for the f種ithfuきdi8Charge pf hi8 dutie8. He血aIl章e∞ive and
have血e c耽tody of an moneys● ond with血e Finan∞ ComⅡrittee of
all bonde・ nOte8’deeds and o血er securitie8 belonging to the copom
章ion. He shall pny no money b調by orde重Of血e Bodrd of Th8tee8.
Or Of吐eir committee8 duly authorized by the Board to d職w on hin '
therefor. He oh種11富ende富an aCCOunt When c寄lled fol by血e Tr調
書e㊧8 ○○ Co坤O重a瞭on, a孤d hc 8haⅢ m壷e叫}血e ac○○u調章8の章he重a8豊
day of Decemhe重in each yearr which accounts’PrOPedy` audited’
Shall be laid before血e Corporation at th壷Annud Meeting.鱒e
血抽be empowe富ed wi心血e w血te皿種m恥v血of血e chai調種n 〇㌦ O登
any oぬer memher of血e Finance Committee to inve8t mOney8 dr
ProPerty beIonging to血e HoBPitaI’8eII o重exchange狐y inve8t-
ments’a郎ign’forecIo8e Or give partial re重ea鵜of mo競gage8 0r di8-
charge血e 8ame before matロrity'　彊e chall keep a bock in which
Shall be entered 8uch extract8 from all w劃8 Or deeds of gifts as
affect血e ins血ution. Upo重心e nomination of血e Tre調urer,血e
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冒皿8tee8 may apPOint m a的i8tant tO血e冒re寄Burer● Who shall have
調Ch dutie8 and powe櫛的may be inpoeed upon hin by the T重eaS~
耽e重. HeきhaⅡ車騰bond売血8耽eゆめbe a叩脚ved bァ血c馴血調∞
Committee in 8uCh 8um ab血e Trustee8 m亀アfix for the faithf血di8・
ch種rge of血鵡d調ie8.
Art. 8.甘heBe Byもaws皿ay be a皿ended or富ePealed at any annual
o富やcC親閲∞ting of音the c○卿0糊屯o皿l皿O瓦∞血e職Of having be蝕




The fir帥and A皿u轟Meeting of the T珊SteeB gha皿be held two
weeke after血e Annual Meeting of血e Coporation.富herea蹄er
8tated皿ee艶mg8 8hall be held on血e third TueBday of each month,
exc5pt in血e month of January when血e Btated meeting chaIl be held
On血e雷oⅢ血でue9day農
Special meetihlgS Of血e Trustee8 maアbe ca11ed by血e President
O富bァ紬y血職e富関越誌e8.
Notiee of a皿meetings shall be given by thel secretary by ma組at
Ieast five day8車eviou8 tO血e meeting.
ARTICLE II
Co皿皿i寄書e鎚
At血e Ainud Meeting ofl血e Truatees血e PreBident 8h袖noⅢ工・
nate and the富珊SteeS 8haⅢ dect血e following Standing CpmII血ees●
Of such nu皿b9r aS hereinafter designated.
L A Finance Committee of three to adv毒e the Treasurer and
Snperintendent a8 to血e mode of keeping血e book9 and acco調ItS;
to empIoy an expert to audit Buch accounts; tO adviie wi血the
Trea関rer COncermng mSurance, and to perfom血e dutieB impbsed
by Artide VII of血e By.Law8 Of the Coxpo重ation.
2. A Conmittee of血ree on Nomination8,高ho血au p?ceive and
report a皿nomin種tion8 to O航ce and to the Mtdical md S耽gical Sut.
3. A Comm融ee of five on DonationB and Beque8t8’to 8∞血8t血e
筋場
tems of aIl班もand bequests紬e properly recorded in血e Bdbk of
Donation8血d Bequests: tO eXanine毒often, aS OnCe a year intb血e
思dministra龍on of the free bed 8erviee ahd repo競血ereon to the冒読]S-
tees; tO Ca量且陣on肘bscriber9 to, reneW a皿ual肘bscriptions and to
8OIicit additional軸bscriptions,守ee beds, donatio関and beque印y,
and report thereon to血e Trea帥rer;. 6 serve, a8 a CoⅡⅢ融ee on
Adve露造血g.
4. A Committee of five on the Main駐ospital to indude the CIark
W紺d如c址貼e孤) em車㊤準e8,音押劃記す8劃d aH b竜1d王血g8ゥ繍0血d8
and depa競ments comec鴨d鳴rewhh and e皿Ployed for hospital
p勘昭や側e8 i孤genC重a王.
5・ A Co血it鵬O白hree on血e田v紬8馳平0闘・
6. A C①mmittee of three onl血e駅obinson Memorial and班aynes
斑e皿〇五a工.
7・ A Co聞壷ttee of血聡e on血e O孤t Patients Department, Social
Se訪c㊤紬d Conv粗e8∞平t駐o皿e8・
8・ A Co止血i地e of血耽e On the Sch○○l of N耽鯵8, N関e9音壇ome8,
House O鮪cers and C地nical InB粧uCtion.
A皿Committees sha蘭con8ult and adviee wi心血e Superintendent




工・ At the Amual Meeting of the冒mstee8 a Superintenden青8h劃
be∴aPPOinted to ho且d o飽ce for one, year, Or u血il his 8uCCeSBO重i8
appointed, at Such 8alary as may be fixed by the Tr雌tee8●
2. The Superintendent 8ha腿give hiB PrOfesBional serviceB Wholly
to the鱒oBPital, and sh劇have血e charge and contrbl of i扉n品避ng
the inmediate superintendence of the medical and surgical dep調書・
ment8’excePt a8 t9血e treamem of patieⅢ同. Alll血e重eSidem
O鯖cer8 and empIoyees of the蹟ospital sh劃be under龍s ordersI He
8hall appoint and may discharge a 8uPerintendent1 0f関rBeS膏n
engineer, a ho噛ekeeper, and other einpIoyees. He shall l define, their
duties, and, Subjeot to血e approval of the富加融ees, fix血e salarie8
andlWage8 Of all person8 emPloyed by車i皿He BhaⅡ purchase, O重
direct the p耽Chase of fumit耽e,l Provifrons, medicineb. s竜gical in8t調い
ment8’and other supplies∴and皿ate壷alB. He Bha11 have charge of
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血e medical and 8urgica1 8uPPlies∴and in8trumentS requlred in血e
Ho町it争重.
3.鱒e 8hall co量lect all du蝕from patients, Shall remit said du鋤
to血e Treasurer as often綿once a month and 8ha11 keep an account
Of his receipts and expenditures, With voucherB. At e寄ch stated m∞t-
ing of the冒m8teeS the Superintendent shall report his receipt8 and
expenditureg for the previou8 mOnth, aS aPPrOved by the anditor.
Upon血e approval of such expenditures by the PreBident, Vice・Pr飽i・
dent, Or by a member of the班nance Committee other thah the
・冒rea8urer, the Treasurer∴Shall pay the same to the Superintendent,
ProVided, however, that expenditures, eXOePt for cunent and unal
PurPOSeS. 8ha皿be made by the Superintendent only when authorized
by the Tru8tee8’Or’in the case of BeaSOnable purchasesl by血e Pre寄i"
dent o重Vice.President.
4. He 8h種ll admit patients to the虹oBPital and as8ign血em te
their 8eVeral wards. He shalI, With the approval of the T剛ntees,
decide血e rate to be charged for board, Or, if any free bedB be unoc伽-
Pied, he may grant admi餌ion to them. Hも8hall keep, Or Cau8e to
be kept, a reCOrd of the name声eX, age, birthplace, reSidence, and
di8eaSe, the date and term8 Of admission and the date8 Of an di8・
charges, and also the date of decease, in all ca8eS; and心iさreCOrd,
in a tabular fom; Bhall be open to the inspection of any of血e
Trustees and of血e members of the Medical and Surgical Staff.
5. He 8ha11 report to the attending physicians or弧rgeons the
names of拙patientβ Whose time has∴exPired. He1 8hall di8chargc
patiehtsl,読th the∴aPPrOVal of血e attending physician or ourgeon.
6. IIe sha叫in血e absence of the vi8iting member8 Of the Medic食l
and Surgival Staff, decide upon the case of any admitted patient
関ePeCted of being a純cted with any contagious disease, and at once
remove such patient from arty ward, and in his di8Cretion, from血e
Hospital. WIleneVer, in hi8 judgment, Patients misbehave, Or violate
any rules, he may remove or discharge them, rePOrting 8uch case8,
Wi血out delay, tO the冒mstees.
7. He shall report to the Tr鵬tees, at eaCh of their∴Stated meet-
ingB, the condition of the龍ospital in it8 SeVeral departmentB. When
8O directed bァ血e Trustees thi8 rePOrt 8hall be in writing and 8ha11
include血e condition of the Hospital in itB 8eVeral departmen鴫and
chall exhibit by dep種rtments all p種tien龍who have been in the hon8e
2容7
OVer three months・ a1重pahents with血eir physician or関rgeOn Who
have been treated by o血er than member8 Of the House Staff. and such
furthel' 8tatistica工data conceming the movement of血e patient popu-
量ation by department8 aS is usuaI or the Trustee8 may direct・ The
report made by the SupeI.intendent to the冒rustees at the meeting in
January 8ha皿be for the previous year.
8. He sha虹make any ruleB and regulations that he may血i。k fit
for the govemment of the emp工oyee8 and patientfa and for the
management of血e Hospital, nOt inconsi8tent With血e By-Law8 Of血e
Corporation or the Orders of the Trustees.
9. He shall, uPOn the death of any patien与immediately appriBe
his friends, Shall sign a certifroate of dea血, and shall fumich血e
City registrar with a copy of血e Bame. He sha11 also state血e ti町e
and cause of death, and the dispo8ition made of血e body. He 8hall
8ee that no autopsy iB made but with血e consent in wr担ng of the
next in kin of the deceased.
ARTICLE IV
Medical and Sur鏡cal Staff
l・ The Tr雌tees shau’at their Amual Meeting, aPPOint a Medic種l
and Surgical Staff’tO bonsist of such physicians and 8urgeOnS a8 the
Trustees∴Shall determine. The membe耽Shal置hold o鮭ce for the
tem of one year and until血eir 8uCCeSSO鵬are aPPOinted.
2. There 8hall be a General Exeoutive Committee con8isting of心e
Medical and Surgica工Executive Committees. The Superintendent
BhaⅡ act as Secretary of the Committee.
Thi8 Committee 8hall have general 8uPerviBion of all wo血re量ating
to血e treatment of patients.
The GeneraI Exeoutive Committee 8hall pre8Cribe, 8ubject to血e
confirmation of血e Tru8teeB’house ru量es for血e managenlent Of心e
Variou8 medical and 8urgica賞departments.
No person 8hall be eligible to active servi∞ in any department of
血e Hospital) after attalning血e age of 8ixty year8・
Fo重lowing and after the Amua量Meeting of血e TmeteeB Of 1927●
e宣igibility 8hall continue mtil Bixty.two years.
3. The Medical Staff血all consist of a physician・in・chiefl Phy髄u
Cian8, visiting physician8, and assistant vi8iting phy8iciam.
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There 8han be a Medical Executive Commi耽ee to con8i9t Of phy8i・
cian"in-chief, a Physician appointed by血e TrusteeB9 and the Super-
intendent of血e HospitaL ThiB Com心血ee 8hall have general direc.
tion of the medical services in all departments of the Hospital. The
Superintendent shall be the Secretary of血i8 CoIImittee.
In ca8e Of prolonged absence of one of the Medical Executive Com"
mitte6, 6血er血an the Superintendent, the vacancy shall be filled by
a physician appoi血ed by血e Tru9teeS.
All nominations 8hall be made by the Medical Executive Com"
mittee’through the General Executive Co皿ittee, tO血e Trustees
for their ac静on.
The physician"in_Chief shall have, under血e direction of血e Medi-
cal Executive Committee’entire charge of his∴Service during血e
whole year.皿is 8ervice also inc重udeB血e Out Patients Department.
The phyBician"in-chief may treat such cases upon his∴Service a8 he
elects. Subject to血e requirements of the Medical Executive Com-
mittee? he iB reSPOnSible for au work done on his 8ervice.
.physicians, Vieiting pkysician畠and assistant vi8iting physicians
shall have such BerVices as the Medica量Executive Commi耽ee deter-
4. The Surgical Sta債shall ∞n8ist of a 8urgeOn"in-Chief, SurgeOnS,
visiting surgeons, and assistant visiting surgeons.
There shall be a Surgical Exeoutive Commi耽ee to consist of a
surgeon-in〃chief, a 8urgeOn aPPOinted by the Tmstees’and血e Super-
intendent of血e Hospita宣, and in matters pertaining to血e obstet・
rical, Orthopedic, nOSe and throat, eye and ear departmentB, a rePre-
8entative of血at specia宣department 8hall be a member of this
Co血ittce.
ThiB Committee 8h劃have general charge of血e 8urgical service8
in a11 department8 Of血e Hospital・ The Superintendent 8ha皿be
the Seeretary of this Committee.
In case of pro量onged absence of a member of the Sur淳Cal Execu・
tive Committee' O血er than血e Superintendent’the vacancy shall be
観賞edl by a 8urgeOn aPPOinted by the Trustees・
The surgeon.in.chief shall have9 under血e direction of血e Sur.
gical Executive Committee’entire charge of his 8ervice during血e
whole year. Thi8 8ervicもal如inchdeB the Out Patient8 Deparment.
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The 8urgeOn-in-chief may operate upo和し8uch caBes uPOn hi=ervice
a8 he ele舶. Subject to血e requirement8 Of the Surgical Executive
Committee, he is∴re8POn8ible for aII work done on hi8 8ervicc;
Surgeons, visiting surgeons∴and assi8tant visiting 8urgeOnS, 8hall
have BuCh services a8血e Surgical Executive Committee detemrine8.
All nominations∴Sha11 be皿adc by the Surgical Executive Com-
mi耽ee, through the General Executive Co皿mi耽ee, to血e冒r皿8tee8
for their∴action.
A surgeon_in・Chief, SurgeOn, Visiting surgeon or劃9istant viB通ng
surgeon having special ca8eS asSigned him by thc/ Surgical Execu細
tive Committee shalI prepare and present annually a monogr寄ph
upon the subject.
5. A Chief of Service to a depa】rtment may be appointed by tPe
Tmstees of the Hospital on血e nomiI]ation of the Gene脚l Executive
Commi耽ee. Subject to the requirements of the Medical or Surgical
Executive Com皿ittecs, he §hall have immediate supervision and
oontrol of hi8 department, and’be held富esPO鵬ib工e for all its wo血;
he 18ha皿be on service throughout the year and皿ayltreat Buch patien龍
assigned to his department as he may eIect.
A11 appointee呂to the House Staff in the Department of which he
iB Chief shall be regarded as its membe購・ Physician8 holding oorre-
8POndihg appointments in血e Out Patients Dep租rtment mdy becoIne
皿ember8 0f血e department on the a債rmative vote of血e house 8ta債
富he Chief of Service shall call種I regular meeting of his department
On the expiration of each service and not less frequently than four
times yea轟y. He 8hall ca11 special meeting8 Of hi8 department when-
ever he deems it nece的ary, Or On the written requesi of two of it8
members. He shall cause his department to become organizedl apd
WiH act綿it8 Chaiman. As 8uCh he sha皿represent his deparment,
and become a member of the ExeoutiJe Committee in matter8 Per"
taining especially to his departrnent.
He 8haII s一心mit to his department the names of proposed ap"
POintees血ereto’Or contemPlated recommendations for changes in
rank or title, and in trahsmitting血ese to血e Executive Committee
ShaI寒indicate the extent of hi患department,s endorsement. He Bhall
make reco皿mendations for assi伊lment tO ‘Service ofぬe membe購of
his departmeI競, Wi血the period血ereof, and cha皿submit the皿tO
血e Executive Committee for approval.
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6. ,Subject to血e approval of血e亜secutive Committee血e Chief
Of Servite may make閲eh further ndes for the conduct of his de。
Par中eロt, a8 he皿ay deem nece8Sary.
7. Subject to the require血ents「 0f the Executive Co皿mittee the
8tndents of Boston ’Unive購ity SchooI of Medicine shall be given
c蛙nica] apd Iaboratory inst珊Ction in the several depammeIltS Of
地e Hふpitヰby血e members of血el Sta債on Bervice。
8. Patieh鳩under treatment in the Out Pa髄ents Department of
the Hospital and house patients ip all departments, Sha11 have
gra触itious- treatment from也e me皿bers of the Staff on service.
Private, Patie皿や8hall have the professiona血attendan∞ Of their
Physician or紺rgeOn, Who shall make airangements for ouch recom-
PenSe for血eir services as may be mutuaHァagreed upon, tO be paid
after every ob職gation to the壇ospital haB been dischanged.
9. No patient shaH be treated in any department of血e班ospita重
by other血an a member of the班ouse Sta債, and no operation shaⅢ
be undlertaken ip any depart血ent of血e田ospital by other血an a
me皿ber of血e Sungical Ho関e St諸in h王B SPeCialty, eXCePt Wi血the
8anCtion of血e General Executive Com町ittee, Or血e consent of the
physician or surgeoh on dutァand血e Superintendent. As directed
by血e甲rustees the S皿Perintendent’s report shan鉱址bit by depart-
ments謝l patients with血eir phy8ician or 8調geOn Who have been
章重e租亀e血bァ0血も重心a虹me皿be瓦of血e田ou畠e S章a債・
A取で工CLE V
No ,Physician or州rgeon who owns, co血due争Or’in financially




The Thstee8 may, at their discretion, aPPOint綿Sistants to the
Superintende叫tO be nominated by hin for the approval of the
T関stees. ?uch as8istan鳩shau exercise such authority and poform
叩ch duties l as may be, P喜e8Cribed by the Superintendent.∴The calary




Rc9idents and intem8血劃be∴aPPOinted by血e T剛stee8 uPon
血e nomination of the Gene富al Executive Com皿ittee.
Each re8ide皿and intem BhaIl devo書e hi8 entire timo to the 8er-
vice of the Hogpital and 8hall not engage in o血er ocoupation or be
ab8ent from the Inatitution. except for hi8 regular tine off duty,
o血er血an wi血the approval of the Superintendent・
Resident8 and intem8 8haⅢ not terminate their臓rviceB Prior章O
血e expi鳩hon of血e period for which血ey are dppointed● and 9心"
ject to血e requirements of心e Vi8i血g St種ff and血e Superinten-
dent, Ohall, Conform to the e8ねbIished mlea of the Ho8Pital.
ARTICI.E VI重I
Genc重心瞳血e8
1.班o壷and I壷vate patients 8hall be註mi龍ed to or exrhded
from血e 8e▼eral department8 Of the龍ospital iIl aCCOrdah∞ With
血e regulations of the Trustee8● Executive Committees● Or the Super-
i皿te皿denふ
2. Patien鳴8u飯ering from an infectiou8 Or COntagiou8 disease, C*.
cept血o畠e rOutinely received at血e HayneB Memorial. de量i血血
tremens, OPium habit or inBanity, Without comp量icationB’Sha皿not
be admitted to any department of血e Hospital. House patient8 Shall
not be admitted to private rooms unle的in血e opinion of血e Super-
intendent their condition is ouch綿tO neOesSit印e private重OOm C調e,
when they 8hall be given gra加i畦o耽treatment bァthe membe重8 of
血e 8ta債.
3. Relatives wiIl not be received into the Hospital wi血patientB,
nor wi1工they be allowed to remain wi心血em during the ni班t,
except by血e expreg8 direction8 of the attending phy8ieian or関Lr.
geon, Wi心血e consent of the Superintendent.
4. Patient8 are nOt Pemitted to 8ee any1 0ne On血e day of an
operation. The regulation of viβiting to both ho耽e and¥ Private
Patient8もentirely wi血in血e co血roI of血e Supe富intendent.
5. No artide of food fo富a ho耽e pr private patient iB to be bro皿か書
into血e Ho8Pital, ex∞Pt wi心血e Superintchdent,8 apP重o読l.
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6・珊e珊Ieき0f the Ho8Pital muBt be i皿Plieitly obeyed bJ皿
patiente. Should any p如ient wi肌皿y or∴Per8iBtentIy di8regard
血e8e重ule8, he w弧be discharged from血e Hoepit鍵l. Whenever a
patie膜iB的di8charged, che circumstances thereof血all be m租dc、 a
pa請o鼻血e圏0坤i龍山でec〇着dβ・
A取骨工C重囲工X
聞1e Standing Orders are, Bubject to ahe職tion, a皿endment。 or
repea量J a自由e plea卵re of the珊uLstee印b耽血ey shall not be al七ered,
amended,重ePealed or聞spended u血ess no髄ce has been given in the
C拙for血e皿ee血g血at change8 in血e Standing Orders w甜be
p章op o8ed.

Asめのαγ§ Oj α蘭訪g庇Hos加α串ee訪s蘭e 〇月ro耽
COUer.
Form of Bequest
I give and bequeath to血e Ma鮒Chusetto Homceopa血ic Hospital・
a∴cOrPOration e亀tablished under血e lawB Of血e Commonwealth of
Ma8SaChusett8,血e 8um O」-----〇〇〇------○○----〇〇一〇〇-〇〇〇〇-置-一〇一一---〇〇〇〇don種r8’tO be
app量ied to血e use and purpoBeS Of the Corpor種tion.
叩orm of Bequest for a "Permanent Free Bed,,
I give and bequeath to血e Massachusett8 Homceopathic Hospital,
種corporation estabhished皿der血e lawB Of血e Commonwealth of
MassachusettB, the sun of----○○----○○---t○○-----○○----------------○○-------do11a購, tO be
app量ied to the establishment and endowment of a “Permanent Free
Bed” to be known and deBignated aB血e-----一-----○○--------一----一--・-----------〇〇一
『ree Bed.
事Se○ page 132 for infom種tion in reg種rd to Free Bed8.

